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SUMMARY 

The Proterozoic sequence in the central Georgetown Inlier is divided into the Etheridge and 
Langlovale Groups. The Etheridge Group is late Palaeoproterozoic (ca 1700-1650 Ma, based on 
U-Pb zircon dating using the SHRIMP ion microprobe). The lowermost known unit, the Bernecker 
Creek Formation, consists of calcareous and dolomitic siltstone, fme sublabile sandstone, and 
mudstone. The overlying Daniel Creek Formation is similar, but the rocks are less commonly 
calcareous or dolomitic. It is the lowermost formation in the Robertson River Subgroup which also 
comprises, in ascending stratigraphic order, the Dead Horse Metabasalt, Corbett Formation and Lane 
Creek Formation. The Dead Horse Metabasalt consists of submarine metabasalt. The Corbett 
Formation is mainly mudstone, but also contains a probable meta-chert unit, the Tin Hill Quartzite 
Member. The Lane Creek Formation contains abundant, locally calcareous, carbonaceous mudstone 
and siltstone. Mafic sills and rare dykes, assigned to the Cobbold Metadolerite, intruded the 
Bernecker Creek Formation and Robertson River Subgroup before the deposition of subsequent 
units. Some may have been comagmatic with the Dead Horse Metabasalt. All of the units grade 
eastwards into high-grade metamorphic equivalents (schist, quartzite, calc-silicate gneiss, and 
amphibolite). 

In the eastern half of the area, the Einasleigh Metamorphics has three main facies: biotite 
gneiss, calc-silicate gneiss, and leucogneiss. The calc-silicate gneiss and biotite gneiss facies are 
probably equivalents of the Bernecker Creek and Daniel Creek Formations, respectively. However, 
the leucogneiss, which occurs near the boundary of me other two facies, has no lower grade 
equivalents. It may have been either beach sand or felsic tuff. Geochemistry suggests that the 
calc-silicate gneiss was originally calcareous or dolomitic sandstone, whereas the biotite gneiss was 
muddy sandstone or siltstone. The Juntala Metamorphics in the southeast are predominantly mica 
schist, similar to and possibly equivalent to that in the Corbett Formation. 

The Townley Formation overlies the Lane Creek Formation and consists of mudcIast
bearing sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone. It is overlain by the Heliman Formation which is 
lithogically similar, but also has abundant siliceous siltstone and sublabile to quartzose sandstone. 
The Candlow Formation contains mudcIast-bearing sandstone, siltstone and mudstone. The mudstone 
is commonly carbonaceous and variably pyritic. Two named members within the formation are the 
White Bull Member (similar to the Heliman Formation) and the Stockyard Creek Mudstone Member 
(pyritic, carbonaceous mudstone). The uppermost unit of the group is the Langdon River Mudstone, 
which is a grey and maroon, laminated mudstone. 

The Etheridge Group was probably deposited mainly in shallow water in a shelf or 
epicontinental sea. The mafic rocks are geochemically similar to modem ocean-floor or island-arc 
tholeiites. However, except for their low potassium, they are also similar to some continental 
tholeiites, and it is suggested that their emplacement could be related to extension of the ductile, late 
Palaeoproterozoic crust and formation of the epicontinental sea in which the Etheridge Group was 
deposited. 

The Mesoproterozoic (approx. 1550 Ma) Langlovale Group unconfonnably overlies the 
Etheridge Group. It contains the Malacura Sandstone (mainly fluviatile sandstone) and the Yarman 
Formation (marine mudstone and minor sandstone intervals with some characteristics of pro-deltaic 
turbidites. 

Four main folding events deformed the Etheridge Group. D) and D2 may have occurred 
close to each other at about 1550 Ma. D) produced tight to isoclinal, mainly easterly trending folds, 
commonly many kilometres in wavelength. Deformation during the D2 increased in intensity 
eastwards, and in the eastern half of the area produced isoclinal folds with wavelengths from a few 
centimetres to one or two kilometres. The axial planes trend north where not re-orientated by later 
events. Both events were associated with greenschist to amphibolite facies metamorphism and 
produced strong axial plane schistosities. D3 was strongest in the Robertson River and Einasleigh 
areas and produced major folds with axial planes dipping shallowly north, and wavelengths up to 
10 km. Axial plane schistosities are rare, but mesoscopic folds and crenulations are abundant. D4 
produced mainly open folds trending roughly north. It appears to have been stronger in the Juntala 
Metamorphics as well as to the east of the study area. Weak folding and development of crenulations 
are associated with two later deformations (Os and D6)' 
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Most of the numerous faults and lineaments mapped in the central part of the Georgetown 
Inlier are the result of brittle deformation, associated with maximum lateral displacement of only 
about 5 km and/or vertical movement. The patterns are complex and not well understood. Some 
patterns may be explained as conjugate sets related to some of the compressive deformation events, 
but others may be purely tensional. The Gilberton Fault in the south of the area, however, is thought 
to have lateral displacement of 50 km or more, and may be related to a system of major mylonite
associated faults (which include the Werrington and Ball:mure Faults) in the eastern part of the inlier. 
Preliminary studies of these suggest that they may represent major early Palaeozoic transcurrent 
movement and/or thrusting. 

Metamorphism in the Georgetown Inlier ranges from lower greenschist facies in the 
southwest (Gilberton and North Head areas) to granulite facies in the northeast (Einasleigh and 
Mount Surprise areas). Metamorphism probably reached its peak during 02' Pressure conditions were 
intermediate between those of the classic low-pressure (AbukumalBuchan) and medium-pressure 
(Barrovian) facies series. From a consideration of field and petrographic data and experimental 
eqUilibrium curves, a pressure of about 4 kilobars and a temperature of 630°C to 650°C is suggested 
for the rocks at the sillimanite isograd. Conditions at other isograds cannot be determined accurately 
because the geothermal gradient is difficult to compute. It is likely that the gradient was different in 
various parts of the area depending on proximity to the large S-type granitoid batholiths which were 
intruded during 02' 

In parts of the area, the metamorphic rocks have undergone retrogression, generally 
shown by replacement of aluminosilicates by muscovite, biotite and garnet by chlorite, and 
plagioclase by epidote. Much of the retrogression may have occurred during a postulated thermal 
event around 400 Ma, possibly associated with 04 and emplacement of large I-type granitoid 
batholiths. Contact metamorphism is evident around high-level granitoid plutons of Proterozoic and 
Late Palaeozoic age. 

The Georgetown Inlier represents an ensialic terrane typical of the Palaeoproterozoic of 
northern Australia. 

Keywords: Regional geology; stratigraphy; structural geology; metamorphism; rock geochemistry; 
Etheridge Group; Langlovale Group; Georgetown Province; Proterozoic; Georgetown; Queensland; 
SE5412,SE5416,SE5509,SE5513. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF REPORT 

This report describes the results of a study of the 
stratigraphy, structure, metamorphism, and 
geochemistry of the Proterozoic sequence in the 
central part of the Georgetown Inlier in north 
Queensland. The study was carried out as part of the 
first phase of the joint Bureau of Mineral Resources 
(BMR) - Geological Survey of Queensland (GSQ) 
Georgetown Project, which commenced in 1972 to 
investigate the geology and mineral resources of the 
Georgetown Inlier. Except for some minor follow-up 
studies, field work in the fITst phase of the project 
was completed in 1978. In this phase, the central part 
of the inlier was mapped, and five preliminary 1: 1 00 
000 scale geological maps produced. A coloured 
map at 1 :250 000, was published by the BMR (Bain 
& others, 1985). In 1979, the project was extended to 
the east and west. Results of these later studies were 
presented by Mackenzie & others (1985, 1986), 
Warnick (1985, 1989), Warnick & Withnall (1985), 
and Withnall (1982, 1989). Brief references to some 
of them are made, where relevant, in this report. 

The report was originally written for a 
Bureau of Mineral Resources Bulletin in 1983 and 
issued as an unpublished GSQ Record (Withnall, 
1984) as an interim measure. The Bulletin was 
resurrected in 1992, but was again abandoned and a 
decision was made to release individual chapters as 
AGSO Records. An attempt has been made to update 
the text to incorporate more recent work, but other 
commitments preclude fully revising the discussions 
on structural and metamorphic geology in the light 
of more recent literature. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

underway. This revision will be presented in the 
forthcoming Bulletin that will synthesise the geology 
of north Queensland. However, the earlier 
nomenclature used at the time of writing will be 
retained in this report, including the term "inlier", 
which simply denotes an area of older rocks 
surrounded by younger strata. The division of the 
province(s) into separate inliers is due mainly to 
overlap by the thin Mesozoic and Cainozoic platform 
cover of the Carpentaria, Laura and Eromanga 
Basins. A screen of late Palaeozoic volcanic and 
related intrusive rocks, which are part of the 
Newcastle Range-Featherbed Volcanic Field of 
Oversby & others (1980), also contributes to the 
break in continuity. The Precambrian rocks are 
bounded to the east by the Palaeozoic Palmerville 
and Burdekin River Fau]t systems which separate 
them from the Hodgkinson and Broken River 
Provinces of the Tasman Orogen (Withnall & others, 
1988b; Withnall & Lang, 1993). 

In the Georgetown Inlier three tectonic 
subprovinces were recognised by Withnall & others 
(l980b). From east to west, they were the Greenvale, 
Forsayth and Croydon SUbprovinces. The Greenvale 
Subprovince contains metasedimentary and felsic to 
mafic metavolcanic rocks, and mafic-ultramafic 
complexes. It is now known to include both early 
Palaeozoic and Precambrian rocks (Withnall, 1982, 
1989; Withnall & others, 1991), and is separated 
from the Forsayth Subprovince by the Balcooma 
Mylonite Zone. The Forsayth Subprovince, of which 
the area described in this report forms the western 
two-thirds, contains strongly and multiply folded 
metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks. They 
range in metamorphic grade from lower greenschist 
to granulite facies, and are intruded by Proterozoic 
and Siluro-Devonian granitoid batholiths. The 
Croydon Subprovince consists of only slightly 
deformed, terrestrial, mainly felsic Proterozoic 
volcanic rocks, intruded by comagmatic granite, and 
overlain by fluviatile sandstone. Its boundary with 

The Georgetown Inlier, about 25 000 km
2 

in area, is the Forsayth Subprovince appears to be a partly 
the southernmost and largest of the four main areas faulted unconformity. Overlying the Georgetown 
of Precambrian rocks in north Queensland. The other Inlier are patches of late Devonian to early 
areas are the Dargalong, Yambo and Coen Inliers Carboniferous fluviatile sediments, and 
(Figure 1). The term Georgetown Inlier was Carboniferous to Permian volcanic rocks. The 
introduced by White (1961). An alternative term, the volcanic rocks are mostly rhyolitic to dacitic 
Georgetown Province, was used by Arnold & ignimbrite, and some rhyolitic and basaltic or 
Henderson (1976) and Arnold & Rubenach (1976). andesitic lavas (Branch, 1966; Oversby & others, 
Henderson (1980) regarded the separate areas of 1980; Mackenzie, 1980). Some occupy cauldron 
Precambrian rocks in northeastern Queensland as subsidence structures and are part of the Newcastle 
parts of a single structural unit or province, termed Range - Featherbed Volcanic field. A variety of 
the Georgetown-Coen Province. The more recent mainly felsic hypabyssal to plutonic rocks, forming 
work in Cape York Peninsular that post-dates this dykes, stocks, ring complexes and batholiths, intrude 
study indicates that the Precambrian rocks probably the Georgetown Inlier and are related to the 
represent several provinces, and a complete revision volcanism. Mainly fluviatile sedimentary rocks 
of the nomenclature of the structural nomenclature is which are outliers of the Jurassic to Tertiary 
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cover are scattered throughout the western part of the 
Georgetown Inlier (Needham, 1971; Doutch & 
others, 1970; Smart & others, 1971, 1980). 
Cainozoic basalt overlies some areas in the eastern 
part of the Inlier. 

NOMENCLATURE AND 
TERMINOLOGY 

Most of the tenns used in this report confonn with 
the Amencan Geological Institute's Glossary of 
Geology (Gary & others, 1972). Where the meanings 
of tenns depart significantly from those in the 
Glossary, a defmition is given in the report. 

Sandstones (or arenites) are classified 
according to Crook (1960), sedimentary grain size 
classes are those of Wentworth (1922), and bedding 
thickness ranges are after Ingram (1954). The term 
siltstone is used in the sense of Blatt & others (1980, 
their table 11-1), for a rock of which at least 
two-thirds is material of silt size, the remainder being 
clay or, in mildly metamorphosed rocks, clay
derived components such as muscovite and chlorite. 
Such rocks with less than two-thirds silt are tenned 
mudstone. 

The lUGS recommendations (Le Maitre, 
1989) are used for the classification of igneous 
rocks. Metamorphic rock nomenclature mainly 
follows Winkler (1967, pp. 225-229). Plutonic and 
metamorphic rocks are named more exactly by 
placing the names of subordinate constituents in 
front of the rock name, beginning with the mineral 
present in the smallest amount. The terms used for 
metamorphic facies and grade zones generally 
follow those of Turner & Verhoogen (1960) and 
Winkler (1967). Structural notation follows Bell & 
Duncan (1978). 

In the text, names of 1: 100 000 Sheet areas 
are referred to simply as, for example, FORSA YTH. 
Locations are given as references to the Australian 
100 m metric grid, prefixed by the number of the 
1: 1 00 000 Sheet area (Figure 2). 

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

Early investigations 

Gregory's Northern Australian Expedition in 
1855-56 reported the presence of metamorphic rocks 
in the Georgetown Inlier (Gregory, 1857; Gregory & 
Gregory, 1844, pp. 178-183). The first fonnal 
geological descriptions of the area were by Daintree 
(1870), 1872, and in Queensland Legislative 
Assembly, 1869 a, b, c). He described shales and 

slates near Gilberton, and correlated them with the 
early Silurian rocks of Victoria. The schists of the 
Etheridge Goldfield were regarded by him as 
pre-Silurian, and he considered the granites to be 
"transmuted schist". Jack & Etheridge (1892, p. 20) 
in the first major synthesis of Queensland geology, 
placed little importance on Daintree's age 
correlations. They suggested that the metamorphic 
rocks in Queensland may have had a wide range of 
ages, and that some were even of "Azoic" 
(precambrian) age. 

Other early geological investigations of the 
Georgetown area were mainly concerned with the 
gold and base metal deposits of the Etheridge Gold 
and Mineral Field, but most commented on the 
regional geology. Cameron (1900) and Marks (1911) 
gave reasonably comprehensive accounts of the 
geology of the area. They made no age distinction 
between the rocks of different metamorphic grade, 
and regarded the granitoids as intrusive bodies rather 
than metamorphic rocks altered in situ. Ball (1914) 
was open-minded regarding the origin of the 
granitoids, but observed that the schists appeared to 
grade outwards from a core of granite into only 
slightly altered sedimentary rocks, which he believed 
were of early Palaeozoic age. He recognised that the 
inrrusionofthe "diorite" (metadolerite) predated the 
defonnation. 

Jensen (1920, 1923) introduced the tenn 
Etheridge (or Etheridgean) Series for the higher 
grade metamorphic rocks in the Georgetown area, 
and regarded them as Precambrian in age. He 
suggested that the lower grade rocks in the western 
part of the area were equivalents of his Herbertonian 
Series which he thought might be of early Palaeozoic 
age. However, he did admit the possibility that these 
rocks could represent higher level parts of the 
Etheridge Series which had escaped intense 
metamorphism. He remarked on the similarity 
between the Herbertonian rocks and those of the 
"Agicondi Province" (pine Creek area) of the 
Northern Territory. Jensen agreed with Cameron and 
Marks on the origin of the granitoids and considered 
most of them to be Precambrian 

Bryan (1925) introduced the tenn 
Einasleigh Series for the generally gneissic rocks in 
the areas drained by the Einasleigh and Copperfield 
Rivers. He correlated the Einasleigh Series with the 
rocks of the Cloncurry area on the basis of high 
metamorphic grade and predominant northerly 
trends. He appears to have restricted the name 
Etheridge Series to the rocks of generally lower 
metamorphic grade and predominantly easterly 
trends in the Etheridge and Gilbert Rivers area. This 
included most of Jensen's Herbertonian Series 
equivalents, and parts of the Etheridgean Series. 
Bryan (1925, 1928) believed that the Etheridge 
Series, although possibly also of Precambrian age, 
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formed a distinct and younger sequence than the 
Einasleigh Series. Later reviews of Queensland 
geology (Whitehouse, 1930; Bryan & Jones, 1946) 
used the term Einasleigh Gneisses for the supposed 
older sequence. The Geological Map of Queensland 
(Geological Survey of Queensland, 1953) showed all 
of the Precambrian rocks as undivided Etheridge 
Complex. 

Initial BMR-GSQ studies 

Walpole & Langron (1955) undertook a brief 
reconnaissance of the Georgetown area. They 
remarked on the westward decrease in intensity of 
metamorphic effects. They noted that the rocks 
compared more closely with rocks in the Pine Creek 
area of the Northern Territory than with those in the 
Mount Isa-Cloncurry area. 

In 1956 the BMR and GSQ began a 
regional geological survey of the Georgetown, 

White (1961, 1962d, 1965) suggested that the 
Robertson River Metamorphics were part of the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics, and thrust over the 
Etheridge Formation. 

K-Ar and Rb-Sr age determinations 
reported by Richards & others (1966) were mainly 
on granitoid and volcanic units, and did not attempt 
to resolve the age and relationships of the 
metamorphic rocks. They did establish that at least 
some of the granitoids, and hence the metamorphic 
rocks were Precambrian. However, most of the K-Ar 
ages suggested that a strong Silurian-Devonian 
thermal event had affected the area. Black (1973) 
reanalysed the samples using the Rb-Sr method, and 
although more Precambrian ages were obtained, 
most ages showed at least partial resetting by the 
"thermal event". 

RECENT INVESTIGATIONS 

Gilberton, Einasleigh and Clarke River 1 :250 000 In 1972 the BMR and GSQ began a re-examination 
Sheet areas. In the fITst progress report, White & of the Georgetown Inlier involving geological 
Hughes (1957) assigned the low-grade metamorphic mapping as well as geochronological, geophysical, 
rocks in the western part of the area to the Etheridge and geochemical studies. Initially the central part of 
Group (consisting of the Langdon River Formation the inlier, the area considered in this report, was 
and "Green Hills Formation"). In the Robertson studied, and five 1: 1 00 000 geological maps were 
River area and near "Ironhurst" and "Huonfels" produced. Progress reports giving detailed accounts 
homesteads, the low-grade rocks were observed to of the geology of FORSA YTH, GEORGETOWN, 
interfinger with schist and quartzite that were GILBERTON, and the North HeadIForest Home 
assigned to the Einasleigh Metamorphics. In the area are by Bain & others (1976), Oversby & others 
Gilberton area, however, it was suggested that (1978), Withnall & others (1980b), and Withnall & 
calcareous sedimentary rocks grading eastwards into Mackenzie (1981) respectively. Definitions of 
gneiss, and assigned to the "Mount Moran Precambrian intrusive and stratigraphic units were 
Formation", had an unconformable relationship with given by Withnall & others (1976), Withnall & Bain 
the Einasleigh Metamorphics. (1980), Withnall & Mackenzie (1980, 1983), 

White & others (1959) changed the names Duncan & Withnall (1983) and Withnall (1983). The 
"Mount Moran Formation" to Bernecker Creek work was extended to the Einasleigh, Clarke River 
Formation, and "Green Hills Formation" to and Croydon 1:250000 Sheet areas in 1979. Two 
Etheridge Formation. They recognised that the 1 :250 000 Special geological maps were published 
Etheridge Formation conformably overlay the for the Georgetown and Croydon regions by Bain & 
Bemecker Creek Formation. Because the Einasleigh others (1985) and Mackenzie & others (1985). 
Metamorphics near Gilberton were observed to be in Overall syntheses of the geology of the Georgetown 
sharp contact with the low-grade Etheridge area were given by Withnall & others (1980a, 
Fonnation, it was suggested that the fonner unit was 1988a). Withnall (1985) described the geochemistry 
part of an older basement tentatively assigned to the of the mafic rocks in the Etheridge Group. 
Archaean. The other metamorphic units were Concurrently with the BMR-GSQ 
assigned to the Proterozoic. A new unit, the investigations, staff and students of James Cook 
Robertson River Metamorphics, was erected to University of North Queensland, the University of 
include rocks previously assigned to the Einasleigh Queensland, and the Australian National University 
Metamorphics, that apparently interfmgered with the made detailed studies of aspects of the structure and 
Etheridge Formation. Formal definitions of these metamorphic petrology. Relevant research theses are 
units were published by White (1959). by Fitzgerald (1974), Llewellyn (1974), Patrick 

White & others (1959) considered the (1978), McNaughton (1980), Duncan (1983), and 
Robertson River Metamorphics and high grade parts Davis (1986a). Publications resulting from this 
of the Bemecker Creek Formation to be contact research are Bell & Rubenach (1980, 1983), 
metamorphic rocks, in contrast to the Einasleigh McNaughton (1979), McNaughton & Wilson (1980, 
Metamorphics, which were regarded as products of 1983a, b, c) and Davis (1995a, b). A combined 
regional metamorphism. However, in later reports, geochronological and structural study was carried 
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out jointly by BMR-GSQ and James Cook 
University personnel (Black & others, 1979). 

Mapping of the Einasleigh and Clarke 
River Sheet areas (including the adjacent Broken 
River Province) was continued by the GSQ alone 
after 1982 and completed in 1985. Preliminary 
reports on the mapping were given by Withnall 
(1982), Withnall, Lang & others (1985, 1986), and 
Warnick & Withnall (1985). Withnall (1989) and 
Warnick (1989) published detailed reports on the 
geology of the Georgetown Province, and the 
Broken River Province is described by Withnall & 
others (1988b) and Withnall & Lang (1993). 

Geochronology by the BMR was ongoing 
and results, mainly of conventional and SHRIMP ion 
microprobe U-Pb zircon dating, were reported by 
Black & McCulloch (1990) and Black & Withnall 
(1993). This work was mainly on the Proterozoic 
and Palaeozoic granites, but the work has relevance 
in constraining the age of the tectonothermal events. 

In 1990, the National Geoscience Mapping 
Accord (NGMA) North Queensland Project 
commenced as a joint project between BMR (now 
AGSO) and GSQ to complete the mapping of north 
Queensland. These studies have extended from the 
Coen Inlier to the northern part of the Georgetown 

Inlier in the Red River 1 :250 000 Sheet area, and the 
results are impacting on the interpretation of the 
Mesoproterozoic and early Palaeozoic history of the 
Georgetown Region. These results will be reported 
in an AGSO Bulletin, to be published in late 1996. 
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PROTEROZOIC STRATIGRAPHY 

The Proterozoic sequence in the central part of the 
Georgetown Inlier consists of three groups separated 
by major unconformities: these are in ascending 
stratigraphic order: the Etheridge Group, Langlovale 
Group, and Croydon Volcanic Group. The Etheridge 
and Langlovale Groups and their constituent units 
were defmed mainly by Withnall & Mackenzie 
(1980, 1983) and Withnall (1983). The Croydon 
Volcanic Group is described briefly, but was not 
examined in detail during this survey. A summary of 
the stratigraphic nomenclature is given in Table 1 
and Figure 3. 

ETHERIDGE GROUP 

The Etheridge Group includes rocks that crop out 
over about half of the Georgetown Inlier. Its 
constituent units are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The 
Einasleigh Metamorphics and part of the Robertson 
River Subgroup were supposed by previous workers 
(White, 1961, 1962a-d, 1965) to be an older 
(Archaean?) basement. However, work by the joint 
party and JCUNQ staff and students demonstrated 
that these rocks, in particular the Robertson River 
Metamorphics, are conformable with the rest of the 
Etheridge Group (Bain & others, 1976; Black & 
others, 1979; Withnall & Mackenzie, 1980; Withnall 
& others, 1980a, b). 

By summing known and inferred thickness 
ranges of constituent units, the Etheridge Group is 
estimated to be between 6000 and I I 000 m thick. 
This assumes that the lowermost units, which are 
exposed only in the east, maintain their thickness 
under the younger units to the west. 

The age of the Etheridge Group has until 
recently been uncertain. As described later, the 
earliest deformational-metamorphic event in the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics was originally dated at 
1570±20 Ma by Black & others (1979). It was 
thought that the Etheridge Group was probably not 
much older than 1600 Ma (Plumb, 1979), and could 
correlate with the Mount Isa and McArthur Groups 
in northwest Queensland and the Northern Territory 
(Withnall & others, 1980a). 

Black & McCulloch (1984) suggested that 
the Etheridge Group was Early Proterozoic or' Late 
Archaean in age on the basis of Sm-Nd studies. 
These studies were on samples of Cobbold 
Metadolerite intruded during deposition of the 
Etheridge Group, as well as mafic granulite from the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics, albitite in the Candlow 
Formation, and granophyre interpreted as a 
differentiate of the Cobbold Metadolerite. These 

produced an isochron giving 2470±l80 Ma. A more 
precise age of 2490±70 Ma was obtained by 
including two metasedimentary gneisses from the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics in the isochron. These two 
samples would be expected to reflect the isotopic 
composition of their provenance, which would 
therefore had to have been only marginally older 
than the Etheridge Group. However, Withnall (1985) 
and Withnall & others (1988a) argued that the 
granophyre may not be a differentiate of the dolerite, 
and could be derived by melting of the 
metasedimentary country rocks by the mafic magma. 

Therefore" the Palaeoproterozoic ages 
obtained probably reflect the isotopic composition 
and crustal residence age of the provenance of the 
sediments. The mafic rocks are too close to mantle 
isotopic compositions to provide Sm-Nd ages on 
their own. 

The primary age of the Etheridge Group, 
has recently been determined as late 
Palaeoproterozoic, probably between about 1700 and 
younger than 1650 Ma, based on SHRIMP U-Pb 
ages on zircon from a metagabbro sill (1650 Ma) in 
the Lane Creek Formation in the middle of the 
Group, and in amphibolite (1670 Ma) and 
leucogneisses (1690-1705 Ma) in the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics (Black & others, in preparation). 

The Etheridge Group is now thought to 
have been deformed, metamorphosed and intruded 
by granitoids in the Mesoproterozoic at about 1550-
1560 Ma (Black & Withnall, 1993; Black & others, 
in preparation; see later). Because this work is still in 
progress, it is not appropriate to give any further 
details here. 

The depositional age is similar to those of 
sequences in other Proterozoic provinces in eastern 
Australia, such as Mount Isa (Cover sequence 3 of 
Blake, 1987; Page, 1993) and Broken Hill (page & 
Laing, 1992). 

Einasleigh Metamorphics 

The Einasleigh Metamorphics crop out in the eastern 
haIf of the area studied. They consist of biotite 
gneiss, calc-silicate gneiss, amphibolite, migmatite, 
and generally subordinate leucogneiss, schist and 
quartzite. Biotite gneiss and calc-silicate gneiss are 
the characteristic rock types. 

Calc-silicate gneiss is particularly abundant 
in the southern part of the area, near "Werrington" 
and south of "Gilberton", where it has been 
delineated as an unnamed member of the Einasleigh 
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Figure 4. Generalised geological map ofthe central Georgetown Inlier showing the Proterozoic stratigraphy. 
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Figure 5. Banded biotite gneiss containing a thin 
isoclinally folded amphibolite layer. 
Einasleigh Metamorphics in Louis Creek 
(7660-127018). 

Figure 6. Calc-silicate gneiss cut by leucogranite veins 
and deformed by folds with M- vergence. 
Einasleigh Metamorphics, llan east
southeast of the Mount Misery prospect 
(7760-168392) 

Figure 7. Overturned pillow(?) in amphibolite showing cuspate bottom and bulbous top. Einasleigh Metamorphics 
near Eveleigh Ag-Pb mine (7661-127798). 
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Metamorphics. Biotite gneiss is' present, although 
generally subordinate, in such areas. Calc-silicate 
gneiss is commonly interlayered with biotite gneiss 
in other areas, such as near "Welfern", but is not 
sufficiently abundant to be mapped out. However, 
calc-silicate gneiss is rare in the Eveleigh-Talaroo 
area and southeast of Georgetown. 

The calc-silicate gneiss and biotite gneiss 
are well-layered, reflecting an original sedimentary 
layering, but possibly modified to some extent by 
metamorphic processes. Other sedimentary 
structures are extremely rare, presumably having 
been obscured by effects of the high strain and 
recrystallisation during the deformation and 
metamorphism. Rare, possible cross-laminae have 
been observed in calc-silicate gneiss. 

Biotite gneiss (Figure 5) is grey and 
consists mainly of quartz, andesine, and biotite. 
Lenses or discontinuous layers up to a few 
millimetres thick, consisting of aggregates of sericite 
replacing sillimanite, are also common, and the 
biotite is locally altered to chlorite. Sillimanite is 
rarely preserved, except in the cores of some sericite 
lenses. Large muscovite flakes are present in some of 
the gneiss. They cut across the foliation, which is 

. usually defmed by biotite flakes and sericite 
aggregates. Gamet porphyroblasts also occur locally. 
The gneiss grades into mica schist, which is 
generally more micaceous and lacks feldspar. With 
decreasing mica, both schist and gneiss grade into 
quartzite. 

The calc-silicate gneiss (Figure 6) is pink, 
grey and green and contains various proportions of 
quartz, microcline, plagioclase, hornblende, 
clinopyroxene, sphene, and locally garnet, scapolite, 
epidotelclinozoisite, and calcite. Magnetite and 
ilmenite are common accessory minerals. 
Hornblende-biotite gneiss occurs in places and 
reflects compositions intermediate between biotite 
gneiss and calc-silicate gneiss. 

A distinctive type of calc-silicate rock of 
apparently limited extent occurs in the Stockman 
Creek area, where it is associated with the small 
Mount Misery and Dreadnought stratabound lead
zinc deposits (Bain & Withnall, 1980; Bain & others, 
1990). It consists of quartz, epidote and diopside~ 
The Eveleigh zinc prospect (Davies, 1972; Withnall, 
1978) is hosted by a similar rock-type of granular 
epidote and minor quartz and calcite. 

Carbonates are rare in the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics in the study area. However, impure 
marble, containing calcite, clinopyroxene and minor 
hornblende and clinozoisite is known from a few 
localities, such as 7659-938712. 

Leucocratic quartzofeldspathic granofels 
and gneiss (leucogneiss) are pink to grey, commonly 
only weakly. layered, and consist predominantly of 
quartz and feldspar (plagioclase and/or microcline), 

together with minor gamet, magnetite, ilmenite, 
sphene, and accessory zircon. In places, the 
leucogneiss grades into calc-silicate gneiss, and has 
minor hornblende and clinopyroxene. Near 
"Werrington", it appears to occur discontinuously 
between the calc-silicate gneiss and biotite gneiss 
facies. It is locally associated with barite horizons or 
lenses up to 2 m wide and several hundred metres 
long, and small, massive sulphide deposits. These 
deposits are possibly of exhalative origin (Oversby, 
1981; Bain & others, 1990). 

Amphibolite is common throughout the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics, partiCUlarly in the biotite 
gneiss facies. Most of the larger amphibolite bodies 
were probably of intrusive origin, and are assigned to 
the Cobbold Metadolerite. However, an extrusive 
origin is likely for some of the amphibolite. At 
7661-127798, near the Eveleigh silver-lead mine, 
fme-grained amphibolite with pillow-like structures 
crops out (Oversby & others, 1978) (Figure 7). Thin 
layers «10 cm) of amphibolite in biotite gneiss in 
some other places may have been beds of mafic 
volcaniclastic detritus. However, thin layers of 
amphibolite associated with calc-silicate gneiss are 
possibly para-amphibolite . 

Migmatite is developed in parts of the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics. Some consists of 
concordant leucogranitoid layers, pods, or augen 
(leucosomes) with biotite-rich selvedges 
(melanosomes), in generally unmodified gneiss. 
These granitoid layers probably originated in situ by 
mobilisation of leucocratic components from 
adjacent rock. Kretz (1966) studied such migmatites 
at Einasleigh. In other areas, particularly where the 
grade approached the granulite facies, segregation of 
leucosomes appears to have occurred to a much 
greater extent (Figure 8), and in a wider range of 
rock compositions, instead .of being restricted to 
certain layers. With increasing degrees of 
segregation, the leucosomes became mobilised and 
disrupted the melanosomes, so that the layered 
migmatites grade into nebulitic granitoid with 
abundant schlieren (Figure 9). Such rocks occur to 
the southeast of Georgetown and in the Eveleigh
Talaroo area. Where the process took place on a 
larger scale, more refractory rocks, such as quartzite, 
amphibolite, vein quartz and earlier leucogranitoid 
and pegmatite, were also disrupted and form 
enclaves in the resultant granitoid. In some of these 
migmatites, mobilisation may have 
occurred when small amounts of interstitial granite 
melt formed throughout the rock, and not necessarily 
after segregation of leucosomes and melanosomes. 

Large areas of nebulitic and agmatitic 
granitoid, grading into layered migmatite and gneiss 
(Figure 9), occur in the Einasleigh Metamorphics 
along the Einasleigh River downstream from the 
Gulf Developmental Road. One of the earliest 
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Figure 8. Melanosomes (dark) 
and leucosomes (pale) in 
migmatite. Einasleigh 
Metamorphics in the Einasleigh 
River, 9.5 km north-northwest of 
Talaroo homestead 
(7661-0750180) 

Figure 9. Migmatite grading into 
nebulitic granitoid showing 
disruption of leucosomes and 
melanosomes. Einasleigh 
Metamorphics in the Einasleigh 
River (7761-891775). 

Figure 10. Biotite gneiss with 
concordant and crosscutting 
leucogranite and pegmatite veins. 
Einasleigh Metamorphics at the 
Stockman Creek crossing 
(7660-138463). 
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components of the Forsayth Batholith, the Mistletoe 
Granite, is similar to some of these granitoids, and 
represents migmatite which has moved farther from 
its place of origin. 

A ubiquitous feature of the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics is the presence of pegmatite and 
granitoid dykes, veins, and pods, ranging in width 
from less than a centimetre to several metres (Figure 
10). Most are granite in composition, and are white 
or cream, very leucocratic rocks with only minor 
biotite and/or muscovite, accessory garnet, and in 
some cases hornblende. Some of the small 
concordant pods and veins may represent locally 
derived leucosomes, as described above. Many, 
however, have no obvious melanosomes, and have 
been intruded from elsewhere. Some may represent 
leucosomes derived from deeper levels and 
mobilised without disrupting their melanosomes. 

Some named granitoid units, such as the 
Lighthouse Granite and Digger Creek Granite, which 
consist of swarms of leucogranite and pegmatite 
dykes and veins, may represent large concentrations 
of mobilised leucosomes. Other smallieucogranitoid 
bodies may be related to larger masses of 
leucogranite, particularly south of "Gilberton" 
adjacent to the Glenmore Batholith. Some 
leucogranite dykes there, may be related to the 
Anning Granite. 

The Einasleigh Metamorphics and the 
Daniel Creek Formation may be laterally equivalent. 
The biotite gneiss facies of the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics grades into mica schist assigned to the 
Daniel Creek Formation in the Robertson River 
Subgroup in the area southeast of Georgetown. 
Northeast of Mount Hogan, the two units flank 
opposite sides of a belt of high-grade Bernecker 
Creek Formation, thought to represent an 
anticlinorium. The main distinction between the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics and the Daniel Creek 
Formation is the presence of well-layered 
plagioclase-rich biotite gneiss in the former. Schists 
in the latter appear to be less feldspathic. However, 
this distinction is often difficult to make in the field, 
and the mapped boundary represents an 
approximately located transition. The calc-silicate 
gneiss in the Einasleigh Metamorphics may be 
largely equivalent to the Bernecker Creek Formation. 

Although the Einasleigh Metamorphics can 
thus be shown to contain equivalents of other units in 
the Etheridge Group, we consider it desirable to 
retain the name, and not to incorporate its various 
components into these other units. Because of the 
structural complexity, stratigraphic relationships 
within the Einasleigh Metamorphics cannot be 
determined directly. Consequently the correlations 
suggested above cannot be made with such 
confidence farther east away from boundary with the 
rest of the Etheridge Group. It is likely, for example, 

that rocks, stratigraphically above or below the 
Daniel Creek and Bernecker Creek Formations, are 
present in the Einasleigh Metamorphics, and they 
may have no equivalents in the Etheridge Group to 
the west. For example, geochemical evidence (see 
later) suggests that the leucogneiss and calc-silicate 
gneiss in the east have a different provenance to the 
biotite gneiss and the rest of the Etheridge Group. 

The Einasleigh Metamorphics were 
probably originally a sequence of locally calcareous 
or dolomite feldspathic sandstone, siltstone and 
shale. Such a range of rock types occurs in the low
grade parts of the Bernecker Creek and Daniel Creek 
Formations, although it is likely that the precursors 
of the Einasleigh Metamorphics were more 
arenaceous, because they are more feldspathic. The 
sequence was intruded by dolerite dykes or sills, and 
locally some basaltic lavas were erupted. 

It is also possible that some of the gneiss 
precursors were volcaniclastic, although such rocks 
have not been recognised in the Bernecker Creek and 
Daniel Creek Formations. Patrick (1978) suggested 
that some sodium-rich gneiss near Einasleigh may 
have been analcitised tuff. The leucogneiss in the 
Werrington area has no known equivalent in the low
grade rocks, and may be volcanogenic, particularly 
in view of its association with stratiform sulphides 
and barite in the sequence there. However, some 
leucogneiss has a high Zr content, and may have 
been sandstone with concentrations of detrital zircon. 
TIle protoliths of the Einasleigh Metamorphics are 
discussed in later in the light of their geochemistry. 

Juntala Metamorphics 

The Juntala Metamorphics (Duncan & Withnall, 
1983) are restricted to the extreme southeast comer 
of the mapped area, and were studied in detail by 
Duncan (1983). The unit is predominantly mica 
schist comprised of quartz, muscovite, chlorite, and 
only minor plagioclase. Although the grade of 
metamorphism was in the amphibolite facies, 
unaltered biotite is rare, indicating extensive 
retrogressive metamorphism. Locally, the schist has 
porphyroblasts of andalusite and staurolite, but 
generally these have also been retrogressed to 
sericite. Retrogressed staurolite porphyroblasts 
commonly contain chloritoid. Small garnet 
porphyroblasts are also present. Graphitic mica schist 
forms a persistent horizon in the metamorphics but 
was not mapped out during our survey. Quartzite is a 
minor constituent. Overall, the Juntala Metamorphics 
were originally mainly mudstone or shale (locally 
carbonaceous), and minor siltstone or sandstone. 

Apart from forming large sills, amphibolite 
also forms rare, very thin layers a few centimetres 
wide in mica schist (for example, near 
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7759-863523). These amphibolite layers were 
possibly originally beds of mafic volcaniclastic 
detritus. 

The Juntala Metamorphics grade to the 
west and north into the Einasleigh Metamorphics. 
Because of this gradation, the boundary is difficult to 
locate. The Einasleigh Metamorphics are recognised 
by the presence of more abundant feldspar in the 
schist and gneiss, and by the appearance of 
calc-silicate gneiss. Metamorphic grade also 
increases to the west. 

Southeast of "Glenmore", the Juntala 
Metamorphics are mapped in contact with the 
calc-silicate gneiss facies of the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics, whereas farther south they are 
mapped in contact with the biotite gneiss facies. This 
may be due to the difficulty in locating the boundary 
(as outlined above), rather than lensing out of the 
biotite gneiss facies. The lower grade equivalents of 
the biotite gneiss would be muscovite-biotite schists 
similar to the Juntala Metamorphics except for a 
higher feldspar content. Thus, the Juntala 
Metamorphics in the Glenmore area, probably 
include equivalents of the biotite gneiss facies of the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics. The eastern boundary of 
the Juntala Metamorphics is the Werrington Fault, 
which juxtaposes them against calc-silicate gneiss of 
the Einasleigh Metamorphics, although farther south 
the boundary may be a simple stratigraphic one. The 
metamorphic grade increases towards this boundary, 
and migmatites have been observed h'1. the Juntala 
Metamorphics. 

As a consequence of the complex structure, 
it is difficult to determine the relative stratigraphic 
positions of the Einasleigh and Juntala 
Metamorphics. However, the Juntala Metamorphics 
closely resemble the schist facies of the Corbett 
Formation and may correlate with it. The Corbett 
Formation overlies the Daniel Creek Formation to 
which the biotite gneiss facies of the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics are partly equivalent. If these 
correlations are valid, the Juntala Metamorphics 
would overlie the Einasleigh Metamorphics. As 
noted above, the Juntala Metamorphics may include 
some equivalents of the biotite gneiss facies (and the 
Daniel Creek Formation). The mafic rocks may be 
equivalents of the Dead Horse Metabasalt. 

Bernecker Creek Formation 

and siltstone are calcareous or dolomitic except 
where leached by weathering. The siltstone and 
mudstone are well cleaved. The rocks are generally 
medium to thinly bedded, although some thick beds 
of sandstone occur in parts of the sequence. The 
sandstone is generally fme to medium-grained, with 
up to 20% feldspar (mainly plagioclase) and minor 
detrital muscovite. Up to 20% metamorphic 
muscovite and chlorite derived from a mud 
component is present in the finer sandstone. 

The carbonate may originally have been a 
cement. In the very fme-grained sandstone and 
siltstone, it is confmed to particular laminae, which 
are commonly less pelitic, and therefore originally 
more porous. During metamorphism and 
deformation, however, the carbonate was 
remobilised to form discrete grains. Staining 
techniques and X-ray diffraction indicate that the 
carbonate-rich layers contain an intimate mixture of 
both calcite and dolomite, although some samples 
have predominantly calcite, or less commonly, 
dolomite. 

The best exposed, and most closely 
examined section of low-grade rocks, is the reference 
section in the Percy River between 7659-645764 and 
633788 (Withnall & Mackenzie, 1980, fig. 4). The 
base of the section is the crest of a major anticline. 
The lowermost 100 m consists of laminated 
mudstone and siltstone (Figure 11), and minor very 
fme-grained sandstone. The sandstone beds are 
laminated, and have small-scale, planar cross
laminae, and some soft-sediment deformation. Well
laminated flaggy siltstone, generally slightly 
carbonaceous, crops out towards the top of the 
interval. 

In the next 800 m, the frequency and 
thickness of the sandstone beds range considerably, 
but overall they both increase upwards. Sandstone 
beds are generally thin, but some are up to 1 m, and 
rarely 5 m. The sandstone is laminated and fme to 
very fme-grained, except in some thicker beds, 
which are fine to medium-grained. Small-scale 
cross-laminae are abundant (Figure 12). Trough 
types are dominant, but planar types are also present. 
The interbeds of siltstone and mudstone are also 
generally laminated and contain very thin lensoid 
and wavy sandstone beds. Thin sandstone beds 
commonly lens out over about 10m. Current 
lineations (Figure 13) are common towards the top 
of the interval, and slumping and oversteepening of 
cross-laminae occur. Rare imbricate edge-wise 
conglomerates consisting of flat laminated clasts 

The Bemecker Creek Formation crops out in the from underlying beds are present. 
Gilberton area in cores of anticlines and is the A diversity of sedimentary structures are 
lowermost known part of the Etheridge Group. Its present in the next few hundred metres in which 
base is not exposed. In the western part of the sandstones are abundant to dominant. Beds are 
outcrop area, where metamorphism was low~grade generally thick and the sandstones are fme to 
and deformation less intense, about 2000 m of medium-grained and well sorted. Laminations are 
sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, and very minor common, and the rocks are flaggy with parting 
impure limestone are exposed. Most of the sandstone lineations such as streaming lineations and sand 
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shadows. Soft-sediment deformation structures, such 
as load casts, contorted and disturbed bedding, and 
boudinage, occur. Ripple marks present include 
asymmetric ripples, linguoid ripples, in-phase 
climbing ripples, ripple-drift laminae, and wave 
ripples. Some ripples have fme wrinkle marks. Small 
scour-and-fill structures, sole marks and planar and 
trough cross-laminae are also common (Figure 14 
and IS). Flaser bedding and clay drapes occur in 
places. 

The sandy sequence is overlain by about 
300 m of grey, carbonaceous, laminated, mudstone 
or shale, and siltstone with only minor sandstone. 
Sandstone beds again become common in the 
uppermost few hundred metres and some beds are 
very thick (up to 5 m). A feature of this interval is 
the presence of soft-sediment deformation structures. 
Sandstone dykes and boudinage are common. The 
sandstone beds are laminated and locally have ripple 
laminae. 

No other complete sections have been 
examined as closely as the reference section, so that 
the lateral extent of the various intervals described 
above are not Imown. 

Eastwards, the sedimentary rocks grade into 
calcareous mica schist and quartzite with calc-silicate 
minerals, such as hornblende, clinopyroxene, 
scapolite, and epidote. An increase in the intensity of 
deformation accompanied the increase in 
metamorphic grade, and most sedimentary structures 
other than bedding and rare cross-laminae are 
obliterated or difficult to distinguish from tectonic 
structures. The metamorphic grade continues to 
increase towards the east, and near "Welfern", the 
Bernecker Creek Formation consists of calc-silicate 
gneiss and granofels similar to those in the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics. A small area of 
calc-silicate gneiss in the headwaters of Gum Creek, 
about 12 km west-southwest of "Robin Hood", is 
also assigned to the Bemecker Creek Formation. 

Robertson River Subgroup 

As defined by Withnall (1983), the Robertson River 
Subgroup comprises, in ascending stratigraphic 
order, the Daniel Creek Formation, Dead Horse 
Metabasalt, Corbett Formation, and Lane Creek 
Formation. The subgroup was formerly t.~e 

Robertson River Formation of Withnall & 
Mackenzie (1980). It consists of low-grade 
metasedimentary rocks and metabasalt, which grade 
into metamorphosed equivalents referred to as the 
'schist facies'. This 'facies schist' includes the rocks 
originally mapped as Robertson River Metamorphics 
by White (1959, 1962d, 1965). 

Field work was completed in most of the 
, schist facies' of the Robertson River Subgroup 
before a detailed stratigraphy was established in the 
low-grade rocks. The four formations have been 
extended into the 'schist facies' mainly by referring 

to field notes and by photo-interpretation. Criteria 
used for extrapolating the boundaries, and which 
could be applied by subsequent field workers to 
locate the boundaries more accurately, are discussed 
in more detail in the following descriptions of 
individual formations. 

Daniel Creek Formation 
Mount Helpman Member) 

(including 

The Daniel Creek Formation crops out in two main 
areas. In the main area, which extends from near 
"Gilberton" to the Robertson River, it is interfolded 
with Bernecker Creek Formation, Dead Horse 
Metabasalt, and Corbett Formation. The other area 
extends north from Talbot Creek for about 40 km 
along the western side of the Newcastle Range, and 
as screens in the Forsayth Batholith to the west of 
Georgetown. 

In the Gilberton area, where the low-grade, 
less-deformed part of the formation is exposed, it is 
1000 to 2000 m thick, but elsewhere the thickness is 
indeterminate owing to complex multiple 
deformation. The low-grade rocks are mainly 
cleaved mudstone or shale siltstone, and generally 
subordinate, fine-grained sandstone. They can be 
distinguished from those in the underlying Bemecker 
Creek Formation by the general lack of carbonate, 
although minor calcareous and dolomitic sandstone 
does occur. The siltstone and sandstone are 
laminated and have wavy and lensoid bedding, 
cross-laminae, and scour-and-fill structures. 

In the upper half of the formation, fine
grained sandstone is more abundant, and forms 
medium to thick, mostly massive beds which lens 
out laterally (Figure IS). In places, ripple marks, 
climbing ripple laminae, small to medium-scale 
cross-bedding, scour-and-fill, and channels 
containing mudclasts are present. The sandstones are 
fine to very fme-grained, and are sublabile to 
quartzose. Plagioclase is the main labile component. 
Metamorphic muscovite and chlorite or biotite 
derived from mud, and possibly degraded mudclasts 
are also present. Some of the sandstone is calcareous 
or dolomitic and commonly contains ellipsoidal 
concretions generally 5 to 30 cm long (Figure 16). 

In some sections, a few hundred metres of 
mainly pelitic rocks with smaller sandy intervals 

form the uppermost part of the formation beneath the 
Dead Horse Metabasalt, but near the Eight Mile 
Waterhole on the Gilbert River (7659-708670) 
metabasalt directly overlies the main sandy 
sequence. This suggests that the sedimentary facies 
in the Daniel Creek Formations are partly 
diachronous. 

The low-grade rocks described above grade 
into mica schist and quartzite, which preserve gross 
sedimentary features, such as bedding and 
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Figure 11. Thin to 
medium-bedded calcareous 
siltstone and mudstone. Bemecker 
Creek Formation, Percy River at 
lona homestead (7659-648761) 
near base of type section. 

Figure 12. Small-scale trough 
crossbedding in fme-grained 
sandstone. Bemecker Creek 
Formation, Percy River near the 
Ortona copper mine 
(7659-639776). 

Figure 13. Current sole markings 
in fme-grained sandstone (width 
offrame about 40 cm). 
Bemecker Creek Formation, 
Percy River near Ortona copper 
mine (7659-639776). 
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Figure 14. Small-scale 
cross-stratification and 
ripple-marks in fme-grained 
sandstone. Bemecker Creek 
Formation, Percy River, near 
Ortona copper mine 
(7659-639776). 

Figure 15. Lenticular sandstone 
bed showing a charmelled base 
and interbedded with mudstone. 
Daniel Creek Formation, Eight 
Mile Creek, Gilberton area. 

Figure 16. Ellipsoidal concretion 
in dolomitic sandstone. Daniel 
Creek Formation, Gilbert River, 
6 km southwest of Gilberton 
homestead (7659-756637). 
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laminations. However, small-scale structures were 
destroyed by metamorphism and intense 
deformation, which commonly transposed the 
bedding parallel to the foliation. However, in spite of 
the complex deformation, gross stratigraphy can still 
be recognised. The calc-silicate gneiss assigned to 
the Bernecker Creek Formation in the headwaters of 
Gum and Bull Creeks, is surrounded by mica schist 
and minor quartzite correlated with the lower part of 
the Daniel Creek Formation. Downstream, a 
sequence of alternating quartzite and mica schist 
(Figure 17) has been mapped as the Mount Helpman 
Member. Flattened ellipsoids with calc-silicates 
occur in some quartzite layers (Figure 18), which 
also have small spots of calc-silicates, and are 
equivalent to the calcareous and dolomitic sandstone 
beds containing the concretions. Schist again 
becomes dominant between the Mount Helpman 
Member and a belt of amphibolite, which is 
correlated with the Dead Horse Metabasalt, and thus 
marks the upper boundary of the Daniel Creek 

Formation. 
The Mount Helpman Member has also been 

partly mapped out south of Georgetown in the 
northern outcrop area of the formation. The member 
can also be recognised (but not yet mapped out) in 
the headwaters of Daniel Creek to the northeast of 
Georgetown. Equivalents of the Dead Horse 
Metabasalt are not present in the northern area, and 
in their absence the upper boundary of the Daniel 
Creek Formation is taken where quartzite becomes 
noticeably less abundant, and thus corresponds to the 
upper boundary of the Mount Helpman Member. 
The uppermost pelitic interval, if present, is included 
in the Corbett Formation, from which it is 
indistinguishable. 

Schist in the Daniel Creek Formation 
generally contains relatively simple mineral 
assemblages, mainly quartz, muscovite, and biotite, 
although small garnet porphyroblasts and up to 20% 
of plagioclase are present in some rocks. In rocks of 
lower and middle amphibolite facies, 
aluminosilicates are rare and where present are 
generally retrogressed to sericite. Staurolite is rare 
and restricted to the equivalents of the uppermost 
pelitic interval. In the upper amphibolite facies, 
lenticular aggregates of sillimanite, commonly 
replaced by sericite, are abundant, and muscovite 
forms irregular porphyroblasts cutting across the 
foliation. Quartzite contains mainly quartz, 
plagioclase and minor mica. With increasing mica, 
the quartzite grades into schist. The spots of 
calc-silicates in some quartzite layers are generally 

garnet and hornblende. 

Dead Horse Metabasalt 

The Dead Horse Metabasalt lies between the Daniel 
Creek and Corbett Formations mainly in the area 
between 'Gilberton' and 'South Head' homesteads 
and the Robertson River. It consists of up to 1000 m 
of metabasalt flows, and minor interbeds of 
mudstone, siltstone and quartzite. Some of the 
quartzite may be metachert of chemical origin. 
Pillow lavas (Figure 19), amygdales and hyaloclastic 
br,~ccias (Figure 20) are common, near the top of the 
formation. The pillows range from 20 cm to 1 m in 
diameter, and have fmer-grained selvedges, 
amygdales and radial cooling joints. Flows in the 
middle of the formation are structureless and difficult 
to distinguish from intrusive rocks except that they 
are generally fmer grained. Some coarser rocks, 
which crop out locally, may be intrusive, but some 
could be the interiors of thick flows. The metabasalt 
is mostly fme-grained, dark green and aphyric. It 
consists of albite, epidote, chlorite, actinolite or 
hornblende, and calcite. Chlorite is more abundant in 
foliated varieties. Amygdales are filled with quartz 
and/or calcite, and locally contain specks of 
chalcopyrite. 

In the 'schist facies' of the Robertson River 
Subgroup, the Dead Horse Metabasalt consists 
mainly of fme-grained, well-foliated amphibolite, 
and minor interbedded mica schist and quartzite. The 
amphibolite is composed mainly of hornblende and 
plagioclase. Coarser amphibolite occurs in places 
and may be derived from intrusive rocks. Amygdales 
(Figure 21), possible metamorphosed hyaloclastic 
breccia, and vague outlines of pillows have been 
recognised in a few localities, such as in Bull Creek 
at 7660-711850. Some areas of amphibolite, mapped 
as Cobbold Metadolerite, may include equivalents of 
the Dead Horse Metabasalt, particularly those in the 
Corbett Formation between the Robertson River and 
the Ropewalk Range. 

The Dead Horse Metabasalt is tholeiitic in 
composition. The geochemistry of the mafic rocks in 
the Etheridge Group is discussed later. 

Corbett Formation (including Tin Hill 
Quartzite Member) 

The Corbett Formation crops out from 'Gilberton' to 
'North Head', and extends east between the 
Robertson River and the Ropewalk Range. Farther 
north, it forms a narrow belt extending from 
'Lornevale' to 'Mount Turner' and then northeast to 
the Newcastle Range. The formation is probably 
about 1000 m thick, but because of fold repetition, 
the thickness is difficult to measure accurately. 
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Figure 17. Interlayered quartzite and schist. Mount Helpman Member of the Daniel Creek Formation, Bull Creek 
near track to Middle Yard (7660-715144). 

Figure 18. Flattened ellipsoidal body of calc-silicate-rich quartzite, cf. Figure 16. Mount Helpman Member of the 
Daniel Creek Formation. Same location as Figure 17. 
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Between 'Gilberton' and 'North Head', the 
metamorphic grade is low, and the formation 
consists mainly of cleaved mudstone. The lower part 
of the formation is generally grey, slightl~. 
carbonaceous, and laminated. The upper part is 
mainly a monotonous sequence of green, only 
sparsely laminated, mudstone or phyllite, locally 
with chloritoid. A resistant ridge-forming interval of 
quartz-rich phyllite marks the top of the formation. 

Eastwards, the mudstone and phyllite grade 
in to mica schist, much of which is similar to that in 
the Daniel Creek Formation. However, a 
characteristic rock type of the Corbett Formation 
'schist facies', is poorly layered mica schist with 
abundant biotite porphyroblasts. Local laminae are 
outlined by concentrations of these porphyroblasts 
(Figure 22). These rocks are the equivalents of the 
green, sparsely laminated mudstone. Staurolite and 
andalusite are common in these rocks as 
poikiloblastic porphyroblasts up to 1 em long. 
Smaller garnet porphyroblasts are generally also 
present. Staurolite is more abundant than andalusite 
in the Robertson River area, whereas the reverse 
applies in the northern area. 

Where the metamorphic grade was higher 
(middle to upper amphibolite facies), staurolite ~d 
andalusite are absent, and the rocks contam 
sillimanite aggregates (usually retrogressed to 
sericite). However, the distinctive biotite 
porphyroblasts persist, and help to distinguish ~e 
Corbett Formation from the Lane Creek Formation 
in high-grade areas, where the ridge-forming marker 
is absent The Lane Creek Formation is also 
distinguished by its abundant carbonaceous rocks, 
although as noted, slightly carbonaceous rocks do 
occur in the lower part of the Corbett Formation. 

The Tin Hill Quartzite Member. consists 
almost completely of quartzite and forms a series of 
prominent ridges (Figure 23) near the Robertson 
River between the roads from Forsayth to Agate 
Creek and 'Robin Hood'. Although three distinct 
layers appear to be present there, detailed mapping 
by Bell and Rubenach (personal communication) and 
Fitzgerald (1974) indicates that only a single layer 5 
to 40 m thick, repeated by folding, is present The 
member has been traced farther east towards the 
Newcastle Range, but there it is· not as prominent 
topographically. . . 

The quartzite is mainly white or pale grey, 
fine-grained, and consists almost entirely of quartz, 
with traces of muscovite and tourmaline. It is 
commonly massive, although some layering is 
present. Dark grey varieties containing finely 
disseminated specular hematite occur locally. 
Nethery (1980) described bedded quartz-tourmaline 
rocks in the member, and tourmaline-rich 
metapelites (hosting minor tin mineralisation), 
underlying it. 

As presently mapped, the Tin Hill Quartzite 
Member is mainly restricted to the 'schist facies'. It 
was not recognised in any of the sections of low
grade Corbett Formation examined in detail, and 

. consequently its exact stratigraphic position and 
original character are unknown. Along the Robertson 
River it is interlayered with grey, locally 
carbonaceous schist, and therefore probably occurs 
in the lower part of the formation. The quartzite was 
probably originally a chemical sediment or chert. 

Lane Creek Formation 

The Lane Creek Formation, the uppermost formation 
in the Robertson River Subgroup, is up to 2000 m 
thick. Its main outcrop area is a broad belt which 
extends from the Ropewalk Range northwest to near 
"Huonfels" homestead and then northeast towards 
the northern end of the Newcastle Range. Smaller 
areas occur to the south and west, interfolded with 
Corbett and Townley Formations. 

The Lane Creek Formation is characterised 
by an abundance of laminated, highly carbonaceous 
mudstone and siltstone. They are interbedded with 
pale grey to white mudstone and siltstone that are 
generally more quartzose than otherwise similar 
rocks in the Corbett Formation. In places, the 
mudstone and siltstone are calcareous, and rare thin 
relatively pure recrystallised limestone beds occur 
locally. Some' of the sediments may also be 
dolomitic locally. Concretionary structures are 
present in places, but no stromatolites have been 
observed. Fine-grained sandstone is a minor 
component of the formation. It generally contains 
abundant metamorphic muscovite, probably partly 
derived from degraded mudclasts, which are still 
visible in some outcrops, as well as from a mud 
matrix. Rare, relatively pure orthoquartzite is also 
present. Slumping and distorted bedding, 
sedimentary dykes (Figure 24), and small to 
medium-scale trough-bounded cross-stratification 
occurs in some of the silty and sandy beds. 

The 'schist facies' of the Lane Creek 
Formation consists mainly of mica schist and some 
quartzite and calc-silicate rocks. The carbonaceous 
schists are generally finer grained than the 
non-carbonaceous ones, and carbonaceous phyllite 
persists well into the 'schist facies'. In the lower 
amphibolite facies,the rocks commonly have 
andalusite and cordierite porphyroblasts. The 
andalusite porphyroblasts are locally up to 20 em 
long. At higher grades, the schists contain large 
muscovite porphyroblasts and sericite aggregates 
that replace sillimanite. Migmatite is developed in 
places north of "Ironhurst" . 

The calcareous or dolomitic sedimentary 
rocks grade into calc-silicate rocks that, depending . 
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Figure 19. Pillowed metabasalt. 
Dead Horse Metabasalt, Gilbert 
River,2 Ian west-southwest of 
Gilberton homestead 
(7659-784666). 

Figure 20. Hyaloclastic breccia
irregular clasts of metabasalt in a 
siliceous matrix. Dead Horse 
Metabasalt, 3 Ian north
northwest of Carsons copper 
prospect (7659-660739). 

Figure 21. Relict quartz-filled 
amygdales in foliated 
amphibolite. Dead Horse 
Metabasalt, Bull Creek, 
downstream of the track to 
Middle Yard (7660-711850). 
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on their composition and metamorphic grade, 
contain various combinations of quartz, calcite, 
tremolite, actinolite, hornblende, clinozoisite, garnet, 
diopside, and phlogopite. They are generally fmely 
laminated. Minor, relatively pure marble also crops 
out. 

Townley Formation 

The Townley Formation is 400 to 1500 m thick and 
forms a folded belt, extending north from ''North 
Head" to "Riverview" and east from Black Gin 
Creek to the Mosquito Creek silver-lead field. 

The basal part of the Townley Formation 
consists of white to pale grey siltstone, mudstone, 
and fine-grained quartzose to feldspathic sandstone 
that contrast with the darker, more carbonaceous 
rocks of the underlying Lane Creek Formation. 
Distinctive among these rock types is white to pale 
grey, pyritic, laminated siltstone which in outcrop is 
stained pink to purple along fractures and former 
pyrite layers. The siltstone consists of quartz, 
plagioclase, and minor muscovite, and in places 
grades into fme-grained sandstone. Pyrite and iron 
oxide pseudomorphs after pyrite commonly form 
small lenses up to a few millimetres long, parallel to 
the cleavage. Anomalous zinc values (1000 to 6000 
ppm) are associated with this rock type in the basal 
part of the type section and some other areas 
(Withnall, 1981b). 

Beds of fme-grained, laminated, siliceous, 
calc-silicate rocks in the lower part of the Townley 
Formation consist mainly of quartz and rosettes of 
tremolite needles. Plagioclase, K-feldspar, muscovite 
and biotite are also present. At the Mount Clark 
South zinc prospect at 7560-428343 (Johnston, 
1978), the siliceous calc-silicate rocks are 
interbedded with white siltstone contammg 
anomalous zinc concentrations (up to 4000 ppm). 
Johnston considered the siliceous rocks to be 
tuffaceous because some have abundant K-feldspar. 
Similar rocks, though without obvious K-feldspar, 
crop out in a similar stratigraphic position near the 
Mount Johnstone prospect (Withnall, 1981b). The 
rocks were originally probably dolomitic siltstone. 
The K-feldspar may be derived either from a 
tuffaceous component, or by a metamorphic reaction 
between calcite and muscovite (M. Rubenach, 
personal communication). 

Carbonaceous, locally calcareous siltstone 
to mudstone forms a conspicuous interval in the 
middle of the Townley Formation. These rocks are 
generally thin-bedded, well-laminated, and fissile 
(Figure 25). The laminae are generally defmed by 
alternating strongly carbonaceous and 
non-carbonaceous layers, up to 2 mm thick (Figure 
26). 

The upper part of the Townley Formation is 
characterised by a greater abundance of fme-grained 
sandstone than in the lower part. The sandstone 
contains mudclasts, and is similar to that in the 
overlying Heliman and Candlow Formations. It is 
interbedded with grey mudstone and siltstone. 
Laminations are the main sedimentary structures, but 
minor, small to medium-scale cross-laminae are 
present, and slumping, distorted bedding, and 
sandstone dykes become more common towards the 
top of the unit. 

In the eastern limit of its outcrop area, the 
Townley Formation grades into fine-grained 
muscovite-quartz schist, like that in the underlying 
Lane Creek Formation. 

Heliman Formation 

The Heliman Formation is 800 to 2500 m thick, and 
exposed from near "Riverview" homestead 
southwards around several large amplitude folds to 
near "North Head" homestead and the headwaters of 
the Langdon River. Several synclinal outliers occur 
east of this belt. The formation is 800 m to 2500 m 
thick. 

The characteristic rock types are siltstone 
and fme sandstone that form resistant beds 0.2 m to 
several metres thick, constituting only 10 to 30% of 
the formation. They are 'flinty' and dark grey to 
black on fresh surfaces. Weathered surfaces are 
generally white or cream. The rocks consist of partly 
recrystallised detrital and diagenetic quartz, and 
generally up to 25% feldspar (mainly plagioclase), 
minor metamorphic muscovite and biotite, 
disseminated carbon (usually less than 0.5%) and 
irregular patches of pyrrhotite and pyrite up to 1 cm 
across. Some are slightly calcareous. Angular 
intraclasts of carbonaceous siltstone ranging from 
sand-size to about 1 cm long are also common, and 
constitute up to 20% of some rocks. 

The less resistant rocks are very poorly 
exposed and comprise more labile sandstone, 
siltstone and mudstone (locally carbonaceous), 
similar to those which constitute a large part of the 
Candlow Formation (see below). 

Most rocks in the Heliman Formation are 
internally laminated. Distorted bedding and 
slumping are common, and load casts, flame 
structures, and small sand pillows are also present. 
Siliceous sand balls up to 5 mm in diameter occur in 
some sandstones in the upper part of the unit. 

About 30 m of the uppermost part of the 
Heliman Formation was intersected in stratigraphic 
drillhole GSQ Georgetown 7 (Withnall & 
Mackenzie, 1979). The section consists mainly of 
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Figure 22. Folded schist showing laminae defmed by concentrations of biotite porphyroblasts. Note transposition 
of layering into axial plane foliation (S2) in more ductile layer. Corbett Formation, Daniel Creek 
(7661-659951). 

Figure 23. Tin Hill, a ridge of white quartzite (metachert?). Tin Hill Quartzite Member, 12 km west-northwest of 
Robin Hood homestead. 
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fme to very fme-grained, labile to quartzose 
sandstone, dark grey siltstone, as well as mudstone, 
some of which is carbonaceous mudstone (Figure 
27). The sequence is slightly calcareous in places, 
and a few very thin (up to several centimetres) 
impure limestone beds are present. 

An unnamed member, in the middle of the 
Heliman Formation, differs from the rest of the unit, 
by its general lack of resistant siltstone and sandstone 
beds. 

Candlow Formation (including White 
Bull Member and Stockyard Creek 
Mudstone Member) 

The Candlow Formation, which forms a folded belt 
of rocks from "Forest Home" to near "North Head" 
and the headwaters of the Langdon River, is 1000 to 
3500 m thick. Except for the two named members, 
the formation is generally very poorly exposed and 
deeply weathered. Most of the lithologic data is 
derived from a stratigraphic drilling program 
undertaken by the GSQ in 1978 

Five diamond drillholes were completed in 
the formation in the Candlow area (GSQ 
Georgetown 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (Withnall & Mackenzie, 
1979, 1981. - see Table 2 and Figure 27). The 
Candlow Formation is divided into lower, middle, 
and upper parts by the White Bull Member and 
Stockyard Creek Mudstone Member. 

The lower part of the Candlow Formation 
consists of thin-bedded and laminated, grey siltstone 
and mudstone, some of which is carbonaceous, and 
lesser amounts of fme-grained labile sandstone with 
abundant' mudclasts. The petrography of these 
mudclasts sandstones is described later (p 42). Rare 
quartzose sandstone and siltstone occur in places. 
The sandstone is locally calcareous and rare thin 
limestone beds are present. Iron-rich laminae and 
limonitic nodules (after pyrite) up to 40 em long 
occur in some beds. Small-scale, planar cross
laminae, slumps, distorted bedding, and load casts 
are the main structures, other than 'laminae and 
bedding. 

In the middle of this part of the Candlow 
Formation in the type section, a 30 to 40 m thick 
interval contains some beds of siltstone and fme
grained sub-lithic sandstone in which numerous 
randomly orientated moulds of 1 to 2 mm-Iong 
lenticular crystals (after gypsum?) are present 
(Figure 28). The moulds tend to be concentrated in 
certain layers. Larger moulds up to 2 cm long 
(Figure 29) also occur within this interval in 
laminated siliceous mounds about 1 m across. In the 
type section about 40 m below the White Bull 

Member, another of siltstone with (?)gypsum moulds 
is associated with thin beds of fine-grained, grey, 
laminated quartz or chert (Figure 30) possibly 
formed by replacement of evaporite layers. Gypsum 
moulds and grey chert also occur along the White 
Bull bore-Stockyard dam track at 7560-253332 and 
227344. 

GSQ Georgetown 7 cored in the lowermost 
140 m of the Candlow Formation, before intersecting 
the underlying Heliman Formation. The core consists 
of grey, laminated siltstone and mudstone, dark grey 
to black massive carbonaceous siltstone and 
mudstone, and fme-grained mudclast sandstone. 
Mudclast sandstone is more abundant in the upper 
half of the section. The mudstone and siltstone are 
less pyritic than those in the middle part of the 
Candlow Formation. Rare lensoid and distorted 
laminae are present. In several intervals up to 10m 
thick, the rocks are calcareous, with a few thin 
limestone beds up to 20 cm thick. No dolomite has 
been identified in any part of the Candlow 
Formation. No gypsum or chert was intersected, but 
it is likely that the hole was collared below the 
stratigraphic interval in which they occur. 

The White Bull Member is similar to the 
Heliman Formation. The dominant rock type in 
outcrop is medium to thick-bedded, dark grey 
laminated siltstone. The laminae are distorted or 
slumped in places. As in the Heliman Formation, the 
poorly exposed parts of the White Bull Member 
consist of fme mudclast sandstone, and variably 
carbonaceous siltstone and mudstone. 

The middle part of the Candlow Formation 
is the most poorly exposed. Buff to grey, medium to 
thick-bedded mudstone and siltstone with red and 
purple laminae, crops out sporadically. Floaters of 
ferruginised mudstone and ironstone, which 
commonly litter the surface, reflect the pyritic nature 
of the unit. 

GSQ Georgetown 6 intersected about 100 
m of the lower part of the interval, immediately 
above the White Bull Member. The section consists 
of fine to very fine mudclast sandstone, grey siltstone 
and mudstone, and dark grey carbonaceous 
mudstone. The siltstone is laminated in part, and the 
laminae are locally distorted. 

GSQ Georgetown 5 intersected about 130 
m of the much fmer-grained interval immediately 
below the Stockyard Creek Mudstone Member. 
Grey, laminated mudstone and siltstone, and black, 
pyritic, carbonaceous mudstone make up the bulk of 
the interval. Very minor mudclast sandstone occurs 
near the top of the hole, and a few thin limestone 
beds were intersected towards the bottom. The 
mudstone and siltstone are laminated, with sporadic 
lensoid and wavy bedding, and rare distorted 
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Figure 24. Grey laminated 
siltstone and mudstone, disrupted 
and intruded by fme-grained 
sandstone dykes. Lane Creek 
Formation, track to Mount Clarke 
(7560-532408). 

Figure 25. Carbonaceous 
siltstone showing the 
characteristic thin-bedded, flaggy 
appearance. Middle interval of 
the Townley Formation, 
Robertson River downstream of 
the North Head road 
(7560-468258). 

Figure 26. Photomicrograph of 
finely laminated carbonaceous 
siltstone. Specimen GSQR 6878. 
Middle interval of the Townley 
Formation, 6 km west of Mount 
Tabletop (7560-508514). Scale in 
millimetres. 
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bedding. However, the more carbonaceous mudstone 
is massive. 

A white hydrated magnesium sulphate 
efflorescence, which commonly coats outcrops and 
soil in the middle part of the Candlow Formation, 
probably result from reaction between chlorite and 
sulphuric acid, derived from the breakdown of the 
abundant pyrite. X-ray diffraction and petrographic 
studies on drill core indicate that chlorite is common 
in mudstones in the lower half of GSQ Georgetown 
5, whereas in other intervals in the Candlow 
Formation, it is very minor or absent. Quartz, 
muscovite, and plagioclase are generally the main 
constituents. No dolomite was identified. 

The Stockyard Creek Mudstone Member is 
a topographically prominent, laterally persistent unit 
consisting almost entirely of dark grey to black, 
variably pyritic, carbonaceous mudstone. The 
mudstone is not visibly bedded or laminated. 

Cubic moulds after pyrite up to 2 cm across 
are common in outcrop. In core from GSQ 
Georgetown 4, pyrite also occurs as fmely 
disseminated grains streaked out along the cleavage 
planes, small ellipsoidal aggregates (up to 2 mm), 
discordant veins, and concordant layers, some of 
which are finely laminated. Much of the pyrite is 
probably remobilised or authigenic, but some of the 
small grains may have been framboids, and some of 
the layers are of syngenetic origins. Minor 
arsenopyrite and traces of pyrrhotite and covellite 
occur in some rocks. 

North of about White Bull Bore, the 
Candlow Formation, in particular the middle subunit 
and Stockyard Creek Mudstone Member, is 
characterised by a line of magnetic anomalies (BMR, 
1987; Wynn, 1982). These anomalies may result 
from conversion of some of the pyrite to pyrrhotite at 
the higher metamorphic grades. The rarity of 
pyrrhotite in the drill core from the Candlow area is 
consistent with the lower magnetic response over the 
unit there and to the south. 

rocks contain turbid, euhedral plagioclase laths up to 
I mm long, rimmed by clear albite. The matrix is 
mainly a fine micrographic intergrowth of quartz and 
albite. Very minor muscovite, chlorite, and biotite 
are also present. The origin of these albitites is 
uncertain, but their unusual mineralogy, particularly 
when contrasted with the host sequence of 
carbonaceous mudstone and mudclast sandstone, 
suggests that they are of igneous origin, either as 
dykes or lava flows. They are similar in composition 
to the albite granite in the Ortona dyke, and may 
represent a last vestige of igneous activity in the 
Etheridge Group. Alternatively, they cou\d be later, 
perhaps related to the Forest Home Trondhjemite. 
The rocks have not been found in outcrop. 

Above the Stockyard Creek Mudstone 
Member, the upper part of the Cand/ow Formation 
has a similar range of rock types to the lower and 
middle parts of the formation, but mudclast 
sandstone is more abundant. Medium-bedded 
siliceous siltstone and sub-labile to quartzose 
sandstone are common in the middle of the interval. 
Abundant flattened carbonaceous mudclasts and 
siltclasts up to 2 cm long occur locally in these 
siliceous beds. 

Sections of the upper part of the formation 
were intersected in GSQ Georgetown 3 and 4. In 
GSQ Georgetown 4, the upper subunit overlies the 
Stockyard Creek Mudstone Member with a 
gradational contact. The lower 40 m of the subunit 
consists of grey, locally carbonaceous mudstone and 
siltstone, and mudstone sandstone beds up to 2.5 m 
thick. Mudstone sandstone is dominant in the upper 
70 m of the hole, and in the stratigraphically higher 
section intersected by GSQ Georgetown 3. Siliceous 
siltstone is relatively common in the latter hole, and 
the section cored is equivalent to the siliceous 
interval mentioned above. At 17.6 m, a 40 em 
intersection of pale grey, siliceous siltstone contains 
small sparse pseudomorphs after gypsum(?) and fine 
contorted laminae which might represent microbial 
mats. This is the only known occurrence of 
stromatolites so far recorded in the Etheridge Group. 

Petrography of the mudclast sandstone: 

X-ray diffraction and thin section studies 
indicate that the carbonaceous mudstone consists of 
quartz and muscovite, in approximately equal 
proportions, and amorphous carbon. Minor 
plagioclase occurs in a few samples. The carbon 
content is generally more than 3% by weight, and 

The labile sandstones that constitutes a large part of 
ranges up to 10%. 

the Candlow Formation (and also the Heliman, and 
Within the Stockyard Creek Mudstone parts of the Townley and Lane Creek Formations) 

Member in GSQ Georgetown 4 are two intervals (4 are poorly sorted rocks with up to 70% mudstone 
m and 0.7 m thick) of white to cream, fme-grained intraclasts in a very fme sandy to silty matrix of 
rocks that consist predominantly of randomly quartz and minor feldspar (Figures 31 and 32). The 
orientated albite laths 0.1 to 0.5 m long, interstitial clasts range from silt-size (less than 0.05 mm) to 
quartz, and minor muscovite. Three 1 to 2m-thick over 1 cm long, but are generally less than 2 mm 
intervals of similar quartzo-feldspathic rocks, were long. They consist of fine-grained muscovite and 
also intersected in the same drillhole in the upper quartz, and are flattened parallel to the cleavage. 
part of the Candlow Formation. In thin section, these Some are carbonaceous, and these are the most. 
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Figure 28. Randomly orientated 
moulds after gypsum in 
fme-grained sub-labile sandstone 
from the lower Candlow 
Formation type section 
(7560-235388). Millimetre scale 
at lower right corner. 

Figure 29. Large moulds after 
gypsum in siltstone from the 
lower Candlow Formation type 
section (7560-235387). Scale in 
millimetres. 

Figure 30. Laminated chert from 
the lower part of the Candlow 
Formation type section 
(7560-23537). Scale in 
millimetres. 
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conspicuous in hand specimen because of their dark 
colour. They are also generally the largest, possibly 
because the organic-rich muds were more cohesive 
than those without such a binding and did not break 
up during transport. Where the mudclasts are 
particularly abundant, they coalesce and become 
diffuse in outline, and the rocks are difficult to 
distinguish from mudstone, particularly in hand 
specimen. In deeply weathered and oxidised 
outcrops, the mudclast sandstones are very difficult 
to identify. Phyllite and schist derived from mudclast 
sandstone are indistinguishable from those derived 
from mudstone and siltstone 

The smaller clasts are difficult to 
distinguish from the matrix, which consists of quartz, 
feldspar (mainly plagioclase), fme-grained 
metamorphic muscovite, and rare detrital muscovite. 
In many rocks, the matrix is composed mainly of silt 
or very fme sand grains, and only a little 
metamorphic muscovite (clay-derived material). 
Minor detrital zircon and authigenic tourmaline are 
generally present. 

Langdon River Mudstone 

The Langdon River Mudstone crops out as a tightly 
folded belt of rocks along the Langdon River valley 
and its divide with Black Gin Creek. The unit 
consists of 800 to 1400 m of thin to medium-bedded 
mudstone (Figure 33), which in outcrop has 
characteristic grey and maroon layers. The maroon 
layers are presumably pyritic at depth, and in fact 
commonly contain pyrite casts. The grey layers are 
variably carbonaceous, but are commonly bleached 
adjacent to ex-pyritic layers and joints, and in more 
weathered outcrops. 

Black, highly carbonaceous mudstone crops 
out discontinuously at the base of the Langdon River 
Mudstone. It appears to be restricted mainly to fold 
hinges where it may have been tectonically 
thickened. It resembles the Stockyard Creek 
Mudstone Member. In GSQ Georgetown 2R, the 
carbonaceous mudstone is commonly brecciated and 
has a strongly contorted cleavage. 

Thin siltstone beds, with planar cross
laminae, lensoid bedding, boudinage-like pull-apart 
structures, and load casts, are present towards the 
base. Thick-bedded, intensely convoluted, grey 
micaceous siltstone crops out in the middle to the 
unit. Higher in the sequence, the rocks are 
commonly more massive and consist of maroon 
mudstone. 

Abundant andalusite crystals, 0.1 to 1 cm 
long, are common in the western part of the outcrop 
area, around exposed or inferred near-surface 
intrusions of Forest Home Granodiorite and 
Esmeralda Granite. 

The unit is unconformably overlain by the 
, Langlovale Group and Croydon Volcanic Group. 

Geochemistry of the metasedimentary 
rocks 

Eighty-two samples of metasedimentary rocks from 
the Etheridge Group were analysed for major 
elements and a variety of trace elements. The 
analyses were tabulated by Withnall (1984, appendix 
1 ), but average analyses of the main lithological 
groupings are shown in Table 3. The analyses are 
also stored in the AGSO ROCKCHEM database and 
the Department of Minerals and Energy Geoscience 
and Resources Database (GRDB) .. 

The main purpose of this study was to 
determine the origin of the high-grade metamorphic 
rocks by comparing their geochemistry with that of 
the low-grade metasedimentary rocks. To do this it is 
necessary to assume isochemical metamorphism. It 
is probable that some rocks were extensively 
modified during metamorphism, but obviously 
metasomatised rocks, or rocks in proximity to 
granitoid veins, were avoided when selecting 
samples for analysis. Knowledge of the 
geochemistry of the metasedimentary rocks is also 
useful to determine whether they are likely sources 
for some of the S-type granitoids. Patrick (1978) and 
McNaughton (1980) also studied the geochemistry 
of gneisses in the Einasleigh Metamorphics. 

As described previously, the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics are highly deformed and 
m{~tamorphosed and, except for layering, most of the 
original features of the rocks are obliterated. 
Although some of the compositional layering is 
possibly du~ to metamorphic differentiation, most of 
it probably reflects primary bedding. The Einasleigh 
Metamorphics have been divided into three main 
lithofacies, namely biotite gneiss, calc-silicate gneiss, 
and leucogneiss. All of the leucogneiss samples and 
most of the calc-silicate gneiss samples were from 
the eastern part of the Einasleigh Metamorphics 
(Werrington, Lyndhurst and Daintree areas), outside 
the main study area. A few of the calc-silicate 
gneisses were collected in the Welfern area. 

The biotite gneiss and leucogneiss were 
obviously derived from different protoliths. The 
biotite gneiss commonly contains abundant 
sillimanite (or its alteration products), and was most 
likely clayey sandstone and siltstone The mineralogy 
of the leucogneiss could be derived from either 
feldspathic sandstone or felsic igneous rocks (lava, 
tuff or dykes). On the basis of the mineral 
assemblages alone, it is difficult to tell whether the 
calc-silicate gneisses represent another separate 
lithofacies, or whether they were calcareous or 
dolomitic equivalents of the biotite gneiss or 
leucogneiss protoliths. Various major elements' 
values are plotted on binary and ternary diagrams in 
Figure 34 for the high-grade metamorphic rocks of 
the Etheridge Group. To allow direct comparison 
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Figure 31. Photomicrograph of 
mudclast sandstone showing 
mudclasts flattened along the 
slaty cleavage. Black grains are 
strongly carbonaceous. Specimen 
79300015. Upper Candlow 
Formation in GSQ Georgetown 3 
at 114.76 m. Scale in millimetres. 

Figure 32. Photomicrograph of 
mudclast sandstone, with large 
carbonaceous mudclasts flattened 
along the slaty cleavage, oblique 
to bedding. Rock is composed 
mostly of mudclasts but outlines 
of less carbonaceous grains are 
diffuse. Specimen 79300237. 
Upper Candlow Formation type 
section (7560~222376). Scale in 
millimetres. 

Figure 33. Typical thin-bedded 
mudstone of the Langdon River 
Mudstone showing alternating 
grey (pale)and maroon (dark) 
beds. Candlow Creek 
(7560-112356). Width of outcrop 
is about l.5m. 
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between the low and high-grade rocks in Figures 34 
to 36, analyses have all been recalculated on an 
anhydrous and CO2-free basis. The fields of biotite 
gneiss, calc-silicate rocks, and leucogneiss are 
outlined. The calc-silicate rocks from the Bernecker 
Creek Formation and Einasleigh Metamorphics are 
indistinguishable on the plots, and have higher CaO 
than the other rocks. They have a relatively narrow 
range of Al20 3 values (10 to 15%), showing no 
correlation with K20. This is consistent with an 
origin as feldspathic sandstones having only a minor 
clay component, but a variable plagioclase to 
K-feldspar ratio. 

The biotite gneiss samples from the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics and schists from the 
Robertson River Subgroup show much greater 
variation of Al20 3 and a positive correlation between 
it and K20. Na20 shows a weak negative correlation 
with A120 3• This is consistent with a psammo-pelitic 
origin for these rocks in which much of the K20 was 
present in clays. As the amount of clay (reflected by 
A120 3) increased, K20 also increased, and the N~O 
(present in plagioclase) was diluted. On the ternary 
CaO-K20-N~O diagram, the biotite gneisses show a 
trend towards the K20 axis and the Robertson River 
Subgroup schists, suggesting dilution of a 
plagioclase-bearing sand component by illitic clay. 
The biotite gneisses also show a narrow range of 
FeOtlMgO ratios, and a weak positive correlation 
between K20 and MgO, consistent with these 
elements being present mainly in clay. The 
calc-silicate rocks, on the other hand, show a larger 
spread of FeOtlMgO ratios, because. Mgo. was 
originally present as carbonate. 

The biotite gneisses· are therefore 
interpreted as fme~grained silty or clayey 
sandstones. The hornblende-biotite gneisses 
generally plot in the overlap between the calc-silicate 
gneiss and biotite gneiss, suggesting that they were 
possibly calcareous psammo-pelitic rocks. The 
sample of diopside-biotite gneiss was probably 
dolomitic. 

The leucogneisses plot as two distinct 
populations 'within the calc-silicate fields in the 
alkalis versus Al20 3 diagrams. Six samples have 
high Na and low K, whereas two have high K and 
moderate Na. MgO and CaO are very low, but the 
FeO is comparable to that of the calc-silicates for 
five of the samples. The divergence into high-K and 
low-K populations is clearly demonstrated in the 
multi-element plots. in Figure 37. The low-K group 
also shows corresponding depletion in Ba and Rb. 
The calc-silicate gneisses also show a similar 
separation into two populations in these plots. 
Therefore it is possible that both the leucogneisses 

and calc-silicate gneisses represent feldspathic 
sandstones, the main difference being that the 
leucogneises lacked the carbonate which gave rise to 
the distinctive mineralogy of the calc-silicate 
gneisses. The MgO versus CaO plot in Figure 34 
indicates that the calc-silicate gneisses could be 
derived from the leucogneisses by the addition of up 
to 20% carbonate ranging from pure dolomite to 
mixtures of dolomite and calcite. 

Except for one anomalous sample that has 
low Ba nd Rb, but not abnormally low K20, the 
biotite gneisses show a multi-element pattern like the 
K-rich calc-silicate rocks. 

The major element geochemistry of the 
leucogneisses is also consistent with an igneous 
origin; possibly albitised felsic lavas or tuffs. Most of 
the samples are diopside normative, have SI indices 
(Chappel & White, 1974) of 0.75 to 1.00. Except for 
very well-sorted sandstones, most sedimentary rocks 
should be corundum normative because of at least a 

. minor clay content. 
The function derived by Shaw (1972) to 

discriminate between ortho- and para-gneisses is 
positive and ranges from 1.4 to 8.6 for the 
leucogneisses, supposedly indicating an igneous 
origin. Most of the calc'-silicate gneisses also give 
positive values for the function, but their high CaO 
(>6%) places them outside the range of sedimentary 
rocks used by Shaw to derive his function. Most of 
the biotite gneisses have negative values, consistent 
with a sedimentary origin. Van de Kamp & others 
(1976) suggested that Shaw's function was not 
reliable because some Californian Cainozoic arkoses 
derived from granitic and volcanic terrains also had 
positive values. However, they were not as high as 
those for the leucogneisses in this study. 

The Zr values of six out of eight samples of 
leucogneiss (including one of the potassic ones) are 
abnormally high (680 to 920 ppm), compared with 
values found in most igneous rocks, for example 175 
ppm in the average granite of Turekian & Wedepohl 
(1961). Such high values could be found in alkali 
volcanic rocks (Chao & Fleischer, 1960). However, 
well-sorted beach or dune sands (consistent with the 
lack of normative corundum) with concentrations of 
detrital zircon might also explain the high Zr values. 
The two samples with normal Zr values contain 
abundant magnetite instead. None of the other 
lithological groups, including the calc-silicate 
gneisses have these abnormal Zr values. The multi
element plots in Figure 37 highlight the elevated Zr 
values. 

It is possible that leucogneisses of both 
volcanic (or at least volcaniclastic) and sedimentary 
origin are present. A volcanic origin for the 

Figure 34 (opposite). Major element geochemistry of high-grade metasedimentary rocks from the Etheridge Group 
(fields are biotite gneiss, leucogneiss, and calc-silicate rocks) 
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leucogneisses might be consistent with the 
Cu-Zn-barite mineralisation at Werrington. Oversby 
(1981) suggested a volcanogenic, exhalative origin 
for the mineralisation. Patrick (1978) analysed 
sodium-rich gneisses from near the Einasleigh mine, 
and concluded (using Shaw's discriminant function) 
that they had a volcanic parentage, although 
sedimentary processes may have reworked them. He 
suggested that the high Na (up to 10%) was due to 
localised enrichment by the hydrothermal fluids 
associated with the sulphide and barite 
mineralisation in the Einasleigh orebody. 

Alternatively, if the rocks were beach or 
dune sands, and not necessarily volcaniclastic, the 
presence of dolomite cement may indicate a sabkha
related environment. The barite horizons near 
Werrington could then be of sedimentary or 
evaporitic origin like the bedded barite/chert units in 
the Pilbara area of Western Australia (Dunlop, 1978) 
and in the Barberton Mountain area of southern 
Africa (Heinrichs & Reimer, 1977). McNaughton 
(1980) discussed whether the high-sodium 
calc-silicate gneisses from near the Daintree mine, 
east of the study area may originally have contained 
halite, but he concluded that they were most likely to 
have been sediments originally rich in detrital albite 
or subsequently albitised. Six samples of drill core 
from the Daintree mine area are included in Figure 
34. They plot at the high Na20 end of the 
calc-silicate field and are significantly lower in total 
FeO. 

Analyses of the low-grade metasedimentary 
rocks of the Robertson River Subgroup and 
Bernecker Creek Formation are plotted on a 
comparable series of diagrams (Figure 35), showing 
the fields of calc-silicate gneiss, biotite gneiss, and 
leucogneiss. No low-grade equivalents of the 
leucogneisses are apparent from the analyses. The 
dolomitic and calcareous sandstones and siltstones 
appear to correspond well with the fields of 
calc-silicate gneiss in these plots, although there are 
fewer data because of the difficulty in obtaining 
suitable unweathered samples of the low-grade 
metasedimentary rocks. 

However, in the multi-element plots in 
Figure 37, none of them show the depletion in K, Ba 
and Rb and enrichment in Na characteristic of the 
calc-silicate gneisses in the eastern part of the 

Einasleigh Metamorphics. This suggests that not 
only the leucogneisses, but also most of the calc
silicate gneisses in the east have no direct 
correlatives in the lower grade part of the Etheridge 
Group. They possibly represent an older part of the 
succession not exposed in the west. 

No rocks exactly matching the biotite 
gneisses have been recognised from geochemistry, 
although the sandy siltstone from the Bernecker 
Creek and Daniel Creek Formations is the closest 
equivalent. 

ConfIrmation of the different character of 
the leucogneisses from the east is demonstrated in 
the plots in Figure 38 that use the provenance 
discriminant functions of Roser & Korsch (1988). 
These functions are based on major elements. They 
suggest a felsic to intermediate igneous source for 
most of the calc-silicate gneiss and leucogneiss. This 
source could have included Na-rich, K-poor volcanic 
rocks. The remainder of the Etheridge Group extend 
into the quartzose fields and may have been derived 
in part from recycled sediemntary rocks. 

Interestingly, there is little overlap between 
the calc-silicate gneisses of the eastern Einasleigh 
Metamorphics and those from the Bernecker Creek 
Formation. The calc-silicate gneisses from the 
Welfern area, however, do overlap. 

Analyses from units in the upper part of the 
Etheridge Group are plotted in Figure 36. Compared 
with the psammo-pelitic rocks from the lower part of 
the Etheridge Group, they generally have lower 
CalNa ratios and MgO contents. Mineralogically, the 
latter is reflected by low chlorite contents. 
Mudstones from the middle of the Candlow 
Formation are the only ones to have significant 
amounts of chlorite and these have higher MgO in 
the plots. The feldspar is probably mainly albite 
rather than andesine, the Ca having been lost during 
the greenschist facies metamorphism. Fe/Mg ratios 
greater than those in the lower part of the Etheridge 
Group are due to the presence of pyrite. The low 
Al20 3 in the siliceous siltstones reflects both a low 
mud content, and dilution by quartz. The siliceous 
calc-silicate rock from the Townley Formation is 
relatively rich in KP, MgO and CaO compared with 
the siltstones, and may have been originally 
dolomitic mudstone. 

Figure 35 (opposite). Major element geochemistry of low-grade metasedimentary rocks from the Bemecker Creek 
Formation and Robertson River Subgroup (fields are from Figure 34). 
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Figure 37. Multi-element plots for rocks of the Etheridge Group. Values are normalised against the estimated 
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Figure 36 (opposite). Major element geochemistry of low-grade metasedimentary rocks from the upper part of the 
Etheridge Group (fields are from Figure 34 
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Mafic intrusives in the Etheridge Group 
- Cobbold Metadolerite 

Metamorphosed mafic rocks are common in the 
Bemecker Creek Formation, Robertson River 
Subgroup, and the Einasleigh and Juntala 
Metamorphics (Figure 39). All were originally 
assigned to the Cobbold Dolerite (White 1959, 
1962a-d, 1965). We recognised extrusive rocks in 
the Robertson River Subgroup, and assigned them to 
the Dead Horse Metabasalt. Minor extrusive rocks 
were recognised in the Einasleigh Metamorphics 
(Oversby & others, 1978). 

The name Cobbold Metadolerite (Withnall, 
1983) is used for intrusive basic rocks that were 
intruded penecontemporaneously with the deposition 
of the Etheridge Group, possibly in at least two 
pulses. One possibly accompanied the extrusion of 
the Dead Horse Metabasalt, and the other was during 
or just after the deposition of· the Lane Creek 
Formation. No mafic rocks occur in any of the units 
in the Etheridge Group above the Lane Creek 
Formation 

The restriction of the mafic rocks to the 
lower part of the Etheridge Group, as described 
above, conflicts with the assertion of Davis (1986a, 
1995a, b), on structural grounds, that the Cobbold 
Metadolerite was intruded post-D). In the Gilberton 
and Greenhills areas, where the structure is much 
simpler than the multiply deformed area where Davis 
worked, the metadolerite sills are clearly folded by 
F[ folds. 

The Cobbold Metadolerite consists of 
metadolerite and metagabbro, which grade into 
amphibolite. These mainly form sills, ranging from a 
few tens of metres to several hundred metres thick 
and traceable along strike for up to 20 km. The sills 
are generally massive, but some in the Lane Creek 
Formation are layered (Figure 40). Because the 
bodies are concordant, they are difficult to 
distinguish from massive lava flows. Some 
amphibolite assigned to Cobbold Metadolerite in the 
"schist facies" of the Corbett Formation and upper 
part of the Daniel Creek Formation, may therefore be 
equivalent to Dead Horse Metabasalt. Medium to 
coarse grain size, blastophitic textures, and layering 
- where present in such concordant bodies - are 
taken as indicative of sills, although some of these 
features could develop in the interiors of very thick 
flows. Contacts are rarely exposed. Dykes are rare, 
but a few are known in the Gilberton area. One is 
host to the copper mineralisation at the Ortona mine 
(Withnall, 1981a). Some bodies, with more irregular 
outlines mapped in the Daniel Creek Formation, may 
be small stocks. Although amphibolite is common in 
the Einasleigh Metamorphics extensive sills are not 
apparent, possibly because of complex folding 
coupled with the generally poorer outcrop. Large 
irregular masses, several kilometres across, have 
been mapped in the Einasleigh Metamorphics in the 
northeast near the Einasleigh River. 

In the greenschist facies, the metadolerite 
and metagabbro consist of albite, epidote, actinolite 
or hornblende, chlorite, sphene, opaque oxides, and 
rare relict clinopyroxene. In the Gilberton area, the 
metadolerite, hosting the copper mineralisation at the 
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Figure 39. Distribution of Proterozoic mafic rocks in the central part ofthe Georgetown Inlier. 
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Figure 40. Layering in metadolerite. Cobbold Metadolerite, 2.5 kIn north of Mount Turner homestead. 
7561-493911. 

Ortona and Eight Mile mines, is associated with 
albite granophyre that may be a differentiate of the 
dolerite. In the amphibolite facies, the mafic rocks 
contain plagioclase (andesine or labradorite) and 
hornblende, but no epidote or chlorite. Sphene; 
ilmenite, and accessory apatite are present. 
Plagioclase generally forms a granoblastic mosaic, 
but relict laths are preserved in some rocks well into 
the amphibolite facies. Blastophitic hornblende is the 
most commonly preserved igneous texture, and is 
even present in some outcrops in the upper 
amphibolite facies. Generally, however, hornblende . 
forms aggregates of randomly orientated prisms. 

The amphibolites are mafic rocks in which 
the igneous texture and appearance has been 
destroyed. Generally, the rocks have a fabric, usually 
a hornblende lineation, although a foliation may also 
be present. The development of such a fabric is 
related to the intensity of deformation and local 
strain. Bodies of massive metadolerite may grade 
into amphibolite along their margins. The rocks have 
a similar mineral assemblage to the massive 
metadolerite. Garnet porphyroblasts occur locally. In 
the upper amphibolite facies, the mafic rocks have a 
granuloblastic polygonal texture and contain 
metamorphic clinopyroxene and brown hornblende. 
In the eastern part of the area, orthopyroxene is 
locally present in mafic rocks, indicating that 
granulite facies conditions were reached 
(McNaUghton, 1979, 1980; Oversby & others, 
1978). In addition to orthopyroxene, the mafic 
granulites exhibit plagioclase, brown hornblende, 
and clinopyroxene. 

Geochemistry of the mafic rocks 

A geochemical study was made of the mafic rocks in 
the Etheridge Group, comprising the Dead Horse 
Metabasalt and Cobbold Metadolerite (including 
mafic rocks from the Einasleigh Metamorphics). 
Forty-nine samples were analysed and the results 
were tabulated by Withnall (1984, appendix 1) 
together with some analyses by McNaughton (1980) 
from the Einasleigh Metamorphics and by R.D. 
Holmes (personal communication) of metadolerites 
intruding the Lane Creek Formation. The analyses 
are also stored in AGSO's ROCKCHEM database 
and the DME Geoscience and Resources Database 
(GRDB). Average analyses of the main categories 
are given in Appendix 4. A detailed discussion of the 
geochemistry was given by Withnall (1985), and 
only the main features are outlined here. 
McNaughton (1980) and McNaughton & Wilson 
(1980, 1983b) also studied the geochemistry of the 
mafic rocks of the Einasleigh Metamorphics. 

The mafic rocks were initially hydrated 
during the greenschist facies metamorphism and 
progressively dehydrated with increasing grade. 
Oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ also took place, possibly 
during the hydration. However, the oxygen fugacity 
of the fluid phase was probably quite variable due to 

. the abundant organic carbon in parts of the sequence, 
in particular the Lane Creek Formation. Iron in 
metadolerite intruding the Lane Creek and Corbett 
Formations is less oxidised (average Fep/FeO = 

0.14) than the mafic rocks in the lower part of the 
sequence (average FezO/FeO = 0.28). Iron in the 
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mafic granulites is also more reduced than in the 
amphibolites in the Einasleigh Metamorphics 
(McNaughton, 1980; McNaughton & Wilson, 
1983b). 

Metamorphism also caused redistribution of 
the alkali and alkaline earth elements, resulting in the 
scatter and lack of systematic variation with 
fractionation shown by Na, K, Rb, Sr, Ba and to a 
lesser extent Ca (Figures 41 and 42). Although K is 
commonly depleted during low-grade alteration of 
mafic rocks (for example Jolly & Smith, 1972), it is 
not known for certain whether the consistently low K 
values for nearly all of the mafic rocks in this study 
are due to such depletion, or whether the rocks were 
originally low-K basalts. However, the latter is 
likely. Other elements, such as Mg, Fe, Ti, P, Zr, Y, 
Nb, Cr and Ni, may have been relatively immobile as 
suggested by the reasonable correlations with 'mg' 
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in variation diagrams (Figures 39 and 40) and 
between various element pairs (Withnall, 1984). 

The mafic rocks analysed, with two 
exceptions, contain less than 52.5% Si02 (on a 
volatile-free basis) and are therefore of basaltic 
composition. Most of the Dead Horse Metabasalt 
samples are quartz normative, whereas Cobbold 
Metadolerite samples from the Lane Creek and 
Corbett Formations are olivine normative. The other 
samples of metadolerite, and mafic rocks from the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics, include, both quartz and 
olivine normative varieties. 

The rocks are hypersthene normative, 
indicating tholeiitic or subalkaline rather than 
alkaline affmities. The marked iron enrichment 
characteristic of tholeiites is demonstrated by the 
FMA plot (Figure 43) and the range of "Mg" ratios 
in Figures 41 and 42. 
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Figure 41. Major elements (in weight % and recalculated on a volatile-free basis) v. 'Mg' ratio (100 Mg/(Mg + 
Fe2+) atomic) for the mafic rocks. Dashed line corresponds to the printed regression equation. Symbols are: star
Dead Horse Metabasalt (DHM) metabasalt; solid circle - DHM amphibolite; open square - Cobbold Metadolerite 
(CM) in and below DHM; open circle - CM above DHM; asterisk - amphibolte and mafic granulite in Einasleigh 
Metamorphics; cross - mafic xenoliths. 
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Figure 43. FeO total - MgO - alkalies plot for the 
mafic rocks. Tholeiitic (THO) and 
calc-alkali (CA) fields after Irvine & 
Baragar (1971). Symbols as in Figure 41. 
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Figure 42. Ti/lOO-Zr-3Y plot for the mafic rocks. 
Fields are low-K tholeiites (A & B), 
ocean-floor basalt (B), calc-alkali basalts (B 
& C), and within-plate basalt (D), after 
Pearce & Cann (1973). Symbols as in 
Figure 39. 
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Figure 44. Ti02 v. Zr plot for the mafic rocks. 
Fields are within-plate basalts (WPB), 
mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB), and 
island-arc basalts (lAB) after Pearce (1980). 
Symbols as in Figure 41. 

The younger mafic rocks (that is those sills 
of Cobbold Metadolerite intruding the Lane Creek 
and Corbett Formations) are less fractionated than 
the Dead Horse Metabasalt. Most other samples of 
metadolerite are also less fractionated than the 
metabasalt. Withnall (1985) concluded that 
correlations between "Mg" ratio and Ti, P, Zr, Y and 
Nb, and relatively constant ZrlNb ratios with 
fractionation, are consistent with the various mafic 
rocks being derived from chemically similar parent 
magmas. 

Withnall (1984, 1985) plotted data for the 
more immobile trace elements on the various 
discrimination diagrams devised by Pearce & Cann 
(1973), Pearce (1975, 1980), Pearce & others (1975), 
and Floyd & Winchester (1975). Collectively, these 
diagrams indicated that the mafic rocks are similar to 
ocean-floor or island-arc tholeiites rather than 
continental tholeiites (Figures 44 and 45). However, 
as Holm (1982) showed, the Ti-Y -Zr diagram is not 
reliable fo~ distinguishing continental tholeiites from 
those at plate margins. 

As described below, the stratigraphic and 
sedimentological evidence indicates that the 
Etheridge Group was deposited either on a shelf or 
epicontinental sea over sialic crust, and that neither 
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an ocean basin nor island-arc environment is likely. 
The mafic rocks are chemically similar to some of 
the Tertiary flood basalts of Greenland and Baffin 
Island (Brooks & others, 1976; Clarke, 1970). These 
basalts, which are similar geochemically to oceanic 
tholeiites, are low-K tholeiitic basalts erupted in a 
continental environment. Except for their low K, the 
mafic rocks from the Etheridge Group are also 
similar to the relatively depleted Karoo basalts and 
dolerites. 

The mafic rocks are also similar 
geochemically to some Proterozoic mafic rock suites 
from the Mount Isa and Pine Creek areas in northern 
Australia except for having lower rare earth contents. 

Depositional and tectonic environments 
ofthe Etheridge Group 

Environments of deposition 

Although the stratigraphy of the Etheridge Group is 
now well known, only preliminary studies of the 
environments of deposition have yet been made. In 
1979, J.J. Draper (GSQ) and the author examined 
one or two complete vertical sections and isolated 
localities in each of the constituent formations of the 
group. The interpretations presented here are based 
on that survey, and a conference paper presented by 
Draper & others (1981). The sedimentary structures 
and suggested environments of deposition are 
summarised in Figure 46. 

In the reference section of the Bemecker 
Creek Formation in the Percy River near the Ortona 
mine, basal mudstones with thin sandstone beds 
represent deposits close to the transition zone 
between coastal sand and shelf mud sediments. An 
overall shallowing, due to regression or a prograding 
shoreline, is indicated by increased sand content, and 
the presence of trough-bounded cross-laminae which 
indicate higher energy conditions. Sole current 
markings and soft sediment deformation suggest 
rapid accumulation of some beds as channel-fill 

deposits or shallow-water turbidity currents. 
Continued shallowing and effects of wave activity is 

evidenced by wave ripples. Although wavy and 
lenticular bedding, clay drapes, and flaser bedding 
can form from tidal currents, the most important 
characteristic of such currents is absent, namely 
herringbone cross-stratification, which result from 
rapid reversals of current direction. Therefore, 
non-tidal currents and waves were the major 
mechanisms in shaping the overall characteristics of 
the deposits. Periodically high current strengths are 
demonstrated by the presence of flute marks. 
Streaming lineations and sand shadows are common 
under conditions of swash and backwash, but could 
also form in areas of thin sheet flow. A succeeding 

mudstone interval was deposited under deeper 
subtidal conditions, but rapidly deposited sandstone 
again occurs at the top of the formation. In view of 
the rapid sedimentation and shoaling nature, a deltaic 
environment passing into a wave-dominated 
shoreline is proposed for the Bemecker Creek 
Formation. 

The Daniel Creek Formation differs from 
the Bernecker Creek Formation in being less 
calcareous and somewhat more pelitic overall, and in 
having more abundant scour features. Otherwise, the 
suite of sedimentary structures and rock-types are 
similar and reflect a similar environment. 

The generalised vertical section described 
below is based on the type section in the Percy River 
near Ortona, and a section in Eight Mile Creek. The 
sequence begins with laminated pelitic rocks and 
sporadic sandstone beds, and becomes more sandy 
upwards. The sandstones are fme-grained, thick
bedded, laminated or cross-laminated, and contain 
scour features. Mudclasts are locally associated with 
the channelling. In the type section, more pelitic 
rocks overlie the sandy sequence. 

Wavy and lensoid bedding in the sandstone 
and siltstone indicate wave or current activity in the 
subtidal zone. Scouring is very common and cross
laminae are trough-bounded. Channel deposits are 
represented by thick sandstone beds with discordant 
bases and large mudclasts. These features indicate a 
strong current dominance, but, as for the Bernecker 
Creek Formation, no evidence for tidal currents is 
present. Therefore, a wave-dominated deltaic 
environment is considered likely for the Daniel 
Creek Formation. The pelitic rocks overlying the 
sandy sequence in the type area may reflect the 
deeper subtidal conditions of the Corbett Formation, 
the onset of which was accompanied by the 
extrusion of Dead Horse Metabasalt. However, 
southeast towards Gilberton near the Eight Mile 
Waterhole, metabasalt directly overlies sandy rocks, 
suggesting that the shoreline lay in that direction, and 
that the facies are diachronous. 

As bedding is the only sedimentary feature 
preserved in the Einasleigh Metamorphics, the 

environment of deposition cannot be determined 
with any certainty. The original rocks were well-

layered sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone, similar to 
those in the Bernecker Creek and Daniel Creek 
Formations, and may represent a similar 
environment. No significant geochemical or 
petrographic differences are apparent between the 
calc-silicate gneiss in the Einasleigh Metamorphics 
and Bernecker Creek Formation. Both are similar 
geochemically to the low-grade calcareous rocks in 
the Bernecker Creek Formation. However, quartzo
feldspathic rocks are more abundant in the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics (biotite gneiss facies) than 
in the Daniel Creek Formation (schist facies), 
suggesting that the Einasleigh Metamorphics we~e 
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sandier. This may indicate closer proximity to a 
shoreline. 

The presence of pillow lavas, hyaloclastic 
breccias, and interbedded sedimentary rocks 
indicates that the Dead Horse Metabasalt is of 
subaqueous origin. The shallow-water character of 
the underlying Daniel Creek Formation introduces 
the possibility that the volcanic pile may have built 
up sufficiently in places for some of the thicker non
pillowed flows to have been extruded subaerially. 
However, it is likely that the successive flows were 
erupted in progressively deeper water, because the 
sediments overlying the metabasalt are of deeper 
water character than the underlying ones. 

The Corbett Formation consists 
predominantly of mudstone, and laminations are the 
only sedimentary structure. This suggests a relatively 
deep, low-energy environment. 

The origin of the Tin Hill Quartzite 
Member is uncertain. All outcrops studied are within 
the schist facies and recrystaIIisation has obscured 
the original texture. Its occurrence within a deep
water, pelitic sequence is difficult to reconcile with 
well-sorted, pure quartzose sandstones, which are 
generally of shallow water or continental origin 
(pettijohn & others, 1972). It is more likely that the 
Tin Hill Quartzite Member was a chemically 
precipitated sediment or chert. The bedded quartz
tourmaline rocks described in the member by 
Nethery (1980) are consistent with such an origin 
(plimer, 1980; Slack, 1982). Some of the underlying 
metapelitic rocks are also rich in tourmaline and 
contain minor tin mineralisation. 

In the Lane Creek Formation, the 
abundance of siltstone and mudstone, which are 
commonly carbonaceous and laminated, suggests 
continuation of deep-water conditions. Internal 
slumping and contortion of bedding are common, 
and indicate rapid deposition and retention of water 
in the sediments. Towards the top of the formation, 
fme sandstone with mudclasts and small-scale, 
trough cross-bedding are present, and may reflect the 
shallowing evident in the overlying units. 

The basal Townley Formation consists 
predominantly of non-carbonaceous siltstone and 
fine sandstone, suggesting progradation of shallow
water sediments. The sequence from the middle of 
the Townley Formation to the Langdon River 
Mudstone consists of alternating, variably 
carbonaceous mudstone, siltstone, and mudclast 
sandstone. The various formations and members 
merely represent different proportions of these rock 
types. A feature of the sequence is the fme grainsize 
of the sediment, and this in fact characterises all of 
the Etheridge Group above the Dead Horse 
Metabasalt. The sandstones are composed of 
mudclasts in a silty matrix, and sand-sized quartz or 
feldspar grains are not abundant. The primary 
sediment supply was therefore mainly clay and silt. 

The mudclast sandstone (Figures 31 and 
32), which is so common in the Townley, Heliman 
and Candlow Formation, is probably a shallow-water 
deposit. Mud and silt beds accumulating in quiet 
intervals were reworked by currents or wave action. 
The mud was relatively cohesive and formed 
mudclasts, in contrast to silt which was redeposited 
as matrix. Where siltstone clasts are present, they are 
invariably carbonaceous, suggesting that their 
cohesiveness was due to organic binding. Many 
mudclasts are also carbonaceous. Microbial mats 
probably developed in the shallow-water conditions 
and bound the mud and silt. Slumping and distorted 
bedding attest to the rapid deposition of these rocks. 
Together with sandstone dykes and other possible 
water escape structures, these are particularly 
common in the upper part of the Townley 
Formation. 

Short periods of intertidal to supratidal 
evaporative conditions are suggested by the presence 
of gypsum moulds, and of possible stromatolites in 
parts of the Candlow Formation. 

Quieter conditions, prevailed during the 
deposition of the thicker mudstone intervals in the 
middle of the HeHman Formation, parts of the 
Candlow Formation (including the Stockyard Creek 
Mudstone Member), and in the Langdon River 
Mudstone. Pyritic carbonaceous mudstone 
characterises most of these intervals, and evidence of 
reworking (mudclast sandstone) is absent. 

It is uncertain whether these carbonaceous 
rocks reflect truly euxinic, deep-water conditions, or 
whether they simply reflect a restricted environment 
with a richer supply of organic matter relative to 
inorganic detritus than in other mudstone intervals in 
the Etheridge Group. The absence of burrowing 
animals in the Precambrian would favour a zero Eh 
surface in the sediment close to the interface with 
water, preventing complete oxidation by aerobic 
bacteria, even at relatively slow rates of burial. Also 
the absence of grazing animals would allow an 
abundance of microbial mats to develop in shallow 
water. Such mats could cover and bind the sediment 
making it more resistant to erosion. Therefore, 
carbonaceous mudstone and siltstone need not 
necessarily be of deep-water origin, especially 
where they occur as relatively thin intervals 
interbedded with mudclast sandstones. 

Finely laminated mudstone and siltstone, in 
which highly carbonaceous and non-carbonaceous 
laminae alternate, possibly represent shallow-water 
deposits formed by periodic influxes of mud and silt 
burying the mats. However, thicker intervals of 
uniformly very carbonaceous mudstone, such as the 
Stockyard Creek Mudstone Member, and in the 
Langdon River Mudstone, were probably deposited 
in deeper water, where a constant supply of organic 
matter derived from phytoplankton accompanied a 
slow but steady supply of mud. 
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The overall fme grainsize, coupled with 
evidence for shallow water suggests that the 
Townley, Heliman and Candlow Formations, were 
deposited mainly in muddy tidal flat environments. 
A copious supply of silt and clay relative to sand 
would result in insignificant development of barriers 
as in the modem Colorado River delta in the Gulf of 
California (Thompson, 1968, 1975). Tidal currents 
or storm surges would, therefore, be little restricted 

and would move over the shallow flats as a broad 
uniform flow with little tendency to develop 
channels. Significantly, there is little evidence of 
scouring or channel development in the upper part of 
the Etheridge Group. The alternation of massive 
mudstone and more diverse facies represent cycles of 
transgression and regression. The Langdon River 
Mudstone may represent a fmal major transgression. 
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Figure 46. Summary of sedimentary features in the Proterozoic rocks. 
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Palaeogeography 

Palaeogeographic reconstructions for the Etheridge 
Group are difficult to make. The absence of fossils 
makes it generally impossible to determine whether 
the formations are time-conformable or diachronous. 
Also, the overall westward plunge of the folds has 
resulted in the outcrop areas of formations having a 
north-south orientation and younging westwards. 
Therefore, patterns of facies variations from east to 
west are difficult to study. In the east, where only the 
older units crop out, the complex folding and effects 
of metamorphism add further difficulties. 

The Bernecker Creek and Daniel Creek 
Formations, and probably their equivalents in the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics, consist of near-shore 
sandy facies alternating with deeper water pelitic 
facies. Einasleigh Metamorphics extend well to the 
east of the present study area and suggest that the 
shoreline oscillated over a large area The apparently 
more psammitic character of the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics, relative to the Daniel Creek 
Formation, suggests that the land lay to the east. The 
sequence from Bernecker Creek Formation to 
Corbett Formation is overall a fming upwards 
sequence, suggesting a nett migration of the 
shoreline to the east. The rocks at the top of the Lane 
Creek Formation and basal Townley Formation 
indicate a return to relatively shallow-water 
conditions. Equivalents of these units to the east may 
not be preserved, because the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics probably represent only the lower part 
of the sequence. 

In the' upper part of the Etheridge Group, 
the lithological uniformity and continuity of thin 
units indicate that uniform sedimentary 
environments existed for over 100 km in a northerly 
direction (allowing for shortening by folding). This 
is also consistent with a north-trending shoreline. A 
more complicated pattern of interfingering of the 
various facies from north to south might be expected 
if the facies were deposited parallel to an east
trending shoreline. The various formations show 
minor variations in thickness along strike, but no 
large or sudden changes occur. Subsidence, although 
probably rapid at times, was therefore relatively 
uniform over the entire exposed area. 

The basement to the Etheridge Group is not 
known to be exposed. However, the relatively quiet, 
uniformly subsiding, shallow-water environment 
suggests that the sediments represent deposition on a 
shelf or epicontinental sea over continental crust. It is 
possible, although probably unlikely, that some older 
basement rocks are included in the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics. They could be similar to the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics and any older fabrics may 
be completely overprinted. High-grade biotite gneiss 

was intersected in the bottom of Lily bore near 
Prospect homestead south of Croydon to the west of 
the study area (Ford, Bacon & Davis Inc., 1972). The 
exposed Etheridge Group rocks decrease in 
metamorphic grade westwards, so that these high
grade rocks may represent basement to the Etheridge 
Group. 

The Sm-Nd model ages given by Black & 
McCulloch (1984, table 1) suggest that the 
provenance of the Etheridge Group, or at least that of 
the calc-silicate facies of the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics, may have a crustal residence age 
between 2.1 and 2.3 Ga. The composition of the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics (quartzo-feldspathic 
gneisses) suggests that the provenance included 
felsic volcanic or plutonic rocks. Detrital zircons 
from the Daniel Creek Formation and Einasleigh 
Metamorphics give SHRIMP U-Pb ages that range 
back to 3500 Ma, with strong populations at about 
1900 and 2600 Ma (Black & others, in preparation). 

LANGLOVALE GROUP 

The Langlovale Group is restricted to the western 
part of the study area along the valley of the 
Langdon River. The unconformity, which separates 
the Langlovale Group from the Etheridge Group, 
was fIrst recognised by Withnall & Mackenzie 
(1980, 1981). Previously, the rocks were assigned to 
the either the Etheridge Formation or Langdon River 
Formations by White (l962d, 1965). The Langlovale 
Group was defmed by Withnall & Mackenzie 
(1983), although the constituent formations, the 
Malacura Sandstone and Yarman Formation were 
defmed by Withnall & Mackenzie (1980). 

The group is unconformably overlain by 
the Croydon Volcanic Group which gives an age of 
I 552±2 Ma (Black & McCulloch, 1990). The age of 
the Langlovale Group is therefore Mesoproterozoic, 
between about 1550 and 1560 Ma. 

Malacura Sandstone 

The Malacura Sandstone at least 1300 m thick is the 
lowermost and also the most widespread unit of the 
Langlovale Group. In the southernmost outcrop area, 
the basal 100 m consists of medium to very thick
bedded, medium to coarse feldspathic and lithic 
sandstones. Angular to rounded mudclasts, and 
fragments of Etheridge Group rocks, are present, and 
large detrital mica flakes are common. Sedimentary 
structures include planar laminae, small to medium
scale trough cross-bedding, current lineations, load 
casts, ripple marks, and rill-like marks. 
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The remainder of the section consists of 
more thinly bedded, mainly fmer-grained sandstone, 
and contains an upwardly increasing proportion of 
siltstone and mudstone. The latter two are commonly 
dark grey or black (carbonaceous), and are pyritic in 
places. Thick-bedded, very coarse sandstone is 
present locally (Figure 47). The most common rock 
type is poorly sorted lithofeldspathic sandstone with 
angular to subrounded clasts of quartz, feldspar 
(mainly plagioclase), siliceous siltstone, minor 
mudstone, and detrital muscovite and biotite. The 
coarse sandstones also contain microcline and 
metaquartzite clasts. The sandstones are rarely 
cemented, and appear to have been lithified mainly 
by compaction. 

Sedimentary structures in tis upper part of 
the section include planar laminae, cross-laminae, 
load casts, linguoid and undulatory ripple marks 
(Figure 48), and lensoid and wavy bedding. Large 
(generally 0.5 to 5 cm, and locally up to 10 em) 
angular to rounded mudclasts are commonly 
concentrated in thin beds, many with erosive bases. 
Small to medium scale, trough cross-laminae are 
present. Some beds near the top of the unit are 
massive at the base, become increasingly well
laminated upwards, and are capped by ripple marks. 
The few measurements taken indicate current flow to 
the north. 

The Malacura Sandstone in the northern 
part of the area consists predominantly of fme to 
medium, poorly sorted feldspatholithic and lithic 
sandstones. A calcareous cement was observed in a 
few localities, but generally the rocks have no 
obvious cement. Detrital mica, parallel to the 
bedding, is so abundant locally that the rocks have a 
schistose appearance. Mudstone is apparently less 
common in the north, but this may be a function of 
the poor outcrop 

Many specimens from the northern area 
have abundant metamorphic biotite, as well as 
detrital mica. The metamorphic biotite forms small 
(0.01 to 0.02 mm) randomly orientated flakes that 
rim and replace lithic clasts and some feldspar. Some 
of these specimens were collected near exposed 
Esmeralda Supersuite granite bodies, but it is 
possible that much of this area is underlain at 
shallow depth by granite. 

Yarman Formation 

The Yarman Formation is at least 1800 m thick, but 
its top is not exposed, as it is unconformably overlain 
by or faulted against the Croydon Volcanic Group. 
Most of the formation consists of dark grey 
(weathering to maroon or brown), laminated to 
massive shale, mudstone and siltstone. Fine to 
medium-grained, micaceous sub lithic and 
feldspatholithic sandstone occurs as beds, generally 
less than 1 m thick, distributed through the unit in 

several cycles, in which the sandstone beds become 
more abundant and thicker upwards. The thin 
sandstone beds at the beginning of each cycle 
contain planar laminae towards their bases, passing 
upwards into ripple cross-laminae. As the beds 
thicken, the ripple cross-laminae become more 
abundant and ultimately occupy the whole bed. Flute 
marks (Figure 49), lineations and transverse scour 
marks indicate current directions to the north. No 
grading has been observed. The sandy intervals are 
about 300 m thick separated by 200 to 300 m thick 
intervals of mudstone and sparse sandstone beds 
(Figure 50) with planar and ripple laminae. 

Provenance and environment 
deposition in the Langlovale Group 

of 

The presence of siltstone clasts suggests that the 
Etheridge Group was a source for some of the 
sediment in the Langlovale Group. However, the 
abundant quartz, plagioclase, detrital mica, and, 
locally microcline and metaquartzite, indicate that a 
plutonic/metamorphic terrane was also an important 
source. The few palaeocurrent indicators observed 
suggest that the source was either to the south or 
west, from the basement of the Eromanga Basin, or 
even from the Mount Isa area. The high-grade 
metamorphic rocks intersected in Lily Bore, south of 
Croydon (Ford, Bacon & Davis Inc., 1972) could 
have been a source, and may represent older 
basement terrane, uplifted and rejuvenated during 
D j • 

In the Malacura Sandstone, a high degree of 
immaturity and a relative proximity to source are 
indicated by the poor sorting and range of grain size, 
and the abundance of coarse detrital mica, feldspar, 
and lithic fragments in the sandstones. The presence 
of mudclast conglomerates and erosive contacts 
indicates channel development. Fluvial processes 
appear to have been important, particularly in the 
lower part of the unit. In the uppermost part, the 
dominance of lensoid and wavy bedding, and the 
greater mudstone content suggest shallow subtidal, 
lower-energy conditions. 

The Yarman Formation as a whole appears 
to have been the result of mainly quiet-water 
deposition, disturbed by progradation of at least two 
sandy intervals and occasional minor influxes of 
sand. The sequence superficially resembles a classic 
distal turbidite, with progradation of more proximal 
deposits. Characteristics of distal turbidites (Walker, 
1967, 1984) in the thinner sandstone beds of the 
Yarman Formation are: (a) the generally thin nature 
and lack of amalgamation of the beds; (b) 
laminations passing up into ripple cross-laminae -
the B and C Bouma divisions (Bouma, 1962); (c) 
parallel-sided regular beds; (d) fme grainsize; (e) 
lack of scours and channels; and (f) well-developed 
intervening mudstone layers. 
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Figure 47. Well-bedded sandstone. Malacura Sandstone type section (7460-086220). 

Figure 48. Large ripples and dune fonns on upper surface of coarse-grained sandstone bed. Malacura Sandstone 
type section (7460-080217). 
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Figure 49. Well-developed flute marks on the base of a fme-grained sandstone bed. Yarman Formation 
(7460-072213). 

Figure 50. Sparse, resistant sandstone beds in a monotonous mudstone sequence Yarman Formation 
(7460-067213). 
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If the thicker sandstone beds represent more 
proximal turbidite deposits, they should have flute 
marks or other scour features on their bases, and 
internal structures indicating higher energy than in 
the distal deposits. The A, B, and C (or at least B and 
C) divisions of the Bouma Sequence should be 
present. The thicker beds do have scour marks at 
their bases, but ripple cross-laminae are the only 
internal structures (division C of the Bouma 
Sequence), and are similar to types attributed to 
ocean-current reworking of turbidites by Walker 
(1967). The progradation, therefore, seems to be 
related to non-turbidity current activity. 

Some of the features of the Yarman 
Formation could have been produced in a prodeltaic 
environment. The occasional thin sandstone beds 
could represent delta-derived sand deposited over 
muds by either normal bottom currents, turbidity 
currents, or storm-associated bottom currents 
(Nelson, 1982). As the delta prograded, the 
sandstone beds would become thicker and sandstone 
deposited by normal bottom currents during floods 
more common. Switching of delta lobes would result 
in a return to deposition of mudstone. Because of the 
lack of fossils it is impossible to determine whether 
deposition was under marine conditions or in a large 
lake. 

CROYDON VOLCANIC GROUP 

The Croydon Volcanic Group crops out along the 
western edge of the area covered by this report. It is 

faulted against, or unconformably overlies the 
Langlovale and Etheridge Groups. It was not 
examined during this survey, and consequently is 
only described briefly here. 

The Group consists predominantly of 
rhyolitic ignimbrite with some dacitic ignimbrite, 
rhyolitic to dacitic lava and agglomerate, and minor 
intermediate to basic volcanics. The rocks were 
previously defined as the Croydon Volcanics and 
described by Branch (1966) and Sheraton & 
Labonne (1978). Mapping by a joint BMR-GSQ 
party in 1980 (BMR-GSQ, 1981, 1982a, b), 
subdivided the volcanics into seven main units which 
now have formation status and constitute the 
Croydon Volcanic Group (Mackenzie & others, 
1985, 1986). 

The Croydon· Volcanic Group is intruded 
by the Esmeralda Granite, which has also now been 
subdivided into ten main units (Mackenzie & others 
1985). ' 

The geochemistry of the Croydon Volcanic 
Group and associated granitoids was studied by 
Sheraton & Labonne (1978) and more recently by 
Mackenzie (unpublished data). The granitic rocks are 
probably comagmatic with the volcanics. The felsic 
rocks are S-type, like the Forsayth Batholith, but 
differ significantly. They are more mafic and 
potassic, show weak fractionation trends and are 
highly reduced due to the ingestion of carbonaceous 
material, (either at their source or in a near-surface 
magma chamber). Graphitic xenoliths are common 
in both the granitoids and volcanic rocks. 

U-Pb zircon dating (Black & McCulloch, 
1990; Black & Withnall, 1993) has given an age of 
1552±2 Ma for the Croydon Volcanic Group. 
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

At least six episodes of deformation, designated Dl 
to D6, were recognised during our study of the 
Georgetown area. They are best studied in the 
Etheridge Group, which was deformed by all six 
events. The first four events were the most intense 
and were named the Ewamin (D,), Jana (Dz), 
Tagalag (D3) and Warunu (D4) Orogenies, after four 
of the main aboriginal tribal groupings in the area 
(Withnall, 1984; Withnall & others, 1988a; Bain & 
others, 1985). As more recent work (discussed 
below) has thrown some doubt on the clear 
separation of Dl and D2, these names are not used 
here, and the events are simply referred to as D, to 
D6• The Langlovale Group is thought to have been 
deposited between Dl and D2 and the Croydon 
Volcanic Group may post-date D2. 

These first three folding events are 
Proterozoic in age and coincided with metamorphic 
events. They were dated by Black & others (1979), 
using Rb-Sr whole-rock and mineral techniques. 
Specimens were collected from localities displaying 
a dominant foliation unaffected by subsequent 
events. The derived Rb-Sr whole-rock ages were 
considered to date the deformation represented by 
the foliation. Apparently consistent ages for 
structurally identified foliations were obtained over a 
wide area. The first three events were dated at 
1570±20, 1469±20 and 967±28 Ma, respectively. 
McNaughton (1979, 1980) dated hornblende from 
amphibolite near Einasleigh and obtained a K-Ar age 
of 1 460±54 Ma. 

However, subsequent dating of the 
Proterozoic felsic granitic and volcanic rocks has 
shown that D2 is about 80 Ma older, and thrown 
doubt on the validity of the Rb-Sr technique for 
dating tectonthermal events (Black & Withnall, 
1993). 

The Croydon Volcanic Group and 
Esmeralda Granite, interpreted to be post-D2 features 
have since been dated by the U-Pb zircon method at 
1552±2 Ma, and 1558+4.3 Ma respectively (Black & 
McCulloch, 1990). To further compound the 
problem of the age ofD2,components of the Forsayth 
Batholith interpreted to have been emplaced Syn-D2 
to late-D2 yielded similar ages (1550+7

•2 for the 
Forsayth Granite itself). Follow-up U-Pb zircon 
dating using the SHRIMP ion-microprobe (Black & 
Withnall, 1993) have confinned a crystallisation age 
of around 1550 Ma for the Forsayth Batholith as well 
as for the Digger Creek Granite (an anatectic 
muscovite leucogranite for which evidence for 

syn-D2 emplacement has been demonstrated). The 
Mount Hogan Granite, which truncates F2 folds, has . 
an age of 1549±25 Ma (Black & Withnall, 1993). 
Thus, if the interpretation of the relationship of these 
rocks to D2 is correct, the 1470 Ma age is clearly too 
young, and D2 probably occurred at around 
1550 Ma, soon after D,. The significance of the 
1470 Ma age is thus uncertain. The mineral ages 
could be explained as simply cooling ages perhaps 
after uplift, but the two isochron ages are less easily 
explained in this way. 

As discussed below, the age of D3 is also 
doubtful. D4 may be one of a series of events which 
affected the Palaeozoic rocks of the Tasman Orogen 
to the east at about 400 Ma. The ages of D4 and of 
the later folding are discussed in more detail below. 

FOLDING IN THE ETHERIDGE 
GROUP 

DI appears to have been of relatively uniform 
intensity over the entire area, but the later events 
differed in intensity. The locations of main known or 
inferred folds, and relative intensity of folding are 
summarised for the four main orogenies in Figures 
51, 55, 60 and 65. Such diagrams have not been 
constructed for the later events, because detailed 
information is only available in a few areas. In most 
parts of the area, however, their effects were minor. 
This variation in intensity, together with the fact that 
axial planes of a particular event are at high angles to 
those of the immediately preceding one, assisted in 
the unravelling of the deformation history in broad 
terms, although in detail there are apparent 
complications (Davis, 1986a, 1995a, b - see below). 

To facilitate discussion of the structure, the 
outcrop area of the Etheridge Group has been 
divided into nineteen domains. Most of the domains 
are characterised by a particular style, orientation or 
complexity of folding, although some are simply 
areas isolated from the rest by granitoids or cover 
rocks. They are generally not uniform structural 
domains in the strict sense. 

First deformation event 

The effects of Dl are best studied in the western half 
of the area, where the effects of later folding are 
weak. The rocks in this western area have a well
developed axial plane foliation, SI> which ranges 
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from a simple slaty cleavage to a schistosity 
depending on the metamorphic grade. The slaty 
cleavage is commonly domainal (Figure 57), and 
consists of thin, parallel to anastomosing films or 
layers of phyllosilicates alternating with quartz-rich 
layers up to 0.2 mm thick containing randomly 
orientated phyllosilicate flakes. Rocks, which are 
either very rich in phyllosilicates or quartz-rich, tend 
to have a non-domainal cleavage. The phyllosilicates 
having a uniform preferred orientation throughout 
the rock. In schistose rocks, 8) is invariably non
domainal, and quartz grains may also be elongated. 

FI folds are large, tight structures with wavelengths 
generally between 4 and 12 km. The trend of the 
axial planes changes from west in the Ortona 
domain, through west-northwest in the Candlow 
domain to northwest in the Carnes domain. The 
reason for this change in trend is not known. It may 
reflect either a 'megafold' related to one of the later 
events (possibly D2), or the Georgetown Inlier may
simply be part of an arcuate fold belt. Little structural 
data is available from the Carnes domain where the 
change in trend is the most pronounced. 

The axial planes are generally very steep to 
vertical in the Candlow and Carnes domains, and 
southern part of the Ortona domain. However, in the 
northern part of the Ortona domain the axial planes 
dip north and the folds are overturned. Farther north 
the folds become progressively more overturned, and 
in the Cobbold domain, the structure is dominated by 
the gently dipping upper limb of an anticline, the 
axial plane of which dips between 10° and 30° to the 
north. Northwards in the Candlow domain, the axial 
planes become progressively steeper again. Plots of 
poles to 8) in the Ortona, Cobbold, and Candlow 
domains (Figures 52 and 53) demonstrate the 
variation in dip of axial planes. SI also dips 
predominantly north in the southern half of the 
Townley domain and in the Goldfmd domain. F) 
folds at outcrop scale are not common. 

In the Townley domain, a large area of 
Townley Formation is exposed in a relatively open 
FI synclinorium about 15 km across. Numerous tight 
parasitic FI folds, with wavelengths less than 1 km 
occur on the limb of this structure. The small 
wavelength of F 1 folds in this domain probably 
resulted at least partly from the siliceous and non
siliceous layers that comprise the Townley 
Formation. Similarly in the Heliman Formation in 
the central western part of the Candlow domain, F 1 

folds have wavelengths of 1 km or less. Large 
contrasts of competency are not as common in the 
other units of the Etheridge Group, and they mainly 
have longer wavelength folds. In places in the 
Townley domain, laminated mudstone beds are 
internally tightly folded and even transposed parallel 
to the 81 cleavage, whereas the adjacent more 
massive, siliceous beds are only gently folded. 
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Siluro-Devonian granitoids 

Proterozoic granitoids 

Croydon Volcanic Group 

Langlovale Group 

Etheridge Group (variously shaded -
see individual references) 

geological boundary 

fault 

structural domain boundary in the 
Etheridge Group; domains lin capital 
letters) are locally bounded by major 
faults or by areas of granitoids or 
cover rocks 

trace of axial plane; form and attitude 
shown where known Isee below}; 
broken where location is approximate, 
queried where uncertain 

anticline 

syncline 

overturned anticline 

overturned syncline 

antiform 

synform 

overturned antiform 

overturned synform 

direction of plunge 

form and 
attitude of folds 

prevailing strike and dip of axial plane 
schistosity; shown mainly where folds 
have not been mapped out because 
of poor outcrop or lack of markers 

Reference for Figures 51, 53, 60,65,68,69 and 71 
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Relative intensity of folding 
Ewamin Orogeny (0 1 ) 

30 40km 

Tight, upright to overturned folds 
wavelengths from 1 to 10km and strong 
axial plane foliation (slaty cleavage 
grading into schistosity};greenschist 
to amphibolite facies metamorphism. 

Areas strongly deformed during subsequent 
orogenies so that nature and location of 
F 1 folds are uncertain or indeterminate; 
probably mostly tight to isooclinal; strong 
axial plane schistosity, but commonly over
printed and obliterated by 52; probably 
mainly amphibolite facies. 

Figure 51. Main folds and relative intensity of folding produced by D1_ 
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138 orientations 

Contours at 0.7. 2. 3.5 & 5% (max. 5.8%) 
Poles to So (bedding) 

85 orientations 

Contours at 1.2. 2.4. 4.7 & 5.9% (max. 7.1%) 
Bedding/cleavage Intersections 

Figure 52. Structural data - Candlow Fonnation. 

The overall plunge of F] folds is generally 
to the west, and consequently stratigraphy youngs 
westwards. This is also illustrated by the maxima in 
plots of SolS I intersections in the Candlow and 
northern Ortona domains (Figures 52 and 53). In the 
southern part of the Ortona domain, however, the 
major folds plunge both east and west with a 
pronounced maxima to the east (Figure 53). 

Local plunge reversals in all areas are 
reflected in the plots of SolS) intersections, and also 
by "basin-and-dome" patterns outlined by resistant 

126 orientations 

Contours at 0.8. 2.5. 5 & 10% (max. 12.7%) 
Poles to SI (slaty cleavage) 

+ 

+ 

• 

+ 
+ 

Poles to s., (crenulatlon cleavage) and 
S3 (axIar planes of minor F30 folds) 

• 

rock types on aerial photographs, particularly in the 
more closely folded Heliman and Townley 
Fonnations. Reversals of plunge of the tight parasitic 
folds in the Townley domain are particularly 
common. Overall, the synclinorium in this domain 
has a westWard plunge of about 5°, in spite of the 
plot of SolS) intersections showing a maximum to the 
east (Figure 53). Some of the plunge reversal of F] 
folds is probably due to inhomogeneous strain, but 
much of it, particularly in the Townley domain, is 
probably due to refolding. 
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Figure 53. Structural data - Ortona, Cobbold and Townley domains. 
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boundary 
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I 
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Figure 54. Geology of the Western Creek domain showing the interference fold patterns. 

The structure of the Stockyard domain is simple. The main F) folds can be easily located 
not completely understood. It is dominated by a large through the centres of the basins and domes. F\ folds 
"window" of Lane Creek Formation, exposed in the appear to be relatively open, and this is consistent 
core of a large northwest-trending anticlinorium. On with the relatively weak development of an S\ 
the western limb, S) trends northwest and dips foliation in parts of the domain. The maximum dip 
steeply, which is consistent with the limb of an F) of bedding in the major syncline between 
fold. However, on the eastern limb, where So dips 'Greenhills' and Mount MacDonald is only about 
east at shallow to moderate angles, S) dips west at 40°. 
moderate angles. This suggests that the limb is The lack of similar interference patterns in 
actually in the broad hinge zone of an F) fold which the western part of the Ironhurst domain, where 
was refolded during either D\ or D2. With the limited abundant dolerite sills outline tight F2 folds suggests 
data available, it is difficult to determine the that such folds were superimposed on a single gently 
generations to which the various folds (outlined by dipping limb of a major F \ fold. 
the metadolerite sills) belong. Those in the southern Farther east in the Ironhurst domain, and in 
part of the domain are probably F\ structures, but to the Lighthouse and Robin Hood domains, where 
the north both F\ and F3 folds may also be present. strong overprinting by later F2 and F3 folds has 

In the Western Creek domain, tight F2 (and occurred, the location and nature of the F) folds is 
possibly F4) folds were superimposed on the F) folds, more difficult to determine. S) has been overprinted 
but the interference pattern (Figure 54) is relatively and commonly obliterated by S2' Examination of the 
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mapped outcrop patterns of the major stratigraphic 
units has been used to interpret the position of some 
folds in Figure 51. However, the positions of unit 

boundaries in these more strongly defonned and 
metamorphosed parts of the Robertson River 

Subgroup are uncertain, and interpretations of the 

structure made on the basis of the outcrop patterns, 

as presently mapped, may be erroneous. 
In the Robin Hood domain, F2 folds 

ranging from mesoscopic to outcrop scale to folds 
with wavelengths of 2 kIn, repeat the stratigraphy on 
a local scale, but the regional repetition is related to 

larger F3 folds. The stratigraphy shows an overall 
younging to the north and it is, therefore, probable 
that most of the rocks in the Robin Hood domain 
were on the northern limb of a major F 1 anticline. 

Lack of interference structures in the tight F2 folds 
outlined by the Tin Hill Quartzite Member suggests 

that, in the central part of the domain at least, the 
limb was sub-horizontal. It was probably the same 
upper limb of the overturned anticline in the 
Cobbold domain immediately to the west .. 

In the Mount Hogan domain, some Fl folds 
are outlined by metadolerite sills. The belt of 

calc-silicate rocks assigned to the Bernecker Creek 
Fonnation may be the core of a major FI anticline, 
by analogy with the western part of the area (eg. the 
Ortona domain), where the fonnation is restricted to 

anticlinal cores. 
In the various domains in which the 

Einasleigh Metamorphics crop out, little is known 

about the F 1 folds. SI is commonly not preserved in 
the pelitic and psammopelitic rocks, or is transposed 

parallel to S2' It is best preserved in calc-silicate 
gneiss, where it is defmed by the elongation of 

hornblende and clinopyroxene. In some quartzite it is 
outlined by mica. Where preserved, it is parallel to 
the lithological layering so that the folds are 
presumed to have been very tight to isoclinal. The 

major folds were presumably of similar scale to 
those in the west, and could possibly be delineated 
by detailed lithological mapping and structural 
studies. However, the poor outcrop and disruption of 
the sequence by large granitoid batholiths may 
present insunnountable problems. 

In the luntala Metamorphics, detailed 
structural mapping by Duncan (1983) demonstrated 

only one major FI structure. Bedding and SI 
schistosity are parallel, but as elsewhere, very few 
small-scale folds have been observed. 

DI was associated with metamorphism 
which ranged from low greenschist to amphibolite 

facies. 

Second deformation event 

Characteristics ofF2foids 

The intensity of folding during D2 increased to the 
east. In the west in the Candlow domain, a local, 
weak, northerly trending crenulation cleavage 
(Figure 52) is approximately parallel to the axial 
planes of large open folds which bend the F 1 folds. 

Farther east in the Western Creek domain, 
intricate interfering fold patterns, outlined by 
metadolerite sills (Figure 54), developed where tight, 
northerly to northeasterly trending F2 folds are 
superimposed on open westerly to northwesterly F 1 

folds. The F2 folds have wavelengths of only 1 kIn or 
less, in contrast to the F 1 folds with wavelengths up 
to 8 kIn. Similar patterns are outlined by resistant 
rock types in the Pinnacle domain. A change in the 
strike of axial planes of overturned F 1 folds, from 
east in the Candlow domain to northeast in the 
adjacent Goldfmd domain, is probably due to 
refolding, but intricate interference structures were 
not produced because F 1 folds are tight and both 
limbs dip in the same direction. 

The north-trending F2 folds of the Western 
Creek domain appear to die out southwards into the 
Townley domain, as they pass from the Lane Creek 
Fonnation into the Townley and Heliman 
Fonnations (Figure 54). Because the rocks in the 
Townley domain were already tightly folded into 
short-wavelength structures during Dh F2 produced 
basin-and-dome interference patterns orientated 
east-west rather than north-south. 

In the Lane Creek Fonnation of the 
Ironhurst domain, the structure is dominated by tight 
northeasterly trending F2 folds with wavelengths of 
about I kIn as outlined by metadolerite sills. 

In the northeastem part of the Mount 
Hogan domain, the belt of Bernecker Creek 
Fonnation, interpreted as an overturned FI anticline, 
is folded at its eastern end by a north-northeasterly 
trending F2 fold. Most S2 crenulation cleavages 
measured in this domain strike northeast to north 
(Figure 56). Large northeast-trending folds, outlined 
by metadolerite sills and truncated by the Mount 
Hogan Granite, fold both So and Sh and are 
interpreted to be F2 structures. 

Major F2 folds in the more highly 
metamorphosed and defonned rocks are difficult to 
locate without detailed structural mapping. Such 
detailed studies have been done in the central part of 
the Robin Hood domain by Bell & Rubenach (1983) 
and in the 11.lDtala Metamorphics by Duncan (1983). 

By necessity, our more regional approach 
has relied on our ability to map out. marker horizons 
such as quartzite beds or mafic sills and flows, and if 
possible to identify the generation of the folds so 
outlined. In the Einasleigh Metamorphics, and much 
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Figure 56. Structural data - Mount Hogan domain. 

of the Bernecker Creek, Daniel and Corbett 
Formations, few such folds have been mapped, either 
because useful markers do not exist, or because 
outcrop is poor and markers cannot be photo
interpreted. The mapped outcrop patterns of the main 
stratigraphic units are mostly too generalised to 
outline the relatively short wavelength F2 folds, 
although some folds, which are outlined by the Tin 
Hill Quartzite Member and belts of amphibolite in 
the Corbett Formation in the Robin Hood domain, 
could be F 2 folds. 

The major F2 folds in the Iuntala 
Metamorphics plunge steeply to the north and are 
isoclinal with wavelengths of a few hundred metres 
and amplitudes of several kilometres on a horizontal 
scale (Duncan, 1983). 

Mesoscopic F2 folds are common in the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics and more highly deformed 
domains in the Bemecker Creek Formation and 
Robertson River Subgroup. The folds are commonly 
isoclinal, particularly in the pelitic rocks in which 
thin quartzite layers outline small rootless folds. 
Some thicker quartzite layers, quartz veins and early 
pegmatite dykes are boudinaged. The sequence in 
these domains is therefore transposed, at least on an 
outcrop scale, and 'bedding' measurements reflect 
the geometry of the axial planes ofF2 folds. 

Characteristics and develo'pment 0/S2 

Accompanying the increasing intensity of F2 folding 
is a general increase in the intensity of the S2 
foliation. However, in detail, the nature of S2 
depends on lithology, metamorphic grade, and, most 
importantly, local variations in strain. Where the 

Poles to S2- (crenulation cleavage & axial 
planes of 1-2 folds) 
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strain was low, S2 is generally a simple crenulation 
cleavage. With an increase in strain the crenulations 
become tighter, accompanied by differentiation into 
quartz-rich and mica-rich domains by solution 
transfer (Figures 58 and 59). At more advanced 
stages, new mica grew parallel to S2 in the mica-rich 
domains. Relict crenulations outlined by SI mica are 
still preserved in the quartz-rich domains at this 
stage, but in the next stage they are destroyed, and 
the only foliation in the rock is a layer-differentiated 
schistosity. At the final stage, S2 becomes a 
completely penetrative homogeneous schistosity, and 
this is the most common type of foliation above the 
sillimanite isograd. It is therefore generally the only 
foliation recognisable in many of the pelitic and 
psammopelitic rocks in the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics, and much of the 'schist facies' of the 
Robertson River Subgroup. Porphyroblasts of gamet, 
andalusite, and staurolite grew during D2 in the 
Robertson River Subgroup, and commonly preserve 
earlier stages of S2 development than represented in 
the matrix (Bell & Rubenach, 1983). In the Iuntala 
Metamorphics, the main schistosity, S2, is a layer
differentiated schistosity, SI being preserved only in 
some quartzite layers. 

The deformation history of the Etheridge 
Group during the D2 was shown by Bell & Rubenach 
(1981, 1983) to involve progressive bulk 
inhomogeneous shortening. Strain is very 
inhomogeneous on all scales from the area of a thin 
section to many square kilometres. For example, in 
St1k:e Yard Creek in the Goldfmd domain at 
7560-402190, outcrops over a distance of less than 
50 m show a complete range from weakly crenulated 
SI to strongly differentiated S2' The outcrops consist 
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of apparently unifonn phyllitic mudstone of the 
Corbett Fonnation. The progressive development of 
S2, as outlined above, is best displayed in the 
predominantly pelitic Corbett Fonnation. The studies 
of Bell & Rubenach were mainly restricted to this 
unit and the underlying Daniel Creek Fonnation. 

The control of lithology on the 
development of S2 is well demonstrated by some 
outcrops in the Lane Creek Fonnation in the western 
part of the Robin Hood domain, in which micaceous 
and quartzose beds or laminae alternate. The 
quartzose layers contain only one foliation, S] 
(perhaps weakly crenulated), whereas adjacent 
micaceous layers have a well-differentiated S2 
crenulation cleavage that may obscure S]. 

More recent work by Davis (1986a, b, 
1995, 1996), east of the Agate Creek road between 
Townley and Mosquito Creek in the northwestern 
part of the Robin Hood domain, has revealed that the 
defonnation there is more complex than that outlined 
above. His work involved detailed geometric 
analyses from both outcrop and thin section, and 
revealed four discrete defonnation events. Structures 
were resolved largely through the use of the concepts 
of reactivation and re-use of foliations and non
rotation of porphyroblasts developed by Bell (1985, 
1986). The D2 event recognised by previous studies 
appears to be composite, incorporating three discrete 
events. The main manifestation of his D2 is a 
pervasive differentiated crenulation cleavage, 
presumably corresponding to the S2 described above. 
His D3 was a weak event expressed only by open 
crenulations. D4 produced a large macroscopic fold 
trending northwest, but only weak mesoscopic 
structures. It is represented by kinky crenulations of 
S2 in thin section, and long narrow zones of 
reactivation of S2 and reuse of S]. Between the 
reactivation zones, S2 has been intensely folded. 
Broad-scale effects of D4 are evidenced by intense 
folding of Sb S2 and S3 strike trend line patterns. 
Porphyroblast growth was detennined as mostly 
occurring during D4 and is represented by biotite, 
garnet, staurolite, andalusite, and tounnaline, all of 
which preserve D2 crenulations of S] as inclusion 
trails. Some garnet may have grown during D2. 

Davis (1986a, b, 1995) suggested that 
elsewhere in the Robertson River area, the event 
interpreted as D2 is actually his D4 which has, 
through reactivation of pre-existing foliations, 
obliterated the D2 and D3 structures. Further detailed 
studies are needed to confmn this and to determine 
whether the area studied by Davis is not simply 
anomalous. The northwest-trending fold, with its 
core of Corbett Formation projecting into the Lane 
Creek Formation, does appear to cut across trends of 
the surrounding areas. Therefore, until such studies 
conclusively demonstrate Davis' structural events to 
be regionally significant, all fabrics and structures 

formed post-D] and before our regional D3 event are 
assigned to a single event, D2. 

It is possible that Davis' D4 is a separate 
event that occurred at about 1470 Ma, the now 
discredited D2 age of Black & others (1979). High 
temperatures may have been sustained until this 
time, after which the K-Ar and Rb-Sr isotopic 
systems closed, and locked in the 1470 Ma age. 

In the Lane Creek Formation in the 
Western Creek domain, many outcrops lack well
defmed foliations apart from one, or locally two, 
vague parting directions. In places, the only foliation 
is parallel to the axial planes of F2 folds, and S] is 
weak or absent This probably results partly from 
low strain during Db evidenced by the relatively 
open F] folds. Also many of the rocks were 
originally siltstones or fine sublabile sandstone, in 
which phyllosilicates were less abundant and quartz 
grains were larger than in the pelites. The 
orientations of the mica flakes fonned during D] 
were controlled to a large extent by the surfaces of 
the larger quartz grains, which were only weakly 
defonned because of the low strain. The lack of a 
well-developed anisotropy inhibited development of 
later crenulations, but the higher strain during D2 
resulted in some flattening of quartz grains and 
rotation of the micas along their boundaries to 
produce a weak parting parallel to S2. The more 
pelitic rocks in the Western Creek domain, however, 
did develop well-developed foliations. S2 in 
particular is commonly present as a differentiated 
crenulation cleavage. In many places in the western 
part of the Ironhurst domain also, the Lane Creek 
Formation appears to have only one foliation. 

In the calc-silicate rocks of the Bernecker 
Creek Formation and Einasleigh Metamorphics, S2 
like S], is defmed by elongate hornblende, pyroxene, 
and quartz grains. S] is commonly tightly folded by 
small F2 folds. Where these are isoclinal, S] and S2 
can only be distinguished in fold hinges. 

Metamorphism and magmatism during D2 

As outlined in more detail later, D2 was associated 
with metamorphism, which ranged from greenschist 
facies in the west to granulite facies in the east. It 
was also accompanied by the generation and 
emplacement of large volumes of granitoid in bodies 
ranging from batholiths to small dykes. The earliest 
were migmatitic granitoids, such as the Mistletoe 
Granite and leucogranites, including the Lighthouse 
and Digger Creek Granite, which are commonly 
foliated and folded by F2 folds. The larger 
components of the Forsayth Granite were probably 
emplaced into their fmal positions later in D2, 
because although locally foliated they appear to 
truncate some F2 folds. The Mount Hogan Granite, 
east of Gilberton, clearly truncates an F2 fold. 
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Figure 57. Photomicrograph 
showing well-developed 
domainal slaty cleavage; thin 
films of parallel chlorite and 
sericite separate quartz-rich 
domains containing randomly 
orientated phy llo-silicates. 
Specimen 75300379, Corbett 
Formation from 7659- 675729. 
Magnification x 60 (plane 
polarised light). 

Figure 58. Photomicrograph 
showing well-developed 
differentiated crenulation 
cleavage Sz oblique to S\. 
Specimen 75300320, Daniel 
Creek Formation from Mount 
Hogan domain (7659-711897). 
Magnification x 25 (plane 
polarised light). 

Figure 59. Differentiated 
crenulation cleavage, axial plane 
to limb ofa Fzo fold defmed by 
quartzite layers. Daniel Creek 
Formation,2 km west of Mount 
Spinifex. 
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Third deformation event 
structure, although, because of poor outcrop, no data 
on the orientation of S2 is available for the supposed 
southern limb. Alternatively, the outcrop pattern may 
be due to a large F 1 fold. 

The third deformation, 0 3, produced upright to South of the Robin Hood domain, in the 
overturned folds with approximately southeasterly to Ortona domain, the F3 folding appears to have had 
easterly striking axial planes. In the western part of little effect on the easterly-trending F 1 folds. 
the area, the folds are open, and most easily However, farther east in the Mount Hogan domain, 
recognised where they fold the north to northeasterly generally open, mesoscopic F3 folds are present, 
striking axial planes of F2 folds, such as in the although no major F3 folds are evident. No axial 
Western Creek or Pinnacle domains, or the plane structures are evident in the field, but 
northwesterly striking limbs of FI folds in the Llewellyn (1974) identified a weak S3 schistosity 
northern Candlow domain. defmed by fme muscovite flakes in a thin section of 
Where the FI folds trend east, however, it is difficult calcareous schist from 7659-024852. This outcrop 
to recognise F3 folds. In some areas, such as the was subsequently sampled for age determination and 
Ortona domain and the central part of the Candlow yielded one of the Rb-Sr whole-rock isochrons on 
domain, where F 1 folds are relatively upright, the which the supposed age of 0

3 
is based (Black & 

main effect may have been to further tighten the others, 1979). 

folds, and no separate F3 folds may have been In the northern half of the Welfern domain, 
generated. However, at an outcrop scale in parts of the trends of S2 and associated mesoscopic F

2
0 and 

the Townley domain, small folds associated with an F21 folds are northwest, whereas in the southern half, 
approximately east-trending crenulation cleava~e they are predominantly northeast (Figure 62). This is 
deform Sb indicating F3 folding on a mesoscopiC probably due to a major, open F3 fold, the axial plane 
scale at least. In the southern part of the Townley of which passes through the middle of the domain, 
domain, larger open F3 folds with wavelengths up to and strikes approximately east, as suggested by the 
1 or 2 km have been recognised where they fold both distribution of fold axes and axial planes of open 
SI and the subhorizontal or gently dipping limbs of mc!soscopic folds inferred to be F3 structures (Figure 
overturned F 1 folds. F3 folds may also accoun; :r 62). 

the unusually shallow dips of SI in parts 0 e Farther north in the Einasleigh and Talaroo 
Townley domain, particularly in the hinge region of domains, ~ was relatively tightly folded by F3 folds 
the synclinorium. which range from mesoscopic structures to major 

In the Cobbold domain, the subhorizontal folds with wavelengths of many kilometres. In the 
limb of the F 1 anticline was gently folded. In the Einasleigh domain, a maximum in the plot of poles 
southern part of the adjacent Goldfmd domain, to S2 in the northern half of Figure 63 suggests that 
cleavage/bedding relationships indicate that the most of the area lies on the northern limb of a major 
Townley Formation mapped there is in the core of an synform inferred to be an F3 structure. The readings 
apparently 'downward-facing' antiform, which could plotted in the southern part of the diagram were 
possibly be explained by local F3 refolding of the mostly from the south where mesoscopic folds with 
overturned Fl folds. M-vergence are common, and suggest the presence 

The F3 folds are strongest in the central part of a major fold hinge coinciding with the belt of 
of the Robin Hood domain, where they are tight calc-silicate gneiss. If the calc-silicate gneiss is 
overturned structures with axial planes dipping equivalent to the Bernecker Creek Formation and 
northerly at 40° to 50°, and axes plunging to the underlies the biotite gneiss facies as previously 
northwest. The folds have a wavelength of about suggested, then its presence in the hinge of a 
8 km, and are well outlined by the Tin Hill Quartzite synform indicates that the stratigraphy in the 
Member and the major stratigraphic units. This tight Einasleigh domain was inverted prior to 0 3, The 
folding results in the poles to S2 from throughout the outcrop pattern of the calc-silicate gneiss indicates 
Robin Hood domain being confmed to the southern that the fold trends and plunges to the east. The plot 
hemisphere (Figure 61). S3 occurs as the axial planes of mesoscopic fold axes and crenulations of the 
of crenulations, which are rarely, if ever, western part of the domain show a maximum 
differentiated.. plunging 50 to 60° east-southeast, which m~y 

The folds become more open to the north correspond to the axis of the major fold. However, m 
and south, and consequently poles to S2 from the many outcrops, multiple folding of the foliation and 
Lighthouse and Ironhurst domains show a much layering can be observed. In the absence of such 
more open pattern (Figure 61). Some F3 folds have overprinting criteria, it is difficult to identify folds in 
been delineated in these domains by the stratigraphy the field, and the plot probably includes some F4 or 
and bedding trends. The mapped boundary between Fs as well as the F3 folds and crenulations. 
the Corbett and Lane Creek Formations suggests that In the McMillan Creek area in the southern 
the hinge of a large fold lies through the northern part of the Talaroo domain, S2 ~so dips mainly 
part of the Forsayth Batholith. This is possibly an F3 south, and may be on the northern lImb of the same 
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Figure 60. Main folds and relative intensity of folding produced by D3. 
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Eastern half of Ironhurst domain 
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synfonn. However, intervening folds could underlie 
the Newcastle Range Volcanic Group in the 
intervening area. The location of the F3 folds shown 
in the Talaroo domain on Figure 60 is based on the 
changes in direction of dip of S2 foliations that were 
plotted on the Georgetown Preliminary edition 
geological sheet (BMR-GSQ, 1975). 

In the Einasleigh and Talaroo domains, F3 
folds are usually associated only with crenulations, 
but locally a differentiated schistosity defmed by 
pale quartzo-feldspathic and dark sericite-rich layers, 
and developed in more micaceous rocks, may be S3' 

South of the Gilberton Fault in the 
Glenmore domain, D3 appears to have been weak. In 
the Juntala Metamorphics, Duncan (1983) showed 
that the only D3 structures are weak crenulations 
which dip between 300 and 600 to the southwest. No 

major folds or even mesoscopic folds are known. 
The large open regional fold, originally identified as 
F3 by Withnall & others (1980b), is actually a major 
Fs fold. Folding in the Einasleigh Metamorphics to 
the west, although not yet studied in detail, is likely 
to be similar to that in the Juntala Metamorphics. 

In the Etheridge Group, D3 was probably 
associated with low-grade retrogressive 
metamorphism, although in most places, because the 
folds are rarely associated with an axial-plane 
structure, the effects of the metamorphism cannot be 
distinguished from those possibly associated with 
later events. 

Black & others (1979) interpreted the age 
of D3 as 967±28 Ma, on the basis of two Rb-Sr 
whole-rock isochrons on samples from outcrops 
supposedly having well-developed S3 schistosities. 
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Figure 62. Structural data - Welfern·domain. 
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Re-examination of the outcrops (T.H. Bell, personal 
communication, 1984) suggests that the folds in the 
Einasleigh outcrop may not be F/ folds, but are in 
fact probably F21, and the axial plane schistosity is S2 
not S3. The age obtained, 947±176 Ma, may result 
from partial resetting by later metamorphism as at 
several other outcrops which Black & others (1979) 
attempted to date. The other 'D3' outcrop near 
Percyvale has not been re-examined. Although the 
isochron gave a more precise age (968±34 Ma), it is 
possible that the schistosity there was also mis
identified. If it is S3, it is anomalous because S3 
foliations are rare, even where F3 folds are strong, 
and in that area D3 appears to have been relatively 
weak. 

No other direct evidence for the age of the 
D3 is available. Bell (personal communication, 1984) 
suggested, on the basis of the relatively shallowly 
dipping axial planes of some F3 folds, that it could 
even be early Palaeozoic, and that the folding is 
related to thrusting events in the Greenvale 
Subprovince (WithnaU, 1989). 

Fourth deformation event 

D4 was of varying intensity over the Georgetown 
Inlier, but it appears to increase in intensity 
eastwards. In the Robin Hood domain, it may have 
produced the broad warping in the trend of F3 axial 
planes. These warps have wavelengths of about 
10 km and trend approximately north-south. Small 
folds with wavelengths of a few hundred metres 
which deform the Tin Hill Quartzite could also be D4 
structures, although because their axial planes trend 
north-northwest, Bell (personal communication, 
1982) suggested that they are F6 folds, and that the 
main effect of D4 in the Robin Hood area was to 
produce small kinks and crenulations but little 
folding. Some of the spread of poles to S2 in the 
Ironhurst domain may have been caused by refolding 
ofF3 folds during D4. The change in trend ofS2 from 
east in the central part of the Talaroo domain, to 
northwest in the northwest part (Fig 62), may be due 
to an open F4 fold with a north-north east- trending 
axial plane passing through the White Springs 
Batholith. Open, mesoscopic F4 folds are common in 
the Einasleigh and Talaroo domains. 

In the Juntala Metamorphics in the 
Glenmore domain, Duncan (1983) showed that, in 
contrast to the north, the effects of D4 were much 
more intense, and produced tight, large-scale folds 
with wavelengths of 3 to 4 km. The most obvious of 
these is the overturned synform outlined by 
amphibolite and plunging south-southwest at about 
45°. The axial planes of the folds dip steeply west 
and trend roughly north to northeast and are 
deformed by Ds. Figure 64, a plot of poles to S2 from 
the Juntala Metamorphics measured during our 

survey, illustrates the tight nature of the F4 folds with 
both limbs generally dipping to the west. F 4 folds are 
associated with strong crenulations which are 
commonly chevron in appearance, and locally form 
a distinct crenulation cleavage. Most of the tight 
crenulation cleavages plotted in Figure 64 are 
probably S4. 

Little is known of the structure of the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics in the Glenmore domain. 
However, a plot of poles to the gneissic layering 
(SolS I) from the whole area (Figure 64) shows a 
concentration in the eastern half of the diagram 
indicating that the structure is dominated by north
trending folds, overturned to the west. However, it is 
not known whether these are tight F 4 folds, as in the 
luntaIa Metamorphics, or simply the tight to isoclinal 
F2 folds. 

As outlined in more detail later, D4 may 
have been associated with a widespread retrogressive 
metamorphic event, which was responsible for the 
resetting of most K-Ar and Rb-Sr mica ages in the 
eastern half of the Georgetown Inlier (Black, 1973). 
Black & others (1979) suggested that a marked 
concentration of such ages at around 400 Ma 
corresponds with D4. McNaughton (1980) obtained 
two K-Ar ages of 410±12 Ma and 414±12 Ma on 
muscovite, interpreted to have crystallised Syn-D4' in 
the Einasleigh Metamorphics near the Daintree 
copper mine, east of this study area. In the Greenvale 
Subprovince, a Rb-Sr whole-rock isochron age of 
408±6 Ma was obtained, in schist just east of the 
Balcooma Mylenite Zone (Withnall & others, 1991). 

Problems exist in· assigning an age of 
around 400 Ma to D4. Bell (1980) correlated D4 with 
the first event to produce a pervasive slaty cleavage 
in the Broken River and Hodgkinson Provinces. He 
regarded it as being of Early Devonian age. 
However, the deformation history in these provinces 
is more complex than Bell realised. 

In addition, fitting the isotopic age into the 
stratigraphic time scale presents some difficulties 
owing to the uncertainty of the absolute ages of the 
various stages and the Silurian-Devonian boundary. 
Using the AGSO Phanerozoic Timescale (Jones & 
others, 1994; Young, 1995),400 Ma corresponds to 
the end of the Pragian, whereas using the scale of 
Fordham (1992) it is in the Lochkovian. On both 
timescales, 410 rna corresponds to the Silurian
Devonian boundary. 

A Lochkovian age corresponds 
approximately with a time-break between the 
Graveyard Creek Group and Shield Creek Formation 
in the Graveyard Creek Subprovince of the Broken 
RiverProvince (Withnall & others, 1988b; Withnall 
& Lang, 1993). This time-break has been dated by 
palaeontological evidence as Lochkovian. However, 
no major angular discordance is evident across this 
break, and it is probably simply a disconformity. The 
Shield Creek Formation above the disconformity i~ 
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Figure 64. Structural data - Glenmore domain. 

o 

characterised by thick, feldspathic sandstone and 
polymictic conglomerate. These rocks probably 
resulted from uplift of the adjacent Georgetown 
Inlier, and exposure of batholiths such as the 
Dumbano Granite, but not necessarily any folding. 
Another, apparently longer break occurs between the 
Shield Creek Formation and Broken River Group in 
the Pragian and early Emsian, but again no folding is 
evident. The fIrst "slaty-cleavage event" in these 
rocks is associated with northeast-trending folds of 
Middle Carboniferous age. 

Einasleigh Metamorphics 

Poles to gneissic layering & foliation 

216 orientations 

Contours at 
0.5, 0.9, 1.9 & 5.6%) 

An older slaty cleavage may occur to the 
east in the Camel Creek Subprovince associated with 
more northerly trending folding, but the only defmite 
age constraint is that it is pre-Tournaisian. Arnold 
(1975) noted a cleavage in the Graveyard Creek 
Formation in northeastern part of the Graveyard 
Creek Subprovince which predates the northeast
trending folds. Nevertheless, the fact remains that in 
the western part of the Broken River Province, 
against the Georgetown Inlier, no clear evidence 
exists for folding at around 400 Ma. 
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If D4 in the Georgetown Inlier is around 
400 Ma, its apparent increase in intensity eastwards 
may therefore apply only as far as the Dido Tonalite 
in the western part of the Greenvale Subprovince. To 
the east of this, it may have been relatively weak so 
that no major folding occurred in the Graveyard 
Creek Subprovince at this time. Another factor 
which may have influenced more intense folding in 
the eastern part of the Forsayth Subprovince is that 
the area represents deeper crustal levels subject to 
granitoid emplacement and consequent high heat 
flow. The rocks would, therefore, have been more 
ductile and folding more intense. Subsequent uplift 
in the Early Devonian may have brought these rocks 
to the same crustal level as the less or non-deformed 
sedimentary sequences. 

Other evidence for a deformation at around 
400 Ma is the northerly to north-northeasterly 
foliation in the granitoids thought to have been 
emplaced at about this time. The foliation ranges 
from strong in parts of the Oak River Granodiorite 
and Dido Granodiorite, to weak in the Dumbano 
Granite, and absent in the White Springs 
Granodiorite. 

Later folding 

Evidence for later folding in the Georgetown Inlier is 
based mainly on detailed studies by Bell and 
Rubenach (personal communication 1975 to 1984) 
and Duncan (1983). At least two later events have 
been recorded. The first of these produced open folds 
with east-striking axial planes. The open, regional 
folding evident in the Juntala Metamorphics was 
produced during this event, and it refolds the tight F4 
folds. The open crenulations in Figure 64 probably 
belong to this event. Its regional effects farther north 
are unlmown, but it is possible that some of the open 
folds identified on Figure 65 as F3 may actually be 
Fs. On a small scale it produced distinctive kink-like 
crenulations (Bell, personal communication, 1982). 
Ds in the Proterozoic rocks may be related to open 
east-west folding in the Early Carboniferous 
Bundock Creek Group to the southeast of the 
Georgetown Inlier (Withnall & others, 1988b; 
Withnall & Lang, 1993). However, little such 
folding is evident in the Late Devonian to Early 
Carboniferous Gilberton Formation and 
Carboniferous volcanic units, which directly overlie 
the Proterozoic rocks on the Inlier. If Ds is a 
Carboniferous event, as suggested, its effects 
therefore appear to be restricted mainly to the 
schistose basement rocks. Strain in the thickly 
bedded, competent cover rocks was possibly taken 
up by movement on low-angle reverse faults, such as 
those reported in the Phillips Well area of the 

Newcastle Range by Minatome geologists (I. 
Kavalieris, personal communication, 1978). 
Although some of the shallow dips in the cover rocks 
may be related to folding in response to regional 
compression, most can be readily explained by being 
in down-faulted blocks and/or cauldron subsidence 
structures. 

Previously, Ds was correlated by Bell 
(1980) with his "Big Bend Megafold Event", which 
was introduced to explain the changes in trends of 
slaty cleavage in the Broken River Province and the 
PrecambrianlPalaeozoic margin. The "Big Bend 
Megafold", as Bell interpreted it, does not exist 
(Withnall & others, 1986), although in the Camel 
Creek Subprovince, slaty cleavage was deformed by 
major northeast-trending folds. This event was pre
Carboniferous and does not affect the Broken River 
Province west of the Gray Creek Fault (Withnall & 
others, 1988b; Withnall & Lang, 1993) and probably 
had little effect on the Georgetown Inlier. 

D6, the latest event recognised by Duncan 
(1983), produced crenulations which have vertical 
axial planes and consistently plunge towards 350°. 
Crenulations locally strengthen to the point of 
producing a crenulation cleavage. In the Juntala 
Metamorphics, it has a patchy distribution and is 
associated with rare, very open, minor folds. It has 
no effect on the geometry of earlier structures and 
therefore is not associated with any large-scale folds. 

In the Robin Hood domain, as noted 
previously, Bell (personal communication, 1982) 
interpreted some small folds as D6 structures. These 
have wavelengths of 0.5 km and are outlined by the 
Tin Hill Quartzite Member,. As for Ds, no effects 
defmitely attributable to D6 can be recognised in the 
cover rocks. The age of D6 not definitely known. 
Bell (1980) correlated it with either a Late Permian 
event producing tight folds in Palaeozoic rocks along 
the coast south of Cairns, or the event which folded 
the Bowen Basin sequence in the Triassic. 

FOLDING IN THE LANGLOVALE 
GROUP 

The D2 event in the Etheridge Group is interpreted as 
the first event to deform the Langlovale Group, and 
to be responsible for the steep westerly dips of 60° to 
80° in that unit to the southwest of Candlow. The 
western limb of the syncline presumably underlies 
the Croydon Volcanic Group. The area of Cainozoic 
deposits, embaying the outcrop of Langdon River 
Mudstone to the northeast of 'Blackfellow' yards, is 
possibly underlain by Malacura Formation, and its 
outline suggests that the formation there could be 
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defonned by a doubly plunging syncline and 
anticline, as shown on Figure 55. 

The Langlovale Group was also defonned 
by large open folds with axial planes trending 
approximately east, and these are inferred to have 
fonned during D3 in the Etheridge Group. However, 
the overlying Croydon Volcanic Group, which 
consists of thick competent ignimbrite sheets, is only 
gently folded to relatively flat lying. 

A weak fracture cleavage in some 
mudstone, and widely spaced kink bands in very 
micaceous, fissile sandstone, are the only foliations 
observed in the Langlovale Group. 

FAULTING 

Overall patterns 

In the southern half of the area (but north of the 
Gilberton Fault), three main sets of faults and 
lineaments (including dykes) are apparent, as 
illustrated by the rose diagram in Figure 66a. The 
most conspicuous trend is east-southeast to 
southeast, but faults trending north-northeast and 
east-northeast are also common. 

The north-northeast and southeast-trending 
faults (set 1 in Figure 66a) could be a conjugate set 
related to a principal stress direction orientated 
north-northwestlsouth-southeast. The sense of 
movement on most of the faults (where known) is 
consistent with this. The most notable exception is 
the eastern branch and main stem of the Robertson 
Fault, which show sinistral movement of 5 km, the 
opposite sense to that on the other branch. It is 
possible that this fault and the east-northeast set of 
lineaments fonn another conjugate set related to an 
approximately east-west-oriented principal stress (set 
2 in Figure 66b). Thus, the southeast-trending faults 
and lineaments could be related to either conjugate 
set, although displacement would have opposite 
senses. 

The conjugate sets may be related to the 
various folding events discussed previously, in 
particular the later ones, which are more likely to be 
associated with brittle defonnation. Faults produced 
during D, or Dz would have been refolded to 
produce a more complex pattern, except in the west 
of the area. Conjugate set I (Figure 66a) may have 
been produced during D3 or Ds, which both 
produced approximately east-trending folds. 

The other conjugate set could have fonned 
either during D4 or D6, or both. Some of the contacts 
of the Robin Hood Granodiorite are remarkably 
linear suggesting that they are fracture-controlled. 
These contacts trend 0600 and 1300

, roughly parallel 
to this set. The western contacts of the White Springs 

Granodiorite in the northern part of the area are also 
linear and have similar trends. Both the Robin Hood 
Granodiorite and White Springs Granodiorite are 
about 400 Ma in age, interpreted as the age ofD4. 

Although the fracture pattern may have 
mainly developed during D4, some later movement 
on the faults could have occurred during D6• 

Although the fracture pattern does appear to 
represent two relatively simple conjugate sets, the 
overall history of movement is likely to be very 
complex as a consequence of the multiple 
defonnation. Fractures produced during earlier 
events would have had suitable orientations to be 
reactivated by later events. The displacement now 
apparent on the faults may be the nett result of 
movement during two or more events, possibly in 
different senses. 

In the northern half of the area, a different 
pattern is apparent (Figure 66b). The most common 
orientations of faults and lineaments in the basement 
are east and north. No consistent pattern of 
movement is evident, and much of the apparent 
lateral displacement is possibly due to vertical 
displacement of gently dipping intrusive contacts. 
The east-trending faults and lineaments, together 
with the large north-trending faults such as the 
Delaney Fault, may have originally been tensional 
ra1her than compressional structures. Local strike
slip movement on them may have resulted from 
subsequent compressional defonnation. The absence 
of east- trending faults and lineaments in the 
southern part of the area could be more apparent than 
real, because they would tend to be masked by the 
common easterly strike of bedding in the Etheridge 
Group there. The Gilberton Fonnation north of 
"Gilberton" is partly bounded by east-striking faults. 
In the northern part of the area, although a 
northwesterly trend is very common in the 
Newcastle Range Volcanic Group, relatively few 
mapped faults or lineaments in the basement have 
this trend, compared with farther south. 

South of the Gilberton Fault, the main trends are 
east-northeast and northeast (Figure 66c), the latter 
being parallel to the Gilberton Fault. Several smaller 
maxima trend approximately east-northeast, east-
southeast, southeast, and south-southeast. 

Some of these faults and fractures discussed 
in this section, probably fonned or were reactivated 
in the Late Palaeozoic, Throughout the area, felsic 
and mafic dykes occupy many faults and fractures. 
Although exceptions occur, the two types of dykes 
each show a preference for particular orientations. 
The felsic dykes and dyke swarms predominantly 
have a west-northwesterly to northwesterly 
orientation, and less commonly a northerly one. The 
east, east-northeast, and north-trending faults and 
lineaments are mostly intruded by mafic dykes. 
Felsic ring dykes and cone sheets occupy circular 
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fractures associated with the late Palaeozoic cauldron 
subsidence structures. Such fractures are 
superimposed on the complex pattern outlined 
above. They locally control the shapes of plutons and 
the preserved remnants of extrusive rocks. 

Delaney Fault System 

The Delaney Fault is a prominent lineament that 
cane be traced for at least 100 kIn (Figure 67). It is 
not quite continuous, but forms a series of north
striking, narrowly offset segments. It is commonly 
represented by a reddish lineament on aerial 
photographs and Landsat TM images, due to dykes 
of uralitised dolerite or microdiorite along the fault. 
Less commonly, rhyolite dykes are also present. 
Because of the mafic dykes, the fault is also evident 
as conspicuous magnetic lineament on images 
produced from detailed airborne magnetic data flown 
by mining companies. 

About 5 kIn west of Forsayth, midway 
along the structure, a small patch of Gilberton 
Formation crops out between two of the segments. 
Downfaulting between the segments may have 
caused the sediments to be preserved there, or may 
have created the original depocentre. 

In most areas, however, the fault has caused 
no observable displacement. The main exception is 
at its southern end, where it displaces the contact of 
the Robin Hood Granodiorite by about I km. Small 
vertical displacement of steeply dipping contacts 
may partly explain the lack of obvious movement 
elsewhere. Otherwise the fault appears to be simply a 
long fracture along which dykes were intruded. It 
may have originated as a purely tensional structure. 

As mapped, the northern end of the 
Delaney Fault is about 3 km south of the Yataga 
Granodiorite pluton. However a similar series of 
reddish north-trending lineament segments emerges 
from the northern contact of the pluton, and suggests 
that the fault system may continue farther north. The 
southern mapped limit of the fault is the Agate Creek 
Volcanics, but another 8 km-Iong lineament, about 
4 km west of "Gilberton", is in line with the fault, 
suggesting that it continues to the south also. 
The Delaney Fault may have localised the intrusion 
of the Yataga Granodiorite, and the extrusion of the 

Agate· Creek Volcanics. The latter lie at the 
intersection of the Delaney and Robertson Faults. 

A discontinuous, northerly trending line of 
dolerite dykes crops out for almost 30 km from near 
"Mount Hogan". One of these dykes occupies a fault, 

which displaces the southern contact of the Mount 
Hogan Granite by about 1 km. The line of dykes is 
parallel to the Delaney Fault and may represent the 
southern end of a similar fault system underlying the 
Newcastle Range Volcanic Group. 

The age of the Delaney Fault is uncertain. It 
is parallel to the Carboniferous Newcastle Range 
volcano-tectonic structure and could have formed at 
the same time. It almost certainly opened in the late 
Palaeozoic to allow the intrusion of the dolerite 
dykes. However it may be an older structure, and if 
so, the north-south orientation of the Newcastle 
Range volcano-tectonic structure may be controlled 
by similar basement fracture. The displacement of 
the Robin Hood Granodiorite contact and the 
presence of dykes suggests that the Delaney Fault 
formed between the Early Devonian and Permian. 

Robertson Fault System 

The Robertson Fault is a major fault system mapped 
for about 45 km northwest from the northern end of 
Agate Pocket (Figure 67). It splits into two narrowly 
diverging branches near the junction of Malcolms 
Creek and the Robertson River. Movement on the 
main stem and the eastern branch is sinistral, and an 
apparent displacement of up to 5 km is indicated. At 
least 2 km of dextral movement occurred on the 
western branch, probably pre-dating that on the other 
branch. 

Structural contours on the base of the 
Mesozoic sequence indicate up to 150 m of vertical, 
west-block-down movement occurred iri the 
Pliocene on the western branch and main stem. Post
Mesozoic warping and faulting is indicated along the 
fault system's northwestward projection, which 
corresponds with a LANDSAT lineament. However, 
no strike-slip movement is apparent on this 
projection. Beyond the Georgetown Inlier, the 
western margin of the Gilbert-Mitchell trough in the 
Cainozoic Karumba Basin (Smart & others, 1980) is 
probably a continuation of the Robertson Fault, 
although the sense of vertical movement there is 
reversed. 

The southeasterly projection of the fault 
appears to have been a line of weaImess, along 
which late Palaeozoic volcanism and intrusive 

activity were localised. For example, the long axis of 
the outcrop area of the Agate Creek Volcanic Group, 

and a large rhyolite mass south of "Mount Hogan", 
lie along this projection. However, no lateral or 
vertical movement is evident along it. 
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Figure 67 Simplified geological map of the central part of the Georgetown Inlier showing the main faults. 
Geological base as for Figure 51. 
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Major faults associated with mylonite 
zones 

Most of the faults in the central Georgetown Inlier 
are narrow brittle structures, with a variety of trends 
as discussed above, and maximum lateral 
displacement of about 5 km. By contrast, the eastern 
part of the inlier is characterised by wide ductile 
mylonite zones, trending north-northeast to 
northeast, and thought to be associated with 
extensive thrusting and/or transcurrent movement 
(Oversby & others, 1976, 1982; Withnall, 1982, 
1989; Withnall & others, 1986). 
, Within the area of this study, the 

Werrington and Ballynure Faults (Figure 67) are 
accompanied by mylonites, and are probably related 
to the major fault (thrust?) systems to the east 

The Werrington Fault, which strikes north 
to north-northeast, separates the Juntala 
Metamorphics from the Einasleigh Metamorphics, 
and is marked by a zone of foliated and laminated 
quartz reefs. About 4 km west of "Oak Park" 
leucogranite and minor porphyritic granite i~ 
mylonitised within 1 km of the western side of the 
fault, and a strong foliation dipping about 700 west, 
and striking parallel to the fault, extends for at least 
2 km west of the fault. Such effects are not, however, 
observed in the mica schist of the 'Juntala 
Metamorphics. A series of major faults were mapped 
in the Juntala Metamorphics by Duncan (1983) and 
Johnson & Duncan (1992). They trend north to 
north-northeast, sub-parallel to the Werrington 
Fault. To the north, in the Einasleigh 1:250000 
Sheet area, east of the strudy area, the Far East 
Mylonite Zone (Withnall & Grimes, 1995) may be a 
continuation of the Werrington Fault. Another 
narrow mylonite zone, trending north-northeast was 
observed in the Juntala Metamorphics near 
7659-120430. 

The Ballynure Fault, striking north
northeast, is associated with a narrow steeply dipping 
mylonite zone, although the metamorphic rocks and 
granitoids show the effects of high strain for several 
hundred metres to the east. Stretching lineations 
pitch steeply south on the mylonitic foliation which 
dips 800 W. 

South of where the Ballynure Fault meets 
the Gilberton Fault, a prominent air-photo lineament 
curving towards the south-southeast may be an 
extension of the Ballynure Fault. It can be traced 
south of the Bagstowe Ring Complex, through the 
Juntala Metamorphics, as a LANDSAT lineament, 
but no displacement is evident there. To the north, 
the fault passes into the Copperfield Batholith. Near 
the southern margin of the batholith, a tonalitic phase 
of the Oak River Granodiorite is strongly foliated in 

the vicinity of the fault. Although no mylonitic rocks 
were observed in the main part of the Oak River 
Granodiorite, Warnick (1989) described local, 
intensely lineated rocks in the Mount Webster 
Granodiorite farther to the northeast. Movement on a 
northeastward continuation of the Ballynure Fault 
towards Mount Surprise could explain the abrupt 
decrease in metamorphic grade noted in the 
Einasleigh Metamorphics by Warnick (1989) east of 
the Mount Webster Granodiorite. 

The Noel Fault, which occurs between the 
Werrington and Ballynure Faults, trends north
northeast from the Bagstowe Ring Complex for 
about 25 km towards Kidston. However, it has not 
been examined on the ground, and it is not known 
whether or not mylonites are present. 

Gilberton Fault 

The Gilberton Fault, in the south of the area studied , 
is one of the largest faults in the Georgetown Inlier. 
As mapped, it is about 55 km long and strikes 
northeast (Figure 67). It juxtaposes Einasleigh 
Metamorphics and lower grade less-deformed rocks 
of the Robertson River Subgroup. Only at its 
northeastern end are rocks of similar grade and 
degree of deformation in contact. 

Where it has been observed in outcrop, the 
Gilberton Fault ranges from a narrow zone of fault 
gouge to a zone of shearing and intense fracturing up 
to 100 m wide. The deformation, therefore, appears 
to be of a brittle nature, although leucogranite with a 
mylonitic foliation has been observed locally near 
the fault on its southern side, suggesting that some 
ductile deformation was involved. 

The type of movement on the fault is 
uncertain and needs farther study. Withnall & others 
(l980b) considered that simple vertical movement 
alone was unlikely, although it could explain the 
juxtaposition of rocks of different metamorphic 
grade. The low-grade rocks north of the fault contain 
the effects of only Db whereas the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics south of the fault were strongly and 
multiply deformed by D2 (and possibly D4) as well. 
Therefore, a strong lateral component, transporting 
the southern block from the east, must be invoked. 
Withnall & others (1980b) suggested transcurrent 
movement of at least 50 km. 

The fault cannot be traced to the northeast 
beyond where it meets the Ballynure Fault. There are 
several possible explanations for this. It is possible 
that it was displaced along the Ballynure Fault, either 
to the north or south. If displacement was to the 
north, it may have been subsequently engulfed by 
the Copperfield Batholith which is thought to be of 
Siluro-Devonian age. However, if it was displaced to 
the south, it may now be obscured by the 
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Carboniferous Bagstowe, Eastdale and Lochaber 
Granites. The Far East Mylonite Zone (Oversby & 
others, 1982, 1983), which strikes northeast from the 
eastern contact of the Lochaber Granite, could thus 
be a continuation of the Gilberton Fault rather than 
being a continuation of the Werrington Fault. 
Another possibility is that the Gilberton Fault did not 
extend to the northeast at all. Rocks from the east 
may have underthrust the central part of the 
Georgetown Inlier along the Ballynure Fault, north 
of its intersection with the Gilberton Fault. The rocks 
passing to the south of this point would have moved 
trans currently along the Gilberton Fault. 

The age of the mylonitisation and 
postulated, related thrusting in the eastern part of the 
Georgetown Inlier, is thought to be Late Ordovician 
or Early Silurian (Withnall, 1989). Mylonite pebbles 
occur in Early Silurian conglomerates in the Crooked 
Creek Conglomerate of the Broken River Province 
(Withnall & others, 1988b; Withnall & Lang, 1993). 

Mylonite, present at the contact between the 
Ordovician Judea Formation and the 
Mesoproterozoic Halls Reward Metamorphics, has 
been dated at 429±31 Ma (L.P. Black, unpublished 
Rb-Sr data). 

Witbnall & others (1980a) defined the 
boundary between the central Forsayth and eastern 
Greenvale Subprovinces of the Georgetown Inlier 
( or Province) (Figure I) as the Balcooma Mylonite 
Zone. Later mapping has recognised these other 
major mylonitic fault zones farther west in the 
Forsayth Subprovince. The Gilberton and Ballynure 
Faults together mark the western extent of this major 
faulting and mylonite development. They thus divide 
the Forsayth Subprovince into a domain to the east, 
characterised by north-northeast-trending mylonite 
zones and major faults (thrusts?), and a western 
domain with relatively small-displacement brittle 
faults and fractures. 
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METAMORPIDSM 

REGIONAL PROGRADE 
METAMORPHISM IN THE 
ETHERIDGE GROUP 

Introduction 

In this report, the facies terms greenschist, 
amphibolite and granulite (Turner & Verhoogen, 
1960; Winkler, 1967) are used to classify the 
regional metamorphic rocks. The facies terms are 
subdivided into lower and upper greenschist and 
lower, middle and upper amphibolite facies, which 
correspond to the subfacies of Winkler's (1967) 
classification. As outlined below, the boundaries of 
the five subdivisions are based on the appearance or 
disappearance of certain key minerals. Isograds and 
boundaries of the metamorphic facies are shown on 
Figures 68 and 69, together with locations of 
samples showing diagnostic mineral assemblages. As 
the sillimanite isograd, ie. the boundary between the 
lower and middle amphibolite facies, is commonly 
difficult to locate, the two divisions have been 
grouped. This corresponds to Winkler's (1974) 
medium-grade zone. The greenschist facies and 
upper amphibolite facies correspond to his low and 
high-grade zones, ~espectively. 

Greenschist facies 

The rocks of this facies are divided into lower and 
upper parts by the biotite isograd in metapelites 
(Figure 68). The most common mineral assemblage 
in the metapelites in the lower greenschist facies is 
quartz + muscovite + chlorite. Mafic igneous rocks 
of this facies have various proportions of actinolite, 
chlorite, albite, epidote, calcite and accessory sphene 
and ilmenite. The main two assemblages are 
actinolite + albite + epidote and chlorite + calcite + 
albite. Metabasalt and metadolerite which have 
retained their igneous texture, generally contain the 
former assemblage, whereas the latter is not as 
common and restricted to foliated metabasalt. 

The appearance of biotite in the metapelites 
generally corresponds approximately with that of 
hornblende in mafic rocks, and for the purposes of 
this reconnaissance study are taken to be coincident. 
This coincidence of these isograds is probably due 
to the absence of K-feldspar in the metasedimentary 
rocks of the Etheridge Group_ The reaction of 

chlorite with phengitic muscovite to produce biotite 
takes place at a higher temperature than that between 
chlorite and K-feldspar (Mather, 1970). Hornblende 
and actinolite generally do not co-exist, except in 
rocks where secondary hornblende originally 
rimmed clinopyroxene as a late-stage magmatic 
phase. Hornblende is recognised by its blue-green 
colour, and appears to be readily distinguishable 
from the colourless to pale green actinolite. 
However, no microprobe studies have been done to 
confirm its identification. 

At somewhat higher grades in the mafic 
rocks, oligoclase occurs in place of albite, but 
epidote and chlorite persist up to the amphibolite 
facies. The change from albite to oligoclase is well 
known in metamorphic terranes as an abrupt change, 
estimated as taking place within the garnet zone, 20° 
to 40°C below the amphibolite facies (Winkler, 
1974, p. 161). 

The more pyritic parts of the Candlow 
Formation are characterised by a line of magnetic 
anomalies, following the strike of the unit 
northwards from about White Bull bore (BMR, 
1987). This is possibly due to the conversion of 
some of the pyrite to pyrrhotite with a rise in 
metamorphic grade. South of White Bull bore, the 
poor magnetic response of the unit is consistent with 
the absence of pyrrhotite in drill core from the 
Candlow area, although pyrite is abundant (Withnall 
& Mackenzie, 1979, 1981). The increase in magnetic 
intensity occurs just above the mapped biotite 
isograd. Carpenter (1974) reported that in 
metamorphic rocks of the Appalachian Blue Ridge 
province, pyrite begins to give way to pyrrhotite near 
the biotite isograd. Pyrrhotite is the most common 
sulphide in the siliceous siltstones of the Heliman 
Formation, but it is not known whether it was the 
primary sulphide, or the result of metamorphic 
modification of pyrite. 

In most of the metasedimentary rocks from 
the area in which the biotite isograd has been 
mapped, the foliation is SJ. Biotite lies in this 
foliation, and the isograd therefore indicates the 
extent of the biotite zone during OJ. S2 is generally 
not developed, or at best, is a differentiated 
crenulation cleavage with little or no growth of 
Syn-02 minerals. Consequently, we do not know if 
the extent of the syn-02 biotite zone is significantly 
different from that of 01. In the mafic rocks, which 
rarely have a fabric at this grade, it is not possible to 
determine which metamorphic event the assemblages 
developed in response to. Presumably, the 
assemblages record the highest grade attained during 
either D( or 02. 
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Chloritoid can occur in rocks of both the 
lower and upper greenschist facies, but is restricted 
mainly to the Corbett Fonnation. It has also been 
identified in the Langdon River Mudstone. The rocks 
in these units presumably fulfil the peculiar bulk 
composition requirements of chloritoid, namely high 
AlP3 and high FeO/MgO. Chloritoid post-dates the 
S) foliation, but whether it fonned pre or Syn-D2 is 
generally uncertain. However, Bell & Rubenach 
(1983) reported that some rocks show evidence for 
early D2 growth of chloritoid. In the Robertson River 
area, Bell & Rubenach (1983) have mapped a garnet 
isograd up-grade of the chloritoid isograd. Chloritoid 
and dodecahedral garnet both occur in the garnet 
zone, but never in the same layer. However, in the 
upper part of the zone, chloritoid grains show partial 
to complete replacement by quartz and chlorite, and 
some garnet-bearing layers contain pseudomorphs 
after chloritoid. Bell & Rubenach suggested that 
dissolution of chloritoid may have been by the 
following continuous reaction: 

chloritoid + chlorite + quartz ~ garnet + H20 (1) 

All chloritoid has been pseudomorphed 
approximately 100 m before the staurolite zone is 
reached, but at our scale of mapping the 
disappearance of chloritoid and the appearance of 
staurolite is almost coincident. Inclusion trails 
indicate that garnet grew mainly during the early 
stages ofD2. 

Lower amphibolite facies 

Lower amphibolite facies metasedimentary rocks can 
be identified by the appearance of porphyroblastic 
staurolite and andalusite. Cordierite is also present, 
but is indicative of the amphibolite facies in general, 
rather than just the lower part. The porphyroblasts 
are all clearly syn-D2. Garnet, muscovite, and biotite 
also fonned during D2. Therefore, the grade as 
detennined by assemblages in these metapelites 
indicates only the Syn-D2 metamorphism. Minerals 
defming S) are quartz, muscovite, and biotite, which 
are not particularly diagnostic, except at lower and 
higher grades. Therefore, the boundary of the 
amphibolite facies during D) (or during D2, in rocks 
with S2, but lacking porphyroblasts) is difficult to 
place. The absence of syn-tectonic chlorite in 
metapelites may be used as a guide, but it is not very 
reliable. Chlorite if present, could be due to 
retrogression of biotite. 

In the mafic rocks, the appearance of 
andesine, and the absence of epidote and chlorite, 
mark the beginning of the amphibolite facies. 
Hornblende is blue-green, and garnet occurs in some 

rocks. However, as noted above, the lack of fabric in 
most of the rocks prevents relating the grade to one 
particular event. 

Igneous textures are still commonly 
preserved in metadolerite and metagabbro in the 
lower and middle amphibolite facies. Blastophitic 
hornblende is the most common texture, but 
plagioclase laths may also be present. Preservation of 
the latter suggests that temperatures rose rapidly at 
the onset of metamorphism, so that amphibolite 
facies temperatures were reached before the 
plagioclase in some rocks could break down to albite 
and epidote. Recrystallisation of albite and epidote to 
plagioclase generally results in a granoblastic 
mosaic. 

The western limit of the amphibolite facies 
in the northwestern part of the area has not been 
detennined, because no diagnostic minerals were 
identified in the metasedimentary units above the 
Robertson River Subgroup except in contact 
aureoles. The units also lack mafic rocks, which 
defme the known extent of the facies in most areas. 
The boundary appears to curve back to the east, 
north of the Carnes Granodiorite. However, this is 
based on one sample of metadolerite with epidote 
and oligoclase, which could be due to retrogressive 
metamorphism. 

The boundary of the amphibolite facies, as 
shown on Figures 68 and 69, therefore, encloses 
areas where, the maximum grade reached was 
amphibolite facies during either D) or D2. Only in 
the small area near the Robertson River, is it known 
to be defmitely a syn-Dz facies boundary. 

Bell & Rubenach (1983) made detailed 
textural and microprobe studies of porphyroblasts in 
rocks from the Robertson River area, mainly within 
the Corbett Fonnation. These studies detennined the 
precise timing of mineralogical reactions relative to 
the stages in S2 schistosity development. 
Temperature increased during metamorphism, and 
consequently, some porphyroblasts overgrew and 
preserved others that were unstable under the new 
conditions. Above the staurolite isograd the Mn-poor 
rims of garnet underwent dissolution, and as a result 
garnet grains tend to be tabular parallel to Sz, rather 
than dodecahedral, except where overgrown by 
staurolite. Garnet grains generally preserve the early 
stages of S2 development, whereas inclusion trails in 
the staurolite overgrowths show the later stages. 
Andalusite fonns overgrowths over both garnet and 
staurolite. Bell & Rubenach (1983) argued that the 
main reactions resulting in the dissolution of garnet 
were: 

muscovite + garnet + chlorite ~ staurolite + biotite + 
quartz + H20 (2) 

and 

muscovite + garnet ~ biotite + andalusite + quartz (3) 
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Figure 68 Simplified geological map showing observed metamorphic mineral assemblages in metasedimentary 
rocks and isograds. Geological base as for Figure 51. 
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Figure 69 Simplified geological map showing observed metamorphic mineral assemblages in metamorphosed 
mafic rocks and isograds. Geological base as for Figure 51. 
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Staurolite could also form by the following reaction: 

muscovite + Fe-rich chlorite 4- staurolite + biotite + 
quartz + H20 (4) 

Chloritoid was consumed by reaction (1) before 
staurolite grew, so that staurolite probably did not 
form directly by the breakdown of chloritoid. In 
rocks with co-existing staurolite and andalusite, the 
staurolite grains commonly show evidence of 
dissolution and reaction. Most are replaced by coarse 
muscovite, but some are enveloped and partly 
replaced by andalusite. Staurolite breakdown, 
therefore, proceeded by the continuous reaction: 

staurolite + muscovite + quartz 4- biotite + andaIusite 
+HP(5) 

The sequence of porphyroblast growth in 
the lower amphibolite facies schists of the Corbett 
Formation is consequently, garnet ~ staurolite 4-

andalusite and suggests a temperature rise during O2, 
The presence of staurolite is controlled by 

the bulk composition of the host rock, and is 
restricted mainly to the Corbett Formation and 
luntala Metamorphics, although minor staurolite 
occurs in metapelites in the upper part of the Daniel 
Creek Formation, along the Agate Creek road. In the 
Lane Creek Formation, cordierite and andalusite are 
common as porphyroblasts, but timing relationships 
and reactions leading to their formation have not 
been studied in detail. However, both are broadly 
syn-D2' and probably formed by reactions such as: 

chlorite + muscovite + quartz = cordierite + biotite + 
andaIusite + HP (6) 

or 
chlorite + muscovite + quartz = andaIusite + biotite + 

H20 (7) 

. South of Percyvale, in the Bernecker Creek 
Formation, Llewellyn (1974) studied calcareous 
metapsammites and metapelites and mapped four 
zones in the lower to middle amphibolite facies rocks 
there: (a) biotite, (b) biotite-hornblende, (c) 
homblende-clinopyroxene, and (d) clinopyroxene. 
Llewellyn suggested that the critical reactions 
between the zones were: 

biotite + calcite + quartz 4- hornblende + microcline + 
sphene + H20 + CO2 (8) 

and 
hornblende + calcite + quartz 4- diopside + H20 + 

CO2 (9) 

quartz, and calcite + tremolite + quartz. Gamet is a 
common accessory to most of these assemblages. In 
the Mount Helpman Member of the Daniel Creek 
Formation, the calc-silicate-bearing "quartzites" 
contain quartz + clinozoisite + tremolite or 
hornblende. The assemblage calcite + tremolite + 
quartz is common in the Lane Creek Formation in 
the Mosquito Creek and Greenhills areas, where 
assemblages in mafic rocks are indicative of the 
amphibolite facies. It suggests that diopside does not 
form until temperatures somewhat above the 
beginning of the facies, but probably still within the 
lower amphibolite facies. This is consistent with the 
PrT data presented by Winkler (1974, fig. 9-6). The 
assemblage of hornblende + clinopyroxene, which is 
characteristic of the calc-silicate gneiss in the 
Bernecker Creek Formation and Einasleigh 
Metamorphics, is indicative of grades ranging 
through most of the amphibolite facies. As this 
assemblage defmes SI as well as S2 in such rocks, 
syn-DI metamorphism was in the amphibolite facies 
throughout the Einasleigh Metamorphics and part of 
the Bernecker Creek Formation. 

The mapped boundary between the 
'phyllite facies' and 'schist facies' of the 
metasedimentary rocks (Bain & others, 1985) is 
above the greenschist/amphibolite facies boundary. 
The phyllite/schist boundary is a transition zone 
ranging from less than a kilometre in the Malcolm 
Creek area to several kilometres in the Townley and 
Gilberton areas. The distinction between schist and 
phyllite is very subjective, and mapping a boundary 
is further complicated by the fact that the carbon 
appears to have inhibited recrystaIlisation, so that 
carbonaceous phyllite and non-carbonaceous schist 
can be interbedded. For this reason, in the Malcolm 
Creek area, the boundary between the 
non-carbonaceous Corbett. Formation and the 
carbonaceous Lane Creek Formation coincides with 
the mapped phyllite/schist boundary, and is in fact, 
the supposed "metamorphic unconformity" of White 
(1961, 1965). The phyllite/schist boundary, 
therefore, reflects different grades in different units. 
As the boundary passes mainly through rocks in 

which the dominant foliation is Sb it mostly reflects 
the metamorphic grade during 0 1, 

Middle amphibolite facies 

Rocks of this facies are commonly difficult to 
identify. Sillimanite (or its alteration products) 
co-existing with muscovite is indicative of middle 
amphibolite facies rocks. The sillimanite is usually 
fibrolitic and inconspicuous in hand specimen. 

Calc-silicate rocks in the Lane Creek Staurolite and andalusite are not present, but because 
Formation at this grade have a variety of their presence is controlled by the bulk composition 
assemblages, the most common being diopside + of the rock, their absence is not necessarily indicative 
hornblende + quartz, clinozoisite + hornblende + of grade. The sillimanite-muscovite zone is 
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relatively narrow in most parts of the area studied, 
and was not recognised in some places, because none 
of the samples thin sectioned exhibited sillimanite 
co-existing with muscovite. In the Robertson River 
area, the zone is apparently much wider, and 
proportionally more samples showed the 
assemblage. 

As noted above, staurolite began to 
breakdown in the lower amphibolite facies to be 
replaced by muscovite or andalusite. However, in 
places such as near the Bull Creek crossing 
(7660-715144) (Rubenach, personal 
communication), the temperature rise during D2 was 
apparently rapid and "overstepped" the reaction so 
that relict staurolite is present in some sillimanite 
zone rocks near the sillimanite isograd. At 
7661-715939, andalusite containing cores of 
staurolite, co-exists with sillimanite. 

Examination of heavy-mineral concentrates 
from stream sediments in the Robertson River area 
has shown that staurolite is present well to the east 
(up to 10 km) of the sillimanite isograd (Rossiter, 
1983). In general, the staurolite is restricted to 
streams draining the Corbett Formation, suggesting 
that the staurolite grains are not simply derived by 
reworking from the Mesozoic cappings. A more 
widely dispersed pattern would be expected if such 
were the case. Furthermore, the distribution of 
andalusite and sillimanite corresponds well with the 
observed occurrences in outcrops and thin sections 
as represented on Figure 68. Farther field studies are 
necessary to locate the source-rocks for the staurolite 
above the sillimanite isograd, and to reconcile its 
occUrrence there with its observed breakdown below 
the isograd. As the breakdown of staurolite is a 
divariant reaction, it is possible that some staurolite 
may be stable at higher temperatures, because of 
different FelMg ratios or high zinc contents 
(Rubenach, 1983, personal communication). 
Microprobe studies of the staurolite grains in the 
concentrates would determine whether they had a 
significantly different composition from lower grade 
ones. 

In the mafic rocks, hornblende is generally 
green, rather than blue-green as in the lower grade 
rocks. Diopside also occurs in some of the mafic 
rocks west of 'Ironhurst', but it is more common at 
higher grades. Cummingtonite and anthophyllite are 
constituents of some metabasites of unusual 
composition. 

The calc-silicate rocks contain one or more 
of hornblende, gamet and clinopyroxene. 
Clinozoisite is generally absent at this grade, and if 
present is probably retrogressive in origin. 

In the Robertson River Subgroup, the 
abundant muscovite pegmatite dykes and small 
plutons of muscovite granite are largely restricted to 
rocks above the sillimanite isograd, although some 

are sporadically associated with rocks containing 
andalusite and staurolite. 

Upper amphibolite facies 

Rocks of this facies, which corresponds to Winkler's 
(1974) high-grade zone, are recognised by the 
absence of muscovite parallel to the foliation in 
metapelites. The breakdown of muscovite in the 
presence of quartz is usually expressed by the 
reaction: 

muscovite + quartz = K-feldspar + sillimanite + H20 
(10) 

However, as Eugster (1970) pointed out, 
the stability of muscovite probably also involves 
ionic species in the metamorphic fluid, so that the 
following reaction is important: 

2 muscovite + 2 H+ = 3 sillimanite + 3 quartz + 2K+ + 3 
Hp(ll) 

Towards the end of D2 the reactions 
reversed and muscovite grew retrogressively. This 
may have been simply due to falling temperature, or 
it may have been combined with variations of pH, 
activity ofK+, or fugacity of H20 vapour. Instead of 
growing parallel to the foliation, the retrogressive 
muscovite occurs as large porphyroblasts cutting 
across the foliation. Some porphyroblasts are 
lenticular and aligned in the foliation, but (001) is 
always at an angle to S2. Such porphyroblasts may 
have replaced lenticular quartz-sillimanite 
aggregates, like those in Pinnacle Creek, south of the 
Ropewalk Range. Sillimanite is rarely preserved 
elsewhere, but lenticular aggregates of felted sericite 
flakes are common in the high-grade parts of both 
the Robertson River Subgroup and the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics. The lenses are generally partially 
rimmed by coarse muscovite. Sillimanite that was 
not replaced by the coarse muscovite was probably 
retrogressed to sericite during later greenschist facies 
metamorphism. 

Most mafic rocks in this facies contain 
green or brownish green hornblende and sporadic 
diopside. Plagioclase is usually labradorite. The 
minerals generally form a granoblastic polygonal 
texture, and most igneous textures are destroyed. 
Blastophitic hornblende is generally the only texture 
preserved, although at Mount Ossa near Einasleigh, 
igneous plagioclase laths and some primary 
pyroxene are preserved (McNaughton, 1980). 

Partial anatexis and the development of 
migmatites are common in the rocks at this grade, 
and the migmatitic granitoid units, such as the 
Mistletoe, Lighthouse and Ropewalk Granites, are 
restricted to it. 
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Granulite facies 

Granulite facies rocks were first found near 
Einasleigh by staff of James Cook University, and 
subsequently McNaughton (1979, 1980) 
demonstrated that metabasites with orthopyroxene 
occur sporadically in a belt, 35 km long, extending 
northeast from the Stockmans Creek area at 
7660-160473 through Einasleigh to Puppy Hills at 
7761-034722. More recent work by Warnick (1989) 
in MOUNT SURPRISE has found that the belt 
extends at least another 30 km to the northeast. In the 
Talaroo and Mistletoe areas, Oversby & others 
(1978) recorded several other localities, which 
McNaughton (1979, 1980) suggested may constitute 
a separate granulite terrane. The distribution of 
known granulite localities within the study area is 
shown in Figure 69. 

Warnick (1989) showed that the 
metamorphic grade drops off again farther east 
towards "Rosella Plains" homestead, so that overall, 
the granulite facies rocks occupy a central, sub
triangular core zone with apices near "Mistletoe" 
homestead, Mount Surprise and Einasleigh. This 
zone is surrounded by amphibolite facies rocks, and 
the isograds shown on Figures 68 and 69 are roughly 
concentric with the zone. 

Orthopyroxene, the key mineral of the 
granulite facies, is found only in mafic rocks, 
although where it does occur most outcrops of 
metabasites are normal amphibolite and lack 
orthopyroxene. However, farther east in MOUNT 
SURPRISE between the Douglas Range and 
Junction Creek, orthopyroxene occurs in almost all 
metabasite outcrops (Warnick, 1989). This area thus 
contains the highest grade rocks exposed in the 
Georgetown Inlier. The enclosing metasedimentary 
rocks of the Einasleigh Metamorphics, have upper 
amphibolite facies assemblages, and are generally 
migmatitic. 

The assemblage in the mafic granulites is 
plagioclase (labradorite or bytownite) + brown 
hornblende + orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene + 
quartz. Cummingtonite also occurs in some of the 
granulites, but may be retrogressive. Textural studies 
by McNaughton (1980) indicate that the granulite 
assemblage is syn-D2• The rocks have the typical 
granuloblastic polygonal texture of granUlites. 

Conditions of metamorphism 

Pressure conditions during the metamorphism of the 
Etheridge Group were intermediate between those of 
the classic low-pressure (AbukumalBuchan) and 
medium-pressure (Barrovian) facies series. 

Features characteristic of medium-pressure 
terranes in the Etheridge Group are: in metapelites, 
the existence of a distinct biotite isograd; in mafic . 

rocks, the co-existence of albite and hornblende in 
the greenschist facies, and the presence of gamet in 
the lower amphibolite facies; and in calc-silicate 
rocks, the persistence of co-existing quartz and 
clinozoisite well into the amphibolite facies. 
However, the common cordierite and andalusite in 
metapelites is characteristic of lower pressure 
terrane. Rocks in the Stonehaven area of Scotland 
are intermediate in pressure between the Barrovian 
and Buchan facies series, and Harte (1975) proposed 
a separate facies series, the Stonehavian, for them. 
Rubenach & others (1977) and Rubenach & Bell 
(1983) have found isograd reactions and zonal 
sequences in the Robertson River area, similar to 
those in the Stonehaven area. 

It was suggested by Withnall & others 
(l980a) and Rubenach & Bell (1983), that the 
relative abundance of cordierite and the absence of 
staurolite in the Western Creek area and headwaters 
of Townley Creek reflect a Buchan rather than 
Stonehavian-type metamorphism there. However, it 
is probable that bulk rock composition is also an 
important factor controlling the formation of these 
minerals. The rocks in the Western Creek area are 
now assigned to the Lane Creek Formation and are 
lithologically distinct from those of the Corbett 
Formation, which contains the staurolite-rich rocks 
of the Robertson River area. Staurolite also occurs in 
the Corbett Formation in the Ironhurst area farther to 
the north, although it is not as abundant as in the 
Robertson River area. 

In an attempt to determine the actual 
pressure-temperature conditions for the Etheridge 
Group, a petrogenetic grid has been established by 
plotting experimental equilibrium curves and 
stability fields of various minerals in pelitic rocks, as 
well as relevant minimum melting curves (Figure 
70). 

The main problem in determining the 
pressure-temperature conditions with any accuracy 
is the uncertainty in the position of the phase 
boundaries of the Al2SiOs polymorphs. Several sets 
of triple points and phase boundaries are plotted on 
Figure 70. Various authors have discussed the 
problem and favoured one or other of the sets of 
boundaries for different reasons (Winkler, 1974, 
1979; Greenwood, 1976; Day & Kumin, 1980). 

The widespread occurrence at and above 
the sillimanite isograd of small granite and pegmatite 
bodies with primary muscovite, indicates pressures 
greater than 3.8 kilobars for the middle amphibolite 
facies (refer to curves 8 and 9). The sporadic 
presence of such rocks in the staurolite zone 
indicates that pressures in at least part of that facies 
were also above 3.8 kilobars. Field and petrographic 
evidence demonstrates that the disappearance of 
staurolite by reaction 5 (curve 7) occurred below the 
sillimanite isograd, ie. staurolite is replaced by 
andalusite. 
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At the indicated pressure of 3.8 kilobars or 
greater, Holdaway's (1971) andalusite/sillimanite 
boundary, in conjunction with the staurolite 
breakdown curve of Hoschek (1969) (Figure 70, 
curve 7) would require staurolite to be replaced by 
sillimanite. According to Greenwood's suggested 
boundary, staurolite would breakdown 
simultaneously with the appearance of sillimanite at 
3.8 kilobars. Winkler (1974) suggested that 
Hoschek's data for staurolite breakdown is about 
10°C too high, in which case Greenwood's boundary 
would be consistent with the petrographic data, and 
would give a maximum pressure of 4 kilobars for the 
sillimanite isograd. The boundaries of both Althaus 
(1967, 1969) and Richardson & others (1969) are 
consistent with the petrographic evidence. In 
conjunction with Hoschek's (1969) data for the 
breakdown of staurolite (curve 7), these 
andalusite/sillimanite boundaries give respective 
upper limits of 4.0 and 4.8 kilobars for the sillimanite 
isograd. Winkler's suggested modification of 
Hoschek's data would make these limits about 0.2 
kilobars higher. 

The andalusite/sillimanite boundary of 
Richardson & others and the muscovite stability 
curve of Chatterjee & Johannes (I974) are relatively 
close in the 4 to 5 kilobar range, and therefore the 
zone in which sillimanite and muscovite co-exist 
would be relatively narrow. In much of the area, the 
zone is narrow, but this is probably a contact effect 
superimposed on the more regional thermal gradients 
by the Forsayth Batholith. In the Robertson River 
area, the zone is at least as wide as the 
andalusite/staurolite zone. This is in agreement with 
Greenwood's (1976) suggestion that the Richardson 
& others' boundary is at too high a temperature. 

It is suggested that the sillimanite isograd 
probably represents a pressure of about 4.kilobars 
and a temperature of between 630°C and 650°C. 

Muscovite broke down in the presence of 
quartz before widespread anatexis and migmatisation 
in plagioclase-rich biotite gneiss of the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics. With reference to curves 8 and lOin 
Figures 70, this suggests total pressures less than 5 
kilobars and temperatures less than 700°C for the 
beginning of the upper amphibolite facies. In areas 
where partial anatexis did occur within the stability 
field of muscovite, for example at Percyville, the 
gneisses are known to have a substantial K-feldspar 
component (microcline and/or muscovite). It is not 
possible with the available data to determine the 
geothermal gradient. Extrapolating from the figures 
given above for the sillimanite isograd using a 
geothermal gradient of 100°C per kilobar, as 
suggested by Harte (1975) for the Scottish 
Stonehavian zones, the upper amphibolite facies 
began at about 4.5 kilobars and 690°C. It is probable, 
however, that the geothermal gradient was different 
in various parts of the area. A higher geothermal 

gradient in the Western Creek area, as suggested by 
Withnall & others (1980a) and Rubenach & Bell 
(1983) from the mineral assemblages, would be 
consistent with the proximity of that area to the 
Forsayth Batholith. The generation and emplacement 
of the batholiths was probably accompanied by a rise 
in the geothermal gradient during D2• A gradient of 
150°C per kilobar is shown on Figure 70 which 
predicts conditions of about 4.2 kilobars and 680°C 
for the beginning of the upper amphibolite facies. 

The beginning of the lower amphibolite 
facies is marked by the breakdown of chloritoid, the 
disappearance of chlorite in the presence of 
muscovite, and the appearance of staurolite and 
cordierite by various reactions. Winkler (1974) noted 
that all these take place in a relatively narrow 
temperature range and that the temperature is not too 
dependant on PH2o.· Experimental curves for the 
formation of staurolite and cordierite are plotted in 
Figure 70. Extrapolating from the suggested 
conditions for the sillimanite isograd at a geothermal 
gradient of 150°C per kilobar, the conditions at the 
beginning of the lower amphibolite facies would be 
about 530°C at 3.5 kilobars. 

The formation of the granulite facies rocks 
cannot be represented properly on Figure 70, which 
deals with the situation in which Pload approximately 
equals PH2o. Granulites do not require exceptionally 
high temperatures and pressures for their formation. 
As Winkler (1974, p. 261) pointed out, the 
temperature and pressure conditions of the upper 
amphibolite facies are sufficient provided that PH20 is 
low. Orthopyroxene can only form where PH20 is 
much less than Pload' 

McNaughton & Wilson (1983) determined 
a temperature in the range of 760-820°C for the 
mafic granulite at Turpentine Hill near Einasleigh, 
using the geothermometer of Wood & Banno (1973), 
which is based on the composition of co-existing 
pyroxenes. This temperature corresponds with a Pload 
of 4.5 to 5.0 kilobars, extrapolating from the figures 
given above for the amphibolite facies. This is well 
above the melting temperature of KzO-rich 
metasediments, and even the tholeiite solidus for 
Pload = PH2o· Although there is widespread partial 
melting and migmatisation of the metasediments, the 
absence of such melting in the mafic granulites 
implies that PH20 was much lower than Pload in the 
mafic bodies. Small pegmatitic hornblende
plagioclase "sweat pods" up to a few centimetres 
across in some high-grade metabasic rocks, such as 
at the Einasleigh River railway crossing, may 
represent very minor partial melting of mafic rocks. 

The orthopyroxene in bodies less than 1 m 
wide, and its absence in some nearby, large ones a 
kilometre or more across, indicates that it is not just 
the inner cores of large bodies that were dry enough 
to produce granulite facies assemblages. It is 
suggested that PH20 in the mafic rocks was lowered . 
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5. Formation of cordierite: chlorite+muscovite+quartz = cordierite+biotite+AI2Si05+H20 (Hirschberg and Winkler, 1968) 

6. Formation of staurolite: chlorite+muscovite = staurolite+biotite+quartz+H20 (Hoschek,1969) 

7. Breakdown of staurolite: staurolite+muscovite+quartz = AI2Si05+biotite+H20 (Hoschek,1969) 

8. Breakdown of muscovite: muscovite+quartz = AI2Si05+K-feldspar+H20 (Chaterjee and Johannes,1974) 

9. Granite solidus for Plead = PH20 (Brown and Fyfe,1970) 

10. Solidus for the system quartz+albite+H20 (Thompson, 1974) 

11. Solidus for the system quartz+sanidine+H20 (Shaw, 1963) 

12. Granite solidus for Plead = PH20+PC02 = CXco2 = 0.6) (N9vgorodov and Shkodinsky,1974) 

13. Tholeiite solidus for Plead = PH20 (Yoder and Tilley,1962) 

Shading indicates suggested pressure-temperature field during amphibolite facie metamorphism in the Etheridge Group 

Figure 70 Pressure-temperature diagram showing various experimental equilibrium curves and suggested 
amphibolite facies metamorphic conditions for the Etheridge Group. 
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by water being absorbed in the melts formed by 
partial anatexis of the enclosing metasediments, and 
that where the temperature was high enough, 
dehydration reactions leading to the formation of 
orthopyroxene from hornblende could take place 
locally. 

Winkler (1974, p. 262) suggested that PH20 

< P10ad could also be produced by a dilution of the 
fluid phase with CO2• Touret (1971) found that the 
predominant gas in fluid inclusions in granulites was 
CO2. McNaughton (1980) considered the possibility 
of a CO2 fluid phase, and found that his stable 
isotope and chemical data were in harmony with it, 
but did not necessarily prove it. Increasing the CO2 

content of the fluid would significantly raise the 
solidus temperatures of granite (Novgorodov & 
Shkodzinsky, 1974), and presumably also that of 
tholeiite. 

Relationships between prograde 
metamorphism and emplacement of 
Proterozoic granitoids 

The oldest granitoids in the Georgetown Inlier may 
be the small trondhjemite bodies of Forest Home 
Granodiorite, dated at about 1553±46 Ma (Black & 
McCulloch, 1990). Their chemistry and very low 
Sr86/Sr87 initial ratios suggest derivation directly from 
the mantle or by melting of I-type lower crustal 
material during 0l. 

Most of the Proterozoic granitoids however, 
are S-types, formed at about 1550 Ma (Black & 
McCulloch, 1990; Black & Withnall, 1993). In 
general, they occupy the areas of high metamorphic 
grade, mainly upper amphibolite facies, suggesting a 
close relationship between metamorphism and 
granitoid generation and/or emplacement. Their 
geochemistry was studied by Sheraton & Labonne 
(1978) and more recently by R. Holmes (ANU, 
unpublished data). They are characterised by high 
K20, U, Th, Y, Ce, Nb, and La. The largest area of 
granitoid is the composite Forsayth Batholith, which 
consists of large plutons of variably porphyritic 
two-mica granite as well as smaller plutons of early 
Syn-D2 migmatitic granitoids and late syn- or post-02 
leucogranite. The data of Holmes suggests that much 
of the Forsayth Batholith resulted from the mixing of 
anatectic melts derived from the Etheridge Group, or 
a similar metasedimentary parent, and more mafic 
mantle-derived magma. Some of the smaller bodies 
of granitoid, such as those mapped as Mistletoe 
Granite and Lighthouse Granite, were probably 
generated at or near the present level of exposure. 
Nebulitic migmatite, similar lithologically to the 
Mistletoe Granite, grades in places into ordinary 
gneiss and layered migmatite in the Einasleigh 

Metamorphics. Most of the migmatitic rocks were 
apparently formed Syn-02' and it is therefore likely 
that most of the Proterozoic granitoids were 
generated during this event. 

However, as suggested previously, 
emplacement of the granitoids so generated, into 
higher levels in the metasedimentary pile, resulted in 
modifications of the regional geothermal gradient. 
The width of the zone in which sillimanite and 
muscovite co-exist is many kilometres wide in the 
Robertson River area, but, adjacent to the Ropewalk 
Granite west of Forsayth, is probably less than one 
kilometre wide. The Ropewalk Granite is a well
foliated syn-02 granite, and apparently locally raised 
the geothermal gradient during the Syn-02 
metamorphism. 

The studies by Bell & Rubenach (1983) on 
the sequential growth of porphyrohlasts during O2 in 
the Robertson River area, strongly point to a 
temperature rise during the S2 crenulation cleavage 
development. For example, garnet which grew at an 
early stage of S2 development, as indicated by the 
inclusion trails, has undergone partial dissolution to 
produce staurolite, with inclusion trails preserving a 
later stage. Bell & Rubenach suggested that the 
temperature rise during O2 in the Robertson River 
area was related to the emplacement of the Forsayth 
Batholith. However, as noted above, the regional 
metamorphic grade was higher during O2• Therefore, 
it is difficult to say whether the temperature rise 
indicated by the porphyroblast history is part of the 
regional increase in temperature, or whether it is 
superimposed on that event. 

The Forsayth Batholith appears to cut 
across the isograds overall, and in the western limit 
of its exposure, intrudes lower amphibolite facies 
rocks, exhibiting a conspicuous contact aureole. This 
is consistent with its final emplacement being a 
late-syn to poSt-02 event. The batholith also appears 
to cut across F2 folds outlined by metadolerite 
southwest of Georgetown. 

RETROGRESSIVE METAMORPHISM 

Retrogressed metamorphic rocks are common in 
eastern part of the study area, as indicated on Figure 
7 I. In schist and biotite gneiss, the most common 
effects were the replacement of biotite by chlorite, 
and aluminosilicates by aggregates of fine-grained 
muscovite or sericite. Garnet was also partly altered 
to chlorite in many places, and in the Western Creek 
area, cordierite was replaced by muscovite and 
chlorite. Epidote is abundant in many calc-silicate 
gneisses and is probably mainly of retrogressive 
origin. In mafic rocks, clinopyroxene is commonly 
partly replaced by fine-grained, green amphibole, 
and plagioclase is locally slightly saussuritised. In 
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the Einasleigh area, Stanton (l982a) studied drill 
core from the Mount Misery prospect, and in the 
"ore-zone" recorded the presence of a large range of 
silicate minerals, including stilpnomelane, 
laumontite and prelmite, as well as chlorite and 
sericite. Stanton (l982a) regarded all of these as 
prograde minerals, and suggested that either these 
minerals existed metastably with sillimanite, or that 
they all formed under the same metamorphic 
conditions given appropriate rock compositions. The 
latter suggestion is more fully developed by Stanton 
(1982b) as an alternative to the "Barrovian" 
interpretation of prograde metamorphic zones. In the 
Mount Misery rocks, Stanton (1982a) dismissed the 
possibility of retrogression to account for the 
minerals normally attributed to low grades. The 
lenticular sericite aggregates, that we interpret as 
retrogressed sillimanite aggregates, were suggested 
to be flattened pumice fragments. The patchy 
alteration of biotite to chlorite was seen as evidence 
against retrogression, and the biotite was suggested 
to be detrital, having undergone different degrees of 
pre-sedimentation alteration. It is beyond the scope 
of this report to fully refute Stanton's arguments, but 
it is pointed out that he completely ignored the 
intense multiple deformation, and development of 
different tectonic foliations, defmed by biotite. 
Rubenach (1984) discussed and refuted Stanton's 
arguments in detail. Prelmite and laumontite are 
present in trace amounts only, mainly in veins, and 
could have formed during the later greenschist facies 
metamorphism. Stilpnomelane occurs in the "ore" 
with chlorite, andradite and sulphides. The stability 
of stilpnomelane in the absence of muscovite is 
unknown, and it could extend to higher grades. 
Alternatively, it could have formed during one of the 
later low-grade metamorphic events. 

Much of the retrogression in the Etheridge 
Group may have took place in the Late Silurian or 
Early Devonian, and accompanied D4• However, no 
mineral fabrics developed parallel to S4. A major 
Siluro-Devonian thermal event has been recorded by 
the resetting of most K-Ar and Rb-Sr mineral ages in 
the granitoids and metamorphics of the eastern part 
of the Georgetown Inlier, and the Dargalong, Yambo 
and Coen Inliers (Richards & others, 1966; Black, 
1973; Cooper & others, 1975; Black & others, 
1979). These reset ages concentrate around 400 Ma, 
which corresponds approximately with the ages of 
some of the major granitoids, such as the Robin 
Hood Granodiorite, White Springs Granodiorite, 
Dumbano Granite, and possibly the Oak River 
Granodiorite, and it is likely that their generation and 
emplacement, coincided with a major metamorphic 
event. 

Another factor which may have contributed 
to the abundance of ages around 400 Ma is uplift in 
the Early Devonian. This could have raised the rocks 
above the geotherms corresponding to the "blocking 

temperatures" of the various minerals. Prior to this 
uplift, the rocks may have been at too deep a crustal 
level, and consequently too high a temperature, for 
the individual minerals in them to act as closed 
systems with respect to radiogenic daughter 
elements. 

Some of the prograde assemblages were 
also retrogressed during the waning of the main 
metamorphic event, late or post D2. The growth of 
muscovite porphyroblasts from sillimanite has 
already been noted in the discussion of the prograde 
metamorphism. In the mafic granulites and high
grade amphibolites, bluish rims around brown or 
green hornblende, and partial replacement of 
orthopyroxene by cummingtonite and clinopyroxene 
by actinolite probably reflect re-introduction of water 
into the rocks late in D2, as temperatures dropped 
and granitoid melts crystallised. In the JuntaIa 
Metamorphics, the peak of metamorphism may have 
been early in D2. The staurolite porphyroblasts, 
which formed then, were subsequently retrogressed 
to fme-grained muscovite and partially replaced by 
chloritoid, probably later in D2 (Duncan, 1983). 
Unaltered biotite in the Juntala Metamorphics is rare, 
and in most rocks the biotite has been completely 
altered to chlorite. 

D3 was accompanied by low-grade 
metamorphism, at least in the Einasleigh and Mount 
Hogan areas, where it locally produced a distinct 
foliation. Consequently, some of the retrogression 
elsewhere may have occurred during this event. 

CONTACT METAMORPHISM 

The plutons of Forest Home Granodiorite are all 
surrounded by narrow contact aureoles, mostly fine
grained andalusite hornfels. Rb-Sr whole-rock dating 
of the Forest Home Granodiorite has given a Rb-Sr 
isochron age of 1553±46 Ma (Black & McCulloch, 
1990). 

As noted in the discussion on regional 
metamorphism, intrusion of the granitoids in the 
Forsayth Batholith modified the regional geothermal 
gradient, and where they intrude lower amphibolite 
facies rocks, a distinct contact aureole is present. 

The granites of the Esmeralda Supersuite 
are probably poSt-D2 and were dated by the U-Pb 
zircon method at 1558+4

•3 Ma (Black & McCulloch, 
1990). They form numerous high-level plutons 
intruding the Etheridge, Langlovale and Croydon 
Volcanic Groups. Contact aureoles surround the 
plutons, particularly where they intrude 
metasedimentary rocks. An area of metamorphosed 
rocks between "Langlovale" outstation and 
Blackfellow yards is not associated with exposed 
granite, but a large flat-roofed pluton may be present 
at shallow depth. The most common metamorphic 
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Figure 71. Simplified geological map showing the main areas of contact metamorphism and the distribution of 
greenschist facies retrogression. Geological base as for Figure 51. 
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effect in the sandstones of the Langlovale Group is 
the presence of randomly orientated biotite flakes 
that have replaced lithic clasts and rim feldspar 
grains. Hornfelsed mudstones in the Etheridge and 
Langlovale Groups have randomly orientated 
andalusite prisms. 

No obvious aureoles have been observed 
adjacent to the Siluro-Devonian granitoids. This is 
consistent with them being intruded during the 
Siluro-Devonian thermal event andlor at deeper 
crustal levels, so that the thermal contrast between 
the granitoids and country rocks was not as 
significant. 

The high-level late Palaeozoic plutonic 
rocks are surrounded by contact metamorphic 
aureoles. The best-developed aureole, is up to 500 m 
wide, around the Yataga Granodiorite. Schists in the 
Lane Creek Formation and Proterozoic granitoids 

were converted to biotite-sillimanite-cordierite 
hornfels in the innermost part of the aureole, 
indicating that the pluton was emplaced at a high 
temperature. The Carnes and Gongora Granodiorites 
(probably of Permian age) metamorphosed the 
adjacent greenschist and lower amphibolite facies 
metasedimentary rocks. Andalusite porphyroblasts 
formed, and the foliation was coarsened, by mimetic 
recrystallisation of mica. The Elizabeth Creek 
Granite hornfelsed the Einasleigh Metamorphics and 
Nammarong Volcanic Subgroup. The thermal 
aureole is about 200 m wide, but locally appears 
much wider where the contact dips at a low angle. 
The Culba Granodiorite recrystallised the Anning 
and Dumbano Granites adjacent to its contact. 
Hornfels has also been noted around the Bagstowe 
and Purkin Granites, the Black Cap Diorite, and the 
Eva Creek and Sues Creek Microgranites. 
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TECTONIC EVOLUTION 

As described above, the Etheridge Group consists 
largely of shallow-water, fme-grained, quartzose to 
feldspathic sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone, and 
their metamorphic derivatives. Although locally 
showing evidence for rapid deposition, individual 
formations are relatively uniform in thickness, and 
members within them are continuous over more than 
100 kIn of strike length. Subsidence was, therefore, 
relatively uniform over the entire exposed area. 
Deposition of the Etheridge Group is thus thought to 
have taken place on continental crust, either on a 
broad stable shelf or in an epicontinental sea. 
However the inferred basement of continental crust 
is not exposed and its age is unknown. 

The mafic rocks in the Etheridge Group 
show geochemical similarities to modem MORB 
(McNaughton & Wilson, 1983b; Withnall, 1985), 
but as pointed out by Withnal1 (1985), they are also 
similar to low-K flood basalts of Greenland and 
Baffm Island, and to the incompatible element
depleted Karoo basalts and dolerites. Therefore, the 
geochemistry does not conflict with an intra
continental tectonic setting. Withnall (1985) 
suggested that the mafic rocks in the Etheridge 
Group may be the expression of convective mantle 
upwelling which produced extension of the crust, 
resulting in formation of a shallow epicontinental 
seaExtension and accelerated subsidence, fol1owed 
the eruption of the Dead Horse Metabasalt, may be 
reflected by the temporary change from shal10w to 
deep-water facies represented by the Corbett 
Formation. 

The reason for the onset of metamorphIsm 
and deformation during D] is not known. A possible 
explanation for the rise in heat flow may be 
underplating of the crust. The higher grades during 
syn-D] and Syn-D2 metamorphism appears to have 
been coincident spatial1y, suggesting a single 
sustained event, reaching a peak during D2. The 
geochemistry of the Forsayth-type granitoids 
suggests mixing of anatectic melts from the 
Etheridge Group with more mafic mantle-derived 
magma during D2 (Holmes, unpublished data). 

Emplacement of this mafic magma into the 
crust may have caused the increase in metamorphic 
grade, resulting in widespread migmatisation and 
generation of anatectic melts. Some of these melts 
were mobilised to form the older part of the Forsayth 
Batholith. The voluminous melt that formed most of 
the batholith, may have resulted from the 
emplacement of the mafic magma into the 
migmatites. The granitic magmas so generated rose 
only into .the zone of amphibolite facies, locally 

modifying the regional geothermal gradient. In the 
western part of the Inlier, poSt-D2' felsic, S-type 
magma reached the surface, and was erupted 
subaerially to form the Croydon Volcanic Group. 

Between D] and Dz, the fluviatile to marine 
Langlovale Group was deposited in the western part 
of the Inlier. The tectonic significance of these rocks 
is uncertain because of their limited exposure and 
unknown original extent. They may represent a post
orogenic molasse facies west of the deformed terrane 
of the Etheridge Group, although their composition 
and limited palaeoc!J1Tent data suggest a plutonic
metamorphic provenance to the south. 

Etheridge & others (1984, 1987) presented 
a model of Proterozoic, ensialic, basin evolution, 
magmatism, and orogeny for northern Australia. 
They recognised two tectonostratigraphic cycles 
separated by an extensive orogenic and magmatic 
event between 1820 and 1920 Ma (and particularly 
from 1850 to 1880 Ma) in northern Australia. 
Lithospheric stretching and mantle-derived 
magmatism was related to smal1-scale mantle 
convection that began between about 2000 and 
2200 Ma resulting in underplating of the crust. The 
underplated mafic material was the source for the 
extensive I-typ~ magmatism in the orogenic phase 
between the cycles. Each cycle commenced with a 
period of crustal extension and rifting, representing 
the "rift phase". The "rift phase" of each cycle was 
followed by a transgressive, fmer-grained, clastic 
sequence (commonly carbonaceous and have 
abundant carbonates) representing widespread post
extensional subsidence - the "sag phase". The pre-
1920 Ma cycle contains fewer igneous rocks and 
mafic compositions are dominant, whereas the 
second cycle has felsic rocks (A-type) throughout, 
and mafic rocks concentrated in the "rift phase". 

The relationship of the Georgetown Inlier 
to the rest of the Australian Proterozoic terranes is 
uncertain. Correlation is difficult because the age of 
the Etheridge Group has yet to be determined with 
certainty. However, if the young zircon ages coming 
out of current work (Black & others, in preparation) 
are valid, it appears that the Mesoproterozoic rocks 
in north Queensland represent a series of provinces 
that are somewhat younger than those in the Mount 
Isa and Broken Hill regions. Withnall & others 
(1988a) noted that the Georgetown Inlier differs 
from the other terranes and does not fit the model 
particularly well. The younger age may account for 
this. 

Because of the lack of evidence for rifting 
(no coarse sedimentary rocks, penecontemporaneous 
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faults, or rapid thickness changes along strike), the 
Etheridge Group would correspond mainly with the 
"sag phase". The "rift phase" (if it exists) is not 
exposed, and must occur below the Bernecker Creek 
Formation. The mafic rocks, although similar 
geochemically in many respects to those of the 
second cycle in the Mount Isa area, are characterised 
by much lower rare-earth element values (in 
particular Ce). The mafic rocks in the Etheridge 
Group may reflect ~e final stages of the extensional 
part of the cycle. 

The deformation history of the Georgetown 
Inlier differs from that of the other Proterozoic 
terranes of northern Australia in the lack of nappe
style deformation, although the strongly overturned 
F) folds in the North Head and Robertson River 
areas could reflect incipient nappe development. The 
granitoids emplaced during D2 are also different in 
that they are exclusively S-type. By contrast, the 
felsic igneous rocks of other terranes, such as Mount 
Isa, appear to be either mainly I or A-type (Blake, 
1987). 

CONCLUSIONS 

A stratigraphic framework for the Proterozoic of the 
central part of the Georgetown Inlier has been 
constructed, and the metamorphic and structural 
history determined in broad terms. The 
Mesoproterozoic Etheridge Group was deposited in a 
uniformly subsiding continental setting, between 
about 1700 and 1600 Ma. A subsequent period of 
deformation and metamorphism at around 1550 Ma, 
was accompanied by extensive S-type plutonic 
magmatism. The Georgetown Inlier represents an 
ensialic terrane typical of the Proterozoic of northern 
Australia. 

The framework provided by the present 
study should be the basis for more detailed ones in 
the future. Enormous scope exists for further 
research in the 'fields of sedimentology, metamorphic 
petrology, geochemistry, geochronology and other 
isotopic analysis, and structural geology. 
Sedimentological studies on the less deformed rocks 
and further geochemical studies on the gneisses are 
needed to determine the original character. Recent 
zircon dating is at last providing information on the 
original age of sedimentation, but important 

questions remain to be answered, including the 
possibility of older basement within the Einasleigh 
Metamorphics. Further work is needed to explain the 
fold patterns, and along with isotopic studies to 
provide answers to some of the problems regarding 
the age of the deformation and metamorphic events. 
The more complex structural history documented by 
Davis (1986a, 1995a, b) needs to be investigated 
further, and placed in a regional context. These 
studies should determine the relationships of the 
deformation and metamorphism to magmatism and 
events in adjacent provinces such as those in Cape 
York and the Broken River Province The mylonite
related faults should be examined in conjunction 
with those similar structures farther east, to better 
understand of the interaction of the craton and the 
Tasman Orogen. 

All of these studies have important 
implications in explaining the origin of the known 
mineralisation, especially the gold and stratabound 
base-metal deposits, and in determining the potential 
for undiscovered, and hopefully, economic ones. 
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Table I. Summary of the stratigraphy of the Etheridge and Langlovale Groups 
Unit Published definition(s) Type Section Reference Section(s) Lithology Thickness Remarks 

- LANGLOV ALE GROUP Withnall & Mackenzie (1983) See constituent units At least Contains the Malacura Formation 0 
00 3000m and Yarman Formation 

Yarman Formation Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) Unnamed tributary of the Maroon to dark grey mudstone At least 
Langdon River between 7460- and shale; sporadic fine to 1800m 
066234 and 056219 medium, sublabile to quartzose 

sandstone 

Malacura Sandstone Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) Unnamed tributary of the Fine to coarse, Iithofeldspathic 1300-1500m; 

~ 
Langdon River between 7460- to quartzose sandstone, siltstone, may be thicker 
093228 and 077214 and shale in the north 

[ 
~. ETHERIDGE GROUP White (1959); redefined by See constituent units 6000-11 OOOm Originally defined as Etheridge 
0 Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) Formation. Contains the Bernecker 
(I) 

e.. Formation, Robertson River 
0 Subgroup, Townley Formation, (JQ 

c)" Heliman Formation, Candlow 
e?. Formation and Langdon River 
CI.l 

~ 
Formation 

~ Langdon River Mudstone White (1959); redefined by Forest Home-Candlow track Candlow Creek between 7560- Laminated, maroon and grey, 800-1400m Originally defined as Langdon 
0 Withnall & Mackenzie (1980, between 7560-119329 and 127330 and 127339 variably carbonaceous and River Formation (White, 1959) ua 
S. 1983) 114339 pyritic mudstone; minor siltstone and Langdon River Siltstone by 
[J] 

and fine micaceous quartzose Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) 
~. sandstone 

~ Candlow Formation Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) 5km NE of White Bull bore Sections cored by GSQ Mudstone, siltstone, and 1000-3500m Contains the Stockyard Creek 

W 
between 7560-236389 and Georgetown 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (see mudclast sandstone, commonly Mudstone member and White Bull 

0 
216377 Table 2) carbonaceous and pyritic, locally Member 

a calcareous; minor quartzose 

- siltstone to fine sandstone; rare 
\0 albitite 
'-0 
~ - Stockyard Creek Mudstone White (1959); definition Stockyard Creek between 7560- 1. In the type section of the Pyritic, carbonaceous mudstone; 50-300m Member of the Candlow VI 

Member amended by Withnall & 282291 and 282289 Candlow Formation rare albitite Formation. Originally defined as 
Mackenzie (1980, 1983) 2. Section cored by GSQ Stockyard Creek Siltstone Member 

Georgetown 4 from 110 to of the Etheridge Formation (White, 
213.92m 1959) and Stockyard Creek 

Siltstone by Withnall & 
Mackenzie (1980). 

White Bull Member Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) In the type section of the Mudstone, siltstone, and 100-300m Member of the Candlow 
Candlow Formation between mud clast sandstone; conspicuous Formation. 
7560-234386 and 232384 quartzose siltstone to fine 

sandstone 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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\0 

Unit 

Heliman Formation 

Townley Formation 

·ROBERTSON RIVER 
SUBGROUP 

Lane Creek Formation 

Corbett Formation 

Published definition(s) 

Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) 

Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) 

White (1959); redefined by 
Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) 
and Withnall (1983) 

Withnall (I 983) 

Withnall (1983) 

Tin Hill Quartzite Member Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) 

Dead Horse Metabasalt Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) 

Type Section 

Western branch of Black Gin 
Creek from 7560-252464 to 
246451 

Unnamed tributary of Black Gin 
Creek from 7560-290446 to 
275448 

Robertson River between 7560-
484233 and 471251 

Slatey Creek between 7560-
479125 and 477150 

Tin Hill at 7660-730163 

Reference Section(s) 

Forsayth - Agate Creek road 
from 7560-605232 and 636350 

1. Percy River between 7559-
617802 and 615808 
2. Stake Yard Creek between 
7560-400192 and 413159 
3. Kangaroo Creek between 
7660-674142 and 670183 

Unnamed tributary of the Percy Percy River between 7659-
River between 7659-632823 and 622796 and 617802 
633813 

Lithology Thickness Remarks 

Mudstone, siltstone and 800-2500m 
mudclast sandstone; conspicuous 
quartzose siltstone to fine 
sandstone 

Mudstone siltstone and fine 400-1500m 
quartzose sandstone, locally 
carbonaceous; grades into mica 
schist and quartzite 

About 4000m Originally defined as Robertson 
Metamorphics (White, 1959) and 
Robertson River Formation 
(Withnall & Mackenzie (1980). 
Contains the Daniel Creek 
Formation, Dead Horse 
Metabasalt, Corbett Formation and 
Lane Creek Formation 

Mudstone and siltstone, 1000-2000m 
commonly carbonaceous and 
locally calcareous; minor 
sandstone arid limestone; grades 
into mica schist (commonly 
graphitic ± andalusite, cordierite, 
sillimanite), quartzite, and calc-
silicate rocks 

Mudstone (± chloritoid); grades ca 1000m 
into mica schist (± staurolite, 
andalusite, sillimanite, garnet); 
rare tourmaline-rich rocks and 
quartzite (metachert) 

White quartzite (metachert) 

Aphyric metabasalt, minor 
mudstone and siltstone; 
metabasalt grades into 
amphibolite 

Upt040m Member of the Corbett Formation 

Up to 1000m Originallly defined as Dead Horse 
Metabasalt Member of the 
Robertson River Formation 
(Withnall & Mackenzie, 1980) 
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Unit Published definition(s) 

Daniel Creek Formation Withnall (1983) 

Mount Helpman Member Withnall (1983) 

Bemecker Creek 
Formation 

Juntala Metamorphics 

Einasleigh Metamorphics 

Cobbold Metadolerite 

White (1959); redefined by 
Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) 

Duncan & Withnall (1983) 

White (1959) 

White (1959); redefined by 
Withnall & Mackenzie (1980) 

Type Section 

Percy River between 7659-
633788 and 7559-622796 

Bull Creek between 7660-
723132 and 714147 

Bernecker Creek defined as the 
type area, but no appropriate 
section found 

Einasleigh River near Einasleigh 
township 

Reference Section(s) 

Bull Creek and one of its 
tributaries from 7660-737106 to 
711149 

1. Percy River near Ortona 
copper mine from 7659-645764 
to 633788 
2. Percyvale road from turnoff 
form KidstonlGilberton road at 
7659-028848 to 018872 

Lithology Thickness 

Mudstone, siltstone and fine 1000-2000m 
subfeldspathic sandstone, locally 
calcareous and/or dolomitic; 
grades into mica schist, 
quartzite, and minor calc-silicate 
rocks 

Mica schist, abundant quartzite, Unknown 
and minor calc-silicate rocks 

Mudstone, siltstone and fine 
subfeldspathic sandstone, 
commonly calcareous and/or 
dolomitic; grades into calcareous 
mica schist and calc-silicate 
(hornblende-diopside) gneiss 
and granofels 

Mica schist and minor quartzite 

Biotite gneiss (grading locally 
into migmatite) hornblende to 
hornblende diopside gneiss, 
mica schist and quartzite; minor 
leucocratic quartzofeldspathic 
gneiss and rare amphibolite with 
relict pillows; abundant 
amphibolite and mafic granulite 
equated with Cobbold 
Metadolerite; could include 
lavas 

Metadolerite, metagabbro, and 
amphibolite (sills intruding 
Etheridge Group Up to and 
including Lane Creek 
Formation) 

At least 
2000m; 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Remarks 

Member of the Daniel Creek 
Formation 

Lowermost exposed unit of the 
Etheridge Group 

luntala Schist (Withnall & others, 
1980a). May be equivalent to the 
Corbett Formation 

May be equivalent to the 
Berneckcr Creek and Daniel Creek 
Formations, at least in part 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Table 2. Stratigraphic holes in the Candlow area 

Drillhole Location (AMG) Total depth Inclination! Units intersected 
azimuth at 
collar 

GSQ Georgetown 2R12RA 7164007933350 99.l5m 45%30° Langdon River Mudstone 

GSQ Georgetown 3 7165207933600 150.95m 45%25° Candlow Formation (upper 
part) 

GSQ Georgetown 4 7168207933680 213.92m 45%40° Candlow Formation (upper 
part) (0-110m) 
Stockyard Creek Mudstone 
Member (l10-213.92m) 

GSQ Georgetown 5 7169807933850 142.07m 45%40° Candlow Formation 
(middle part) 

GSQ Georgetown 6 7153607935400 106.07m 45%30° Candlow Formation 
(middle part) 

GSQ Georgetown 7 7169007934700 181.58m 45%40° Cand10w Formation (lower 
part) CO-149m) 
He1iman Formation (149-
181.58m) 

Locations are given as full grid references for Zone 54 of the Australian Map Grid 
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• • Table 3. Average chemical analyses ofmetasedimentaJy rocks from the Etheridge Group. • 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 • No of samples 10 2 6 3 11 4 7 4 2 2 • Si02 63.04 71.20 74.70 66.43 61.74 56.05 68.21 63.63 52.60 69.65 
Ti02 0.82 0.72 0.70 0.67 0.56 0.57 0.55 0.48 0.55 0.44 • Al203 17.25 12.00 11.93 14.40 12.55 12.48 16.30 10.62 13.15 11.50 
Fez0 3 1.05 3.31 2.38 1.23 4.80 2.08 2.11 1.76 5.40 0.90 • FeO 5.23 0.87 0.69 3.68 2.43 3.40 2.76 2.66 1.15 2.70 
FeOt 6.18 3.39 2.45 4.79 6.75 5.27 4.66 4.24 6.01 3.51 • MnO 0.11 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.27 0.18 0.08 0.14 0.17 0.07 
MgO 2.73 0.21 0.12 2.53 2.20 3.25 1.97 1.97 3.00 1.65 • CaO 1.63 2.38 2.02 4.08 7.54 10.78 0.67 6.21 8.10 3.15 
NazO 1.73 2.25 5.76 2.92 4.18 1.93 0.91 3.40 0.80 2.60 • K20 4.03 6.80 0.72 2.38 2.52 3.93 3.56 1.36 3.65 1.80 
P20S 0.17 0.13 0.09 0.17 0.20 0.22 0.13 0.12 0.20 0.09 • H2O 2.12 0.19 0.24 1.06 0.61 1.25 2.64 1.64 2.00 2.10 
CO2 0.07 0.2 0.01 0.09 3.62 5.68 9.4 3.2 • Ba 1159 590 35 527 430 385 731 270 860 315 
Rb 187 150 9 190 94 191 193 68 188 170 • Sr 236 51 60 239 123 353 124 250 379 157 
Pb 26 8 5 21 12 28 20 13 4 25 • Th 20 23 24 20 19 I7 21 15 15 
U 5 5 6 -4 5 4 2 4 3 • Zr 244 565 678 237 186 157 182 196 181 247 
Nb 10 12 15 10 11 • Y 30 69 96 20 23 20 24 16 22 22 
Ce 92 10 40 77 • V 125 45 45 93 115 76 83 60 84 47 
Co 28 22 13 25 24 10 11 25 12 • Ni 46 12 15 71 65 20 26 57 32 18 
Cu 16 3 6 7 28 17 41 6 -10 19 • Zn 109 29 38 13 91 168 54 93 
As -4 -4 -4 2 -4 -4 2 -4 • S% 0 -0.01 0.02 om 0 0 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 
C% • 
1 Biotite gneiss } • 2 Potassic leucogneiss } 
3 Sodic leucogneiss } Einasleigh Metamorphics • 4 Hornblende-biotite gneiss } 
5 Calc-silicate gneiss } • 
6 Calc-silicate granofels Bemecker Creek Fonnation • 
7 Mica schist Robertson River Subgroup • 
8 Calcareous/dolomitic sandstone Bernecker Creek Fonnation • 9 Calcareous/dolomitic siltstone • 10 Calcareous/dolomitic sandstone Daniel Creek Fonnation • • • • 112 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, Record 1996115 • 
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• • • Table 3 (continued) 

• 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

• No of samples 2 5 2 6 3 2 4 

• SiOz 72.20 63.22 73.50 67.64 61.12 68.66 61.14 80.77 71.40 
Ti02 0.53 0.61 0.50 0045 0.61 0.55 0.69 0.27 0.13 
Alz0 3 13.10 19.82 14.50 17.38 16.67 15.93 21.88 8.90 16.10 • Fez0 3 2.02 3.14 1.15 1.21 2.89 0.94 6.13 1.20 0.47 
FeO 2.08 2.26 1.95 lAO 1.40 2.42 0.07 1.52 1.39 • FeOt 3.90 5.09 2.99 2.49 4.00 3.27 5.58 2.22 1.81 
MnO 0.04 0.06 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.06 -0.01 0.03 0.05 • MgO 1.53 1.80 1.20 1.24 1.14 2.04 0.21 0.88 0.46 
CaO 0.53 0.42 0.25 0.28 0.06 0.35 0.03 0.27 0.79 • NazO 2.21 0048 0.20 1.68 0.05 1.14 0.76 1.98 4.66 
K20 2.74 4.78 3.50 5.07 3.67 3.75 3.86 1.66 1.22 • P20 S 0.14 0.13 0.18 0.05 0.10 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.02 
HzO 2.27 3.02 2.85 2.64 5.26 3.30 4.01 1.39 1.85 

• CO2 0.06 -0.01 0.17 0.64 0.14 OJ 0.08 0.26 0.44 

• Ba 360 1001 550 810 383 510 780 323 520 
Rb 120 242 159 237 207 185 230 71 70 

• Sr 120 105 92 91 53 73 230 71 520 
Pb 9 22 21 34 33 29 64 30 24 
Th 23 24 24 21 17 34 13 5 • U -4 3 6 II 4 7 4 2 
Zr 240 151 238 292 220 235 230 146 90 • Nb 12 16 
Y 19 26 18 43 41 33 42 17 4 • Ce 30 103 
V 70 78 44 57 79 107 103 38 33 

• Co 40 14 -10 18 16 -10 18 -10 
Ni 65 28 -10 17 39 20 16 30 10 

• Cu 14 70 16 17 36 29 21 27 12 
Zn 102 55 86 97 80 62 75 80 

• As II 6 6 17 II 12 6 8 
S% -0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.3 2.32 0.26 -0.01 0.43 0.17 

• C% 0.27 4.39 0.4 0.57 0.18 

• 11 Sandy siltstone Bemecker Creek and Daniel Creek Formations 

• 12 Mudstone Bemecker Creek, Daniel Creek and Corbett Formations 
13 Mudclast sandstone Daniel Creek Formation 

• 14 Mudclast sandstone Heliman and Candlow Formations 
15 Carbonaceous mudstone Stockyard Creek Mudstone Member 

• 16 Mudstone middle Candlow Formation 
17 Oxidised mudstone Langdon River Mudstone 

• 18 Siliceous siltstone Townley, HeHman and Candlow Formations 
19 Albitite Stockyard Creek Mudstone Member 

• Samples were analysed at Australian Mineral Development Laboratories (AMDEL) and the Queensland 

• Government Chemical Laboratory (QGCL) for major elelements using X-ray Fluorescence (XRF). Trace elements 
mostly analysed at AMDEL, QGCL and AGSO by XRF, although Cu, Pb, Zn, V., Cr, Ni and Co in some samples 

• were analysed by emission spectroscopy at QGCL 
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• • 
Table 4: Average chemical analyses and CIPW nonns for the Proterozoic mafic rocks • 

All mafic rocks Dead Horse Metabasalt (DHM) Cobbold Metadolerite Einasleigh • (this study) Metamorphics 
metabasalt amphibolite in & below aboveDHM amphibolite & • DHM mafic granulite 

No of samples 52 11 5 12 15 9 • Si02 48.66 48.42 49.62 48.23 48.68 48.95 
Ti02 1.25 1.53 1.69 1.24 0.93 1.20 • A12O) 14.14 12.83 14.03 14.81 14.70 13.97 
F~O) 2.29 3.52 2.31 2.62 1.46 1.70 • FeO 10.52 10.99 12.11 9.94 9.77 11.10 
MnO 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.22 • MgO 6.96 6.36 5.64 6.77 7.62 7.59 
CaO 10.77 9.82 9.46 10.22 11.85 11.61 • NazO 1.94 1.71 2.16 2.22 2.11 1.46 
K20 0.28 0.12 0.30 0.45 0.24 0.33 • P20 S 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.11 0.09 0.12 
H2O 2.26 3.31 1.90 2.62 1.75 1.56 
CO2 0.26 0.40 0.01 0.15 0.Q3 • 
Ba 96 94 91 117 95 74 • Rb 10 5 13 20 9 6 
Sr 158 118 132 163 168 199 • Pb 6 8 4 7 4 7 
Th -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 • U -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
Zr 71 93 101 68 49 65 
Nb 3.5 4.5 5.0 3.5 2.5 1.5 • Y 23 26 30 22 18 24 
Ce 5 5 6 2 • V 418 485 641 438 320 351 
Cr 196 123 95 149 282 263 • Co 54 52 57 49 57 55 
Ni 90 66 67 95 104 102 • Cu 140 133 125 128 165 130 
Zn 99 113 113 98 86 95 
S% 621 560 740 408 600 860 • 
TilZr 106 99 100 109 114 111 • ZrlNb 20 21 20 19 20 22 
ZrN 3.1 3.6 3.4 3.1 2.7 2.7 • "Mg" atomic* 52.90 47.70 44.60 52.7 57 54.9 
F~O)lFeO 0.22 0.32 0.19 0.26 0.15 0.15 • ClPW Nonnative mineralogy (volatile freee)* • Q 0.6 3.8 3.1 1.2 
Or 1.7 0.7 1.8 2.7 1.4 2.0 
Ab 16.4 14.5 18.3 18.8 17.9 12.4 • An 29.1 27.0 27.7 29.1 29.9 30.6 
Di 19.5 1703 15.2 17.3 23.2 21.6 • Hy 24.6 26.0 25.1 20.7 15.9 25.3 
01 3.0 5.1 • II 2.4 2.9 3.2 2.4 1.8 2.3 
Mt 2.4 2.7 2.7 2.4 2.0 2.4 • Ap OJ 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 OJ 
PlagAn 63.9 65.1 60.3 60.8 62.6 71.2 
* "Mg" and CIPW nonns calculated using a F~O:fFeO ratio of 0.15 • • • • 114 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, Record 199611 5 • • 
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